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2020 was a crazy year for the paddlesports industry. On the one hand, existing 
paddlers were limited in their capacity to travel. On the other, more paddlers than 
ever were introduced to the sport, taking up paddles and hopping on boards and 
boats. 

It created a kind of roller coaster for industry professionals and paddling enthu-
siasts alike. First, manufacturers experienced the challenges and stress of shut-
ting down production, followed by the fear of having too many products, then the 
fear of not being able to meet a surprisingly voracious demand. 

For all the bad, 2020 brought a lot of good. Far from being bad for business, the 
pandemic saw a crazy amount of products sold and an unprecedented amount of 
paddlers who entered or returned to the sport. The sadness and worry of not being 
able to paddle much this year transitioned to the joy of (re)discovering backyard 
runs and local venues and a renewed appreciation for getting outside.

After such a year, it is undeniable that the industry is changing. While it welcomed 
many to the water, 2020 also highlighted the lack of diversity in paddlesports, 
forcing us to examine the barriers to entry and think critically about what we 
can do- what we need to do- to change things. It made us ask ourselves, how can 
we share the sports that give us joy when we want it and peace when we need 
it? How can we bring and keep new members of our paddling family in the fold?

Perhaps more than anything, 2020 reminded us of the importance of community. 
Every autumn for the last decade, we have come together in Nuremberg, Germany. 
This year we couldn’t. After so much time forced apart, the desire to see what we 
are up to hasn’t gone away. If anything, it has grown stronger. The limitations of 
Zoom meetings have drawn our attention to the progress and collaboration that 
happens when we come together, work together, and support each other. 

While the Paddler’s Guide aims to highlight the newest and coolest new products 
and companies in the industry, it also does more. By working in tandem with 
PaddleExpo, it has helped to unite and connect those of us scattered across the 
globe by giving a platform to exchange ideas, showcase progress, and voice what 
matters. 

With the announcement of the end of PADDLEexpo as a consequence of the pan-
demic, the need for community and real connection is more evident than ever. 
We at KS Publishing, under the guidance of the PADDLEexpo organizers, realized 
it was our time to carry the torch and take on the immense responsibility of or-
ganizing the international paddlesports trade show, now called the P2S - Paddle 
Sports Show.

Like so many others, we are already looking forward to when we next come to-
gether, bringing with us all that we have learned from these months apart. Though 
taking a new name, a new location for a new start, we promise to bring the same 
values. Let us celebrate the established, highlight the superb, and welcome the 
new so that we can take on whatever the future holds with paddles in hand. 

We hope to see you all next year in Lyon, France. Join us from September 29th to 
October 2nd for what promises to be an incredible event. Until then, let this guide 
be a testimony of the great year the industry experienced and an omen of more 
good things to come. Filling the pages are more new products than ever, not to 
mention more new companies from more countries across the globe. We hope 
you’ll enjoy our take on the current state of the industry with our now celebrated 
Industry Magazine section of the Paddler’s Guide. Wherever you are in the world, 
and whatever form of paddlesports you are after, let the impressive list of pro-
ducts on these pages (and on PaddlerGuide.com) give you even more reason to 
get on the water. 

the Team at Paddler's Guide
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THE PADDLE SPORTS SHOW
INDUSTRY MAGAZINE

Paddler's Guide Mag: Benoit, the first question that comes to mind is, 
why change the name of a company that is a leader in its field and 
is synonymous with innovation, leadership, and quality?
Benoit Treguilly: As you probably know, we left the BIC Group two years ago and 
have been operating under a license agreement for the BIC Sport brand during this 
time. At the end of this year, the license agreement came to an end, so we decided to 
create a new brand name that would continue to express the values that have always 
underpinned our success. Millions of people worldwide have enjoyed using a BIC Sport 
windsurfer, surfboard, SUP, or kayak. Understandably, there will be some nostalgia for 
the old BIC Sport brand, but this is a new chapter for the company and for board sports 
in general. Plus, the old boards and kayaks will probably now acquire collector value!  

PGM: What will this new era look like for Tahe? 
Will you be changing your strategy or continuing 
to build on what you've spent 40 years creating? 
BT: TAHE will keep the same values as BIC Sport: Reliability, accessibility, simpli-
city, modernity. An essential element of our brand is that our products are made and 
engineered in France in an environmentally responsible manner. We are retaining our 
production facility at Vannes in Brittany (West of France). However, the transition to the 
TAHE Brand should provide us with more opportunities in terms of products, branding, 
sales, and marketing that, in some cases, were not possible with BIC.

PGM: Kayak and Stand Up Paddle are your core paddlesport markets. 
What other segments does Tahe Outdoors cover? 
Will you be altering your existing portfolio of activities?
BT: Tahe Outdoors is also committed to windsurf (as we have been since 1979), surf 
(since 1994), and O'pen Skiff, our sailing dinghy for youth and junior sailors (since 
2006). We will continue promoting and developing these activities, which are all very 
important for the company. In 2021-2022 there should also be an opportunity to 
further develop and diversify into wing foiling.

This autumn, world water sports market leader Bic Sport announced a 
name change, ending a 40-year brand identity in the fields of water and 
paddlesports. The new company, Tahe, will carry forward the legacy Bic 
Sport began in the 1980s, with the same roots, values, and culture. We 
met Tahe's new communication and marketing manager and industry 
veteran Benoit Treguilly to discuss the change and what the future 
has in store.

BENOIT TREGUILLY, 
MARKETING 
MANAGER, 
TAHE OUTDOORS.

PGM: Tell us about the other paddle brands in the group: 
Egalis, Robson, Zegul, SIC, Oxbow. All are now a part of Tahe 
Outdoors. How do you see these brands functioning together?
BT: Moving forward, there will be three primary brands at the Tahe Outdoors Group. 
TAHE, the entry-level and recreational brand replacing BIC Sport, in all the different 
product categories covered today. SIC covers the elite & performance market sec-
tor in SUP, surf, and foil, and ZEGUL, which focuses on advanced to elite composite 
touring kayaks made in Estonia. All of our accessories (Robson, Artistic, etc.) will be 
streamlined within these premium brands. EGALIS will continue to focus primarily on 
the rental markets, while the OXBOW license will continue to build its brand identity 
of French waterman-inspired SUP & surf boards.

PGM: You have been manufacturing in France since the company
 started. In what way is this beneficial? 
Has it provided any additional advantage during this COVID year? 
BT: Manufacturing in France has been part of our company DNA from day one. Having 
our production based in Europe/France is an important asset and advantage for TAHE, 
given that all our competitors' production happens in Asia. Manufacturing in Europe, 
one of the world's largest watersports markets, gives us serious advantages in terms 
of technology and reactivity. Additionally, our manufacturing processes are much more 
respectful of the environment. Our reactivity was a significant advantage in 2020, as it 
enabled us to respond very quickly to consumer demand, which, contrary to expectation, 
was extremely strong once the COVID lockdowns eased in May. 

PGM: As part of being more environmentally friendly, 
it's also an advantage in terms of carbon footprint, is that right?
BT: Absolutely. The vast majority of our boards are made here in France, then exported 
to almost 90 countries worldwide, requiring much less transportation than boards ma-
nufactured in Asia, which are mostly shipped back to Europe before being re-exported. 
More and more of our clients are sensitive to these environmental issues. In terms of 
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"HAVING OUR PRODUCTION 
BASED IN EUROPE/FRANCE IS 
AN IMPORTANT ASSET AND 
ADVANTAGE FOR TAHE, GIVEN 
THAT ALL OUR COMPETITORS' 
PRODUCTION HAPPENS IN ASIA. 
MANUFACTURING IN EUROPE, 
ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST 
WATERSPORTS MARKETS, GIVES 
US SERIOUS ADVANTAGES IN 
TERMS OF TECHNOLOGY AND 
REACTIVITY. ADDITIONALLY, OUR 
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 
ARE MUCH MORE RESPECTFUL 
OF THE ENVIRONMENT."

importation, having all our products made in France eliminates the time-consuming 
and costly logistics of transport from Asia that are particularly important at the start 
of the season.

PGM: BIC Sport (now Tahe Outdoors) also has a very long history 
of recycling its waste and off-cuts, for environmental reasons, 
of course, but are there also economic advantages?
BT: Yes, we've always recycled our manufacturing off-cuts. To minimize our production 
rejects and stay competitive with companies manufacturing in Asia, we pay special 
attention to the supply and optimization of the base materials we use. Reducing the 
energy required to manufacture every product and recycling our production off-cuts 
have always been core objectives of our industrial process.

PGM: Does that present any difficulties in terms of production 
costs and regulations? How do you stay competitive, 
given the additional costs? 
BT: Despite working with much stricter regulations and higher employment costs, 
we manage to stay competitive because we've invested heavily in high-performance 
industrial equipment and in our skilled, motivated workforce, which enables us to 
manufacture with higher quality-control over our products, and much more quickly than 
in Asia. We're the only company in the world to have invested in so much thermoforming 
manufacture technology, which gives us much more flexibility in optimizing our product 
ranges to suit the different activities and usage. 

PGM: We also heard about your new production process, 
which makes your products fully recyclable by creating a never-ending 
"clean," virtuous circle. Can you tell us more? How does this work?
BT: That's right. Three years ago, we launched our TOUGH TEC process, using a 
polyethylene skin wrapped around a polystyrene slab, which has replaced the older 
polyurethane slab construction that was less durable and more pollutant. Aside from 
the structural improvements, it also means the products are 100% recyclable. We've 
also developed a machine that can separate the polyethylene from the polystyrene, 
which allows us to recycle any production rejects to be re-used in the following pro-
duction cycle. It's a process that could certainly be described as a virtuous circle. 

PGM: Do you foresee any major changes to the Tahe strategy 
in the next 10-20 years? Are there any other acquisition 
processes still continuing? 
BT: There are some further business acquisition activities at a higher level involving 
the KJK Sports group, who already have successful brands such as Elan skis and Elan 
yachts, Core Kites, SIC, TAHE, Zegul, plus a range of bicycle brands like Baltik Vairas, 
Panther, and Oryx under their umbrella. The group currently has an annual turnover 
of nearly 300 million euros and employs 3000 people across Europe. In a few short 
years, KJK has become a major player in the outdoor activities market. 

PGM: You've recently placed a greater focus on the inflatable 
market. What's behind this strategic decision? 
What do you hope to achieve in this sector?
BT: We've been a bit reticent about this sector historically. It didn't figure prominently 
in our strategy because it meant manufacturing in China, the only country where the 
processes exist. Nowadays, despite strong demand for our existing rigid products, 
there's an increasing demand for inflatables that we need to respond to. Storing a 

four-meter board or boat in a small urban apartment is far from ideal, yet many people 
in urban environments enjoy paddlesports. We've recently invested much more heavily 
in our inflatable ranges in both high and low-pressure systems. Our aim is always to 
deliver affordable, high-quality products with maximum durability to avoid the auto-ob-
solescence and waste that have sadly become the norm for many of the entry-level 
SUP boards that you often find on sale in big/department stores. Yes, these boards 
help get people out on the water, but many consumers end up disappointed with the 
products and are lost to the sport and market. 

PGM: 2020 brought a lot of newcomers to paddlesports. 
What is your recipe for keeping these new paddlers on board?
BT: The TAHE brand offers newcomers high-quality products that are easy to use and 
highly durable, all at an extremely affordable price. These are essential elements for 
guaranteeing fun from the beginning and encouraging regular usage and outings. Some 
of our surf, SUP, windsurf boards, and kayaks, manufactured in Vannes, have sold in 
the millions, with similar numbers of newcomers enjoying the fun sensations of board 
and paddle sports. Proof that it's an excellent recipe for success!  

PGM: What do you take away from the past year? 
What does it say for the future of paddlesports?
BT: The 2020 season was a great one for the industry and proved that people are 
increasingly keen on outdoor activities and water sports. Paddlesports are very much 
at the heart of this. They're easy to get into, and for many people, they're the first point 
of contact with board and water sports. Kayak and SUP are much easier to learn than 
windsurfing, for example, and you can enjoy them from your first time out on the water. 
It's a powerful market trend that seems certain to grow and develop over a long period.

PGM: After a year's hiatus, the International Paddle Sports Show 
is also starting a new chapter in Lyon, France, for 2021. Any thoughts?
BT: It's great news that the Paddle Sports Show is starting up again. Even though 
there has been a kind of "virtual" show during the pandemic period, on a professional 
level, it's vitally important to be able to meet in person, share ideas, and see all the 
new products at this kind of event. Lyon has excellent transport connections, and I've 
no doubt that most northern European manufacturers will be there. 
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PG Mag: How did Rendezvous River Sports start? 
AP: I started teaching kayaking for the Jackson Hole Kayak School in 1993. The school 
was started by two of the top paddlers of that time, Gregg Goodyear and Aurele La-
montagne, and was well-established when Gregg and I took it over and co-founded 
Rendezvous River Sports in 1995.  
 
PGM: Very early on, you understood the benefit of being 
multi-dimensional. What has been essential to your success? 
AP: If we only had the shop, we would have gone out of business when the whitewater 
kayak market crashed in 2001. The school was and is essential in creating a market. 
There was huge interest in whitewater kayaking in the 90s, but we quickly realized 
that we needed to broaden our customer base. We began offering flatwater tours and 
overnight backcountry kayaking trips into Yellowstone and now Grand Teton Natio-
nal Parks. Supporting our community has also been essential. We sponsor up to six 
kayaking events a year, and since ski racing is so important in Jackson Hole, we also 
sponsor two to three major ski races. These events bring the community together and 
are so much fun. We’re like a big family. We make sure to have at least one night a 
week when our staff all go paddle together and enjoy a riverside feast. 
 
PGM: What is your leading segment? 
Has it changed at all over the years?
AP: This year, it was a three-way tie between touring, whitewater, and SUP, with 
rafting not far behind. During its peak seven years ago, SUP outsold all other categories 
combined. 
 
PGM: Tell us about 2020. For many in this industry, 
it’s been a crazy good year. How about for you?
AP: We were fortunate as we were deemed an essential business and allowed to stay 
open. We were also lucky that we had already received much of our inventory for the 

2021 marks 26 years in business for Rendezvous River Sports, a kayak 
school, SUP school, rafting center, and paddle shop located in Jackson 
Hole, Wyoming. We met with owner and co-founder Aaron Pruzan, a 
long-time passionate and successful player in the North American 
paddle sports industry scene, to learn what drives his success and 
keeps his love for paddling alive.

DEALER PROFILE:
AARON PRUZAN

year. Demand was high; we had a rush of new customers as people from all over the 
U.S. wanted to be in the mountains and get on the water. 2020 was also our first year 
as a licensed concessioner in Grand Teton National Park. Initially, the Forest and Park 
Services were not permitting outfitter access, but we were allowed on the water in 
early June once we developed plans for COVID risk management. We were very strict 
in enforcing all our COVID policies, and 2020 ended up being our best year ever. At 
times it felt strange that we were operating, but so many of our customers and guests 
were so appreciative of our ability to provide a means of solace during a dark time. 
 
PGM: How do most of your customers find you? 
AP: We have a broad customer base and many repeat customers. The mainstay is the 
adventure groups we partner with, in which whitewater kayaking is a four-day finale 
of a few weeks of outdoor sports. REI adventures is our primary partner for overnight 
touring kayaking, and they consistently bring us guests from everywhere. We have a 
strong local clientele ranging from parents whose kids are in the Kayak Club to people 
who want the security of paddling with an instructor to folk who come out a couple 
times a summer. We work with the hotels and resorts in the area as they realize we 
offer a unique experience, and many guests return year after year. Also critical to our 
success are our many non-profit partners. They have helped us introduce hundreds 
of kids from diverse communities, particularly African American and Latino, to the 
river, and we are continually striving to expand participation to more diverse groups. 
Last year, almost all of the groups above had to cancel. We were fortunate that word 
of mouth referrals, our website, and our location kept people coming. We are right in 
downtown Jackson, and there are always a lot of brightly colored boats, boards, and 
people outside the shop, motivating others to join in the good times!
 
PGM: The big question many are asking now is, how do we keep the 
newcomers from the past year involved in the sport? What is your take? 
AP: For many of us, it only took one trip to fall in love with paddlesports. This can be 
true for anyone. The combination of beauty and thrills is addictive. We have always 
welcomed newcomers and encouraged many of them to become part of our community 
by helping them make the sport a part of their lifestyle. Regardless, many new partici-
pants may decide that the outdoor life involves too much risk or effort. 

PGM: What keeps you in the game and keeps 
the stoke alive after all these years? 
AP: It is still so much fun to be on the water with the community we created. As 
we begin our 26th year, we do not take our success for granted, and we cherish our 
amazing staff and our great customers. I hope I can work at Rendezvous for another 
26 years or more! For whitewater, the boats just keep getting better and more fun 
to paddle, and there is a lot of potential for new innovation that I am excited to see. 

PGM: How can paddle sports businesses 
help continue to develop the paddling community? 
AP: For us, the key is embracing all aspects of paddle sports, including competition, 
rafting, expedition, SUP, youth paddling, canoeing, pack rafting, recreational touring, 
and river stewardship. Rendezvous is deeply involved with river stewardship and 
conservation issues. We were a driving force behind the Wild & Scenic designation 
for the Snake River Headwaters. We continue to support many different non-profits 
and specific projects to protect the natural world, both financially and with actual work. 
Going forward, everyone involved with paddlesports will need to be good stewards of 
our natural resources and work hard to protect the waterways we enjoy. This will be 
the most critical factor in keeping our sport alive for future generations. There are 
challenging times ahead for sure, but I am confident we are up to it.
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This year, paddlesports is teetering on the edge of the mainstream market as big-name 
box store retailers like Decathalon, REI, MEC, and even Wal-Mart have expanded to 
feature SUP and kayak lines. It is a move that brings fantastic exposure helping to fast 
track once niche paddlesport names into global active and sportswear brands while 
gaining popularity for all paddlesports has to offer. Why, then, does not everyone view 
this as a boon for the industry? 

Rather than a boon, this is a topic that terrifies many European retailers, especially in a 
time which is seeing the general retail industry suffer from online competition. In truth, 
for many retailers, rather than acting as a point of entry to paddlesports, the broader 
outdoor industry is viewed primarily as a threat. In many European countries, the local 
industry is old with well-established, often family-owned or operated brands. The fear 
is that as paddlesports falls under the umbrella of “Outdoor Sports,” it may create more 
competition than the "small" sport and companies can handle. Part of this fear is price 
and margin-related, as the efficiency of their distribution model traditionally allows box 
stores to push the prices of equipment down further than smaller dealers can afford. 
While this may not be as relevant in North America, it is a genuine concern in Europe 
due to differences in competition and vertical pricing laws.

Others point to the industry’s niche aspect, reminding of the benefit of a smaller, 
specialized retailer who intimately knows and understands both the brands and the 
individual products they carry. Most customers do not come searching for a specific 
item unless they’ve been educated by a smaller, quality-focused dealership run by 
anglers or paddlers or already spent time in the sport. A knowledgeable salesperson 
can differentiate between details that make a product fall in the higher-end or lower 
end of the spectrum and help identify the best product for a customer. This intimacy 
is what many believe allows for a positive entry into the sport, which can be critical 
for keeping people involved. 

Yet to focus on all the ways the box store will never replace the small, specialty dealer 
is to ignore the advantages and opportunities they bring. 

As mainstream retail increases visibility and availability of paddlesport products and 
the lifestyle that accompanies them, it will likely push more people towards the many 
industry disciplines, which is good for everyone. With larger social media channels 
and audiences, not to mention TV adverts, box stores are ideally positioned to increase 
exposure and product accessibility for paddlesport products, whether fishing, rec boats, 
or paddleboards. Many have blogs offering product recommendations and tips for first-
time buyers and users on everything from skill development to product maintenance 
and buyer’s guides, providing support and community for new and entry-level partici-
pants. While smaller shops and brands also run blogs, the reach, impact, money, and 
time a small business can put into marketing pales compared to larger corporations. 

Finding a larger home for paddlesport brand soft goods and accessories builds an 
audience base and brand familiarity on a far larger scale than online retail and spe-
cialty shops allow. Taking advantage of the increasing intersection of streetwear/urban 

Does the introduction of paddlesport products to popular outdoor box 
stores offer a chance or a threat to the industry? 

THE BENEFIT OF THE 
BOX STORE

fashion and the outdoors may directly benefit paddlesports. As the lifestyle associated 
with paddlesports becomes increasingly popularized, consumers, even those who don’t 
necessarily enjoy the outdoors, can look as if they do. This intersection offers a crucial 
entry point to an industry where products are often too technical to find a home with 
a larger audience. Though someone might not need a wetsuit, drysuit, or a life jacket, 
a sun-shirt, rashguard, board shorts, and even drybags are becoming increasingly 
common items in the closets and garages of the casual weekend warrior and aspiring 
outdoor enthusiast. 

The specialty retailer can be intimidating for the entry-level participant, even if a 
future enthusiast is lucky enough to live near one or know how to find one. Additionally, 
shoppers are only likely to come to a specialty store when they are interested in the 
products it sells. In contrast, sporting goods, outdoors, and even big-name box stores 
can draw customers in with one type of product and expose them to others while 
they shop. Though it can never replace the specialty retailer, the box store provides 
an important, even critical point of access that we as an industry need to embrace. 

As box stores enter the entry-level and recreational market, they may open a door for 
smaller shops to carry larger margins and higher-end products. If you look at the bike 
industry, it is rare to buy an entry-level bike from a bike shop. Yet the bike shop is far 
from dead. Instead, the specialty bike retailer offers middle and higher-end products, 
delivering products, advice, and community to those ready to take the next step. 

Ultimately, it is up to each manufacturer to determine to what level to engage with 
more generalized retailers and the benefit it will bring their brand directly. Yes, welco-
ming paddlesports into the fold of “outdoor activity” may further split the entry-level 
market. However, it brings with it the potential to get more people on the water. It 
offers an entry point for aspiring outdoor and paddlesports enthusiasts, and hopefully, 
a jumping-off point for them to become lifelong participants. 

" YET TO FOCUS ON ALL THE WAYS 
THE BOX STORE WILL NEVER REPLACE 
THE SMALL, SPECIALTY DEALER IS 
TO IGNORE THE ADVANTAGES AND 
OPPORTUNITIES THEY BRING. "

THE PADDLE SPORTS SHOW
INDUSTRY MAGAZINE
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Paddlesport dealers and retailers worldwide had one thing in common this spring and 
summer. As COVID restrictions forced factory shutdowns or changes in workplace 
safety regulations, manufacturers struggled to meet product demand, and paddlesport 
products, from boats and boards to accessories, were “sold out.” Far from being a 
damper on next year’s sales, one benefit has been the return of the pre-order. 

While pre-orders never went away, the past decade’s trend has been increasingly 
smaller orders placed later. Then, COVID shut down factories in Asia, and the rest of 
the world quickly followed. Lockdowns in January, February, and March significantly 
impaired companies’ ability to produce and deliver products on schedule. Come spring 
and summer, an unexpectedly high demand for paddlesport goods and services caught 
the industry by surprise. 

The majority of retailers had nothing left to sell come mid-summer, with few options 
for resupply. Now, for 2021, pre-orders are seeing a comeback. Inevitably, this is partly 
due to shops’ desire to make sure they have enough stock this coming season. It is also 
partly thanks to manufacturers aggressively encouraging pre-orders to make sure they 
can prepare to meet demand. 

 “For a long while,” explains Palm Equipment’s Paul Robertson, “retail has relied on 
suppliers to be their warehouse. The reality is that physically and financially, suppliers 
can’t do this and continue to give the sort of support expected. So rightly, pre-orders 
have been encouraged as it gives everyone some security. For a retailer in the current 
high demand situation, it’s probably the only way they will get goods to sell.”

It is hard to find a manufacturer or supplier who is not in favor of the pre-order. At Jobe 
Sports International, explains William Doornekamp, “We always had dealers pre-orde-
ring, but this year we have an exponential rise in pre-orders due to COVID.” Doornekamp 
is not complaining. “In the long term,” he continues, “this makes for a healthier market 
for everyone as we can maintain expectations from each other.''

Pre-orders bring many benefits besides securing a specific product for one particular 
customer or easing the burden of product storage on the manufacturer. Increased 
pre-orders reduces the risk of sitting on stock that won’t sell and can help drive inte-
rest and generate awareness for new products. They can help predict the demand of 
products accurately, whether new or established classics. They can also help get rid of 
old stock or items that don't sell, as companies or dealers offer discounts and special 
deals with advance orders in a win-win for the manufacturer, retailer, and consumer. 

In theory, another advantage of the pre-order is that they allow companies to devote 
time and resources to developing new products and innovations rather than scrambling 
to keep up with (catch up) with demand. However, given the world’s current state, there 
is a fear that pre-orders will do little to guarantee delivery, especially with many in the 
paddlesport industry dependent on production (and shipping) from foreign markets. 

With the rise of COVID and increased demand for paddlesport products 
leading to in-store shortages, for 2021, pre-orders are back and bigger 
than ever, bringing good news and security for the market. 

THE RETURN OF 
THE PRE-ORDER

In the past year, companies whose production is all under one roof were perhaps 
better able to meet demand, albeit not on their standard timeline. Those better able 
to maintain production and delivery were rewarded with new partnerships, as dealers 
and retailers looked to find any products available for sale. It is a not insignificant 
advantage, and it begs the question, will it trigger a return to in-house production? For 
the majority of companies, the answer is likely, no, at least not right now.  

Explains Palm Equipment, “unless you can do end-to-end manufacturing, you’ll need 
a supply chain, so you will always need to rely on others somewhere.” While several 
companies in the industry manufacture almost exclusively in-house, and there are great 
examples of bespoke products made locally, if you break it down to examine where most 
of the parts come from, the road will most often lead to Asia. “Asia is, for now, still the 
go-to for most brands, simply based 
on scale, economies, and know-how,” 
says Palm's Robertson. 

Still, end-to-end in-house manufac-
turing does not always guarantee 
timely delivery. In 2020, even smaller companies where production is all under one 
roof, such as Czech powerhouse Gumotex, struggled to meet product demand, and 
appreciate the benefits of the pre-order. “This year, we struggled with backorders to 
a large extent. For this reason, all our partners have learned from this situation and 
have already sent pre-orders,” explains Radka Bartošová, Gumotex’s Head of Sales: 
Boats & Outdoor. 

Although pre-orders are back in force, the production and delivery are far from gua-
ranteed, especially when considering the rising shipping rates and delivery times. The 
challenge of 2021 will be, can we deliver? The Coronavirus, in many ways, has shatte-
red the illusion of a predictable and confident future. Knowing exactly how many pro-
ducts you need to make or how many you will receive provides a comforting opportunity 
to grasp some semblance of control in these tumultuous times. 

As we seek to regain our hold on the year ahead, the pre-order is just a short term 
solution. Maybe COVID will be the spark of the next “revolution.” There may be more 
drastic changes on the distant horizon for some companies that portends a different 
future for the industry. In five years, will the twin pressures of guaranteeing delivery 
and environmental sustainability have driven production back closer to home, or will 
we be ever more dependent on external production to meet a still increasing demand? 

Who knows? For the time being, get your orders in. 

THE CHALLENGE OF 
2021 WILL BE, CAN 
WE DELIVER?

THE PADDLE SPORTS SHOW
INDUSTRY MAGAZINE
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Companies have many options when it comes to being environmentally responsible, 
from minimizing waste and upcycling to finding ways to reduce one’s carbon footprint. 
As the paddlesport industry embraces the Green Revolution, one increasingly popular 
option has been refining how products are packaged and shipped. These small details 
become increasingly important as the Coronavirus, which has people staying at home, 
also has seen an increase in online purchasing. 

According to the Environmental Protection Agency, up to one trillion plastic bags used 
worldwide each year. Despite good intentions and the desire for clean waterways, the 
paddlesport industry is a significant contributor to this waste, with many of our soft 
and hard goods shipped, wrapped, and sold in plastic poly bags. 

Fortunately, industries around the world are committed to reducing plastic and finding 
ways to be more environmentally conscious, paving the way and setting the stage for 
others to follow. One example of this is the recent Fashion Pact, a global coalition of 
companies in the fashion and textile industry committed to a common core of key 
environmental goals in three areas: stopping global warming, restoring biodiversity, and 
protecting the oceans. Dozens of signatories have given impetus for large-scale change, 
helping hold even global fast-fashion brands accountable. This support will undoubtedly 
help enact a shift where those making an effort toward this front are the norm, not the 
outliers. We in the paddlesports sector- both manufacturer and consumer- should be 
among those leading the charge. Some of us already are. 

At the 2019 PaddleExpo, Peak UK won the Special Jury Prize for the advent of their 
Peak Eco line, which utilizes recycled plastics in certain garments, and their commit-
ment to re-designing packaging. Instead of single-use plastic bags, all of Peak UK’s 
Eco line comes folded or rolled, secured by compostable hemp cord and a recycled 
cardboard info card. It is a simple change that can make a big difference, not just in 
plastic bag count, but in sparking awareness and shifting mindsets. 

However, for large scale or lasting change, the industry as a whole must embrace and 
commit to this mentality. This is no easy feat. Finding a balance between supporting 
customers who simultaneously seek to support environmentally responsible practices 
while asking companies to keep prices down requires considerable investment and 
commitment from both companies and consumers. It is not a change that will happen 
in one fell swoop, but one that must happen slowly and steadily in small, continual, 
increments.  

So where to start? In an interview with Fashiona.com, Prashant Jagtap, founder of 
Trayak, a consultancy for brands looking to reduce their environmental impacts, sug-
gests questioning every piece of packaging to see if it is “absolutely necessary.” To 
do so requires examining the small details such as hangtags or the pieces of plastic, 
paper, or metal used to hold garments in place. 

In their 2021 Sustainability Update, NRS committed to using recycled cardboard 
hangtags attached by cotton thread, not plastic hangtags. They also eliminated poly 
plastic bags from life jacket shipments, glove packaging, and non-commercial footwear 
packaging, removing an estimated 400,000 polybags from circulation. By redesigning 

As companies seek to reduce waste and become more environmental-
ly-friendly, a good place to start is not with the goods themselves but 
with how they are packaged and shipped. 

RE-PACKAGING THE PADDLE SPORTS INDUSTRY

their strap packing, NRS eliminated 750,000+ plastic zip ties and header cards in 
2021 alone. 

Jobe Sports International is starting with small changes such as using recycled 
cardboard. “There is more room for more improvement, but we have to take this one 
step at a time,” recognizes William Doornekamp. The Starboard SUP website calls 
single-use plastics “absolutely unnecessary.” They encourage others to avoid them 
and have partnered with Bye Bye Plastic Bags, a youth-driven NGO that educates 
about the harmful impact of plastic and advocates for better regulations on single-use 
plastics in Thailand. 

For larger products such as boats and boards, finding environmentally conscious solu-
tions can be more challenging. The plastic wrap used to store and ship many hardgoods 
helps protect products from damage, and a product returned due to damage is far 
more costly to the manufacturer and the environment than a single plastic bag. While 
options besides the poly bag exist, biodegradable products can be expensive and may 
not prove better for the environment in the long run. Shipping and storing large items 
in the same bag is a great start, as is utilizing recycled goods where and when possible. 
UK-based Pyranha Kayaks package and protect the ends of their kayaks using foam 
waste supplied by their seat and backrest supplier. Outdoor giant Patagonia started a 
program where customers who can’t curbside recycle the poly bags (#4 plastic) can 
mail them back to Patagonia or drop them off at a retail store to be recycled. 

Still, some responsibility lies with the customer and their choices as to where and how 
they purchase goods. “If customers bought more locally, we would have less packing 
and rubbish,” Jochen Lettmann of Lettmann GMBH reminds. Lettmann entreats all 
paddle sport participants to “Go to your local shop and buy there instead of getting 
something sent from far away for just a little bit less money.” 

It seems a small step, but changing our packaging is hopefully the start of something 
bigger. Rather than leaving our legacy to individual companies, perhaps we need a 
Paddlesports Pact, a binding commitment to encourage each other and hold ourselves 
accountable to do better in how we care for the world we live and recreate in. We all 
have a part to play. It is time we support each other in holding ourselves accountable, 
even for the smallest piece of plastic, to find better solutions. 

TAKING THE FIRST STEP TOWARDS REDUCING PLASTIC

THE PADDLE SPORTS SHOW
INDUSTRY MAGAZINE
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Despite the challenges of COVID, the months 
of lockdown and restrictions gave an unexpec-
ted boon for the outdoor industry. With access 
to more traditional activities on hold, paddle 
sports- whether kayaking or SUP- gained a 
new audience as they proved a perfect oppor-
tunity to be both active and socially distant. 
Now, rather than asking, how do we get more 
people to try paddlesports, the question be-
comes, what will help these new participants 
fall in love with paddlesports and keep them 
coming back for more? 

Paddlesports has something for everyone, 
from fitness to leisure to family fun to more 
extreme adventure and the feeling of exploring off the beaten path. Many are first 
attracted to the lifestyle and escape from the reality of daily life. It is the smile, the 
joy, the beauty of a day out on the water; the hangouts at camp, on rocks and docks, 
the shared moments with family and friends. It is the image of what life could be and 
what we want it to be. 

Creating the association that paddling (and exercise) is good for you can draw in users 
who traditionally visited the gym or those looking for motivation to get off the couch. 
Emily Jackson of Jackson Kayak points out that “Very few people first start running 
because they like running, they do it for the health benefits.” What keeps people run-
ning- and paddling- is the endorphins and euphoria that accompany the experience. It 
is the “good feels” that follow the sport that makes people hunger for their next outing. 
As Jackson rightly suggests, promoting the physical and health benefits of going for 
a paddle may not only help draw people to the sport but also keep them in it until the 
“good feels” take over. 

Yet success in this arena requires a societal shift and the re-prioritization of our health 
and well-being, a development of the belief that paddlesports and outdoor recreation 
are necessary and healthy. For many, Jackson identifies, COVID brought the opportunity 
to try something new and the illusion of having the time to do it. As life slowly shifts 
back towards “normal” obligations, reminding people that making time to do things 
they enjoy (not to mention getting outside) is both healthy and necessary will be vital. 

This shift in mentality and belief that paddlesports and outdoor recreation are necessary 
and beneficial for physical and mental health and well-being is already underway. 
In many regions, recreation, including “non-motorized boat use and rentals, such as 
rowboats, kayaks, canoes,” was considered an essential business and service during 
restrictions and lockdowns. The ability for rental businesses to remain open during 
pandemic shutdowns was a considerable benefit for welcoming newcomers to the sport. 
Access equals relevance, and access to a rental market is crucial, as many cannot afford 
to purchase or store the bulky- and often expensive- paddlesport products. 

Maximizing exposure to paddlesports by placing images and products at the customer's 
fingertips drives interest and normalizes the sport. " We were one of the few activities 

With COVID has come an increase in participation in paddle sports and an influx of new participants. Now the question is, how do we keep them? 

WON’T YOU COME PADDLE WITH ME, AGAIN?

New Yorkers could do,” explains Manhattan 
Kayak + SUP owner Eric Stiller. The intro-
ductory kayak and SUP classes Stiller offers 
were fully booked all summer long, with tours 
and rentals filled almost exclusively by super 
local and local clients. Stiller was not alone in 
seeing an uptick in new customers, and out-
fitters around the world were taken by storm 

as people flocked to try something new. When asked what will keep people coming 
back or even inspire them to buy a boat or board of their own, Stiller replies, “Nothing 
beats a sunny summer day with 30-40 kayaks and SUPs paddling around, with plenty 
of room to socially distance in acres of fresh air.”

What about the experience makes paddlesports stand out? Currently, paddlesports 
provides the potential for adventure and exploration in a world where travel is limited. 
Embracing a new challenge and exploring new horizons close to home, whether rivers, 
lakes, or coast, allows people a taste of freedom that combats the claustrophobic 
reality of lockdown and restrictions and makes the beauty of a day on the water even 
more appealing. 

Entry into a new sport, especially one filled with forums and advice, provides community 
when many of us feel cut-off or isolated. We need quality and qualified advice at shops 
and outfitters, making the link between instruction and retail more crucial than ever. 
Continuing to build and develop online and in-person communities where users and 
enthusiasts feel welcome and connected to something larger than their own experience 
will also help sustain and keep people looking forward to their next paddling mission. 

Increased access to gear, plus improvements in the way gear fits, looks, and feels to be 
both user-friendly and aesthetically pleasing are also critical. Rather than relegating 
paddlesports to having been fun once you are safely on land, it needs to be fun to do 
and share with others, both online and in real life, while you are doing it. 

Whatever inspired the initial exposure, the hope is always that the experience in itself 
will attract some newcomers enough to make them lifers. Yet to retain the influx of 
pandemic paddlers, the key lies in making paddling relevant enough in people’s lives 
that they want to do it whenever they can, and easy enough to do however they want. 
More, we need to make sure that they look and feel good while engaging in the sport. 
We can lure people in with the image or representation of a lifestyle that appeals to the 
person the months of quarantine has made us want to be. Then, we need to let them 
be that person in a place, a community, that is comfortable and welcoming. If we can 
help keep newcomers feeling good and looking good and excited about the sport, then 
we can keep them paddling. 

“TO REMAIN INVOLVED 
AND INVESTED IN THE 
SPORT, USERS MUST FALL 
IN LOVE WITH THE SPORT 
AND THE LIFESTYLE THEY 
REPRESENT.”

THE PADDLE SPORTS SHOW
INDUSTRY MAGAZINE
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The Olympics will look a little different for 2024, with the inclusion of a new whitewater 
discipline, “extreme slalom.” This news has the paddlesports world buzzing, and for 
good reason. 

For many athletes, competing at the Olympics serves as a pinnacle of athletic achieve-
ment. Arguably the world’s most famous international athletic competition, the Olym-
pics are also one of the oldest. The first modern Olympic Games took place in 1896, 
with 43 events including track and field, gymnastics, swimming, wrestling, cycling, 
tennis, weightlifting, shooting, and fencing. Canoe and kayak racing became full medal 
sports at the 1936 Berlin Games, though canoe slalom made its debut much later. First 
welcomed to the fold at the 1972 Munich Games, slalom, still the only whitewater event, 
did not return to the Olympic Games again until 1992, in Barcelona. 

With the recent International Canoe Federation (ICF) board vote to include men’s and women’s extreme slalom at the 2024 Paris Olympics, 
whitewater is poised to receive more exposure than ever before. As commercial boats take to the start line, the industry stands to benefit. 

ON THE START LINE 
THE BENEFIT OF THE OLYMPIC EFFECT

THE PADDLE SPORTS SHOW
INDUSTRY MAGAZINE

The inclusion of canoe and kayak slalom in the Olympics can be costly. Host cities have 
to fund the building of highly specialized whitewater courses or find nearby rivers to act 
as the host venue. As the Olympic committee seeks to make the games appealing to 
younger audiences and affordable for host cities, cutting costs and athlete participation 
numbers, sports federations have a difficult choice. Modernize, or die. Faced with this 
reality, the ICF has chosen to promote extreme slalom, an event where four athletes 
race head to head down a whitewater course, navigating gates and executing a manda-
tory roll in an interpretation of what is commonly known as Boater Cross or Boater X. 

Popularized at kayak events, festivals, and races worldwide, Boater Cross is a crowd 
favorite for the inevitable mayhem and the potential for anyone to win. When faced 
with the choice of modernizing or dying, extreme slalom provides seemingly the perfect 

©Balint Vekassy
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“ULITMATELY, THE QUESTION 
IS, DOES GOOD TELEVISION 
TRANSLATE TO GOOD SALES?”

answer to keep kayaking in the Olympics. It utilizes existing resources while simul-
taneously generating interest and participation in the sport, especially from a younger 
audience. What makes its inclusion in the Olympics noteworthy for the industry is 
that it is the first time plastic boats- and a paddling style more familiar to the general 
public- will be introduced. 

The inclusion of extreme slalom is good news for kayak manufacturers, distributors, and 
enthusiasts as it undoubtedly opens the door to new markets and opportunities. “One of 
the International Olympic Committee’s (IOC) missions is ‘Sport for All’ and advancement 
of sport in society. The Olympic Games, therefore, by definition, are supposed to boost 
mass sports participation,” write Katia Engalycheva & Jean-Loup Chappelet in their 
study, Sport Participation in Host Countries Before and After the Olympic Games: Do 
the Games Change Something? Though little conclusive research exists, Chappelet and 
Engalycheva explore the “wide-spread belief...that megaevents, such as the Olympic 
Games, create community excitement and lead to a so-called “trickle down” effect 
where people are inspired to become more active due to the successes of Olympic 
athletes and the staging of such a high profile event.” 

The viewership of the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio ranged from 26 million to 3.6 
billion. Regardless of the size of the trickle, it seems inevitable that exposure of that 
status to a global and celebrated stage wouldn’t result in at least a small increase in 
participation or knowledge of whitewater. Additionally, the potential for participants 
to win the celebrated and revered Olympic Gold permits a potential increase in funding 
for the development of the sport, meaning more participants across more countries. 
Which, in turn, translates to more boats bought and sold for years to come. 

“It is no secret that the Olympic Games provides a large slice of the funding that allows 
us to support canoeing around the world,” explains the ICF. “Without the Olympics, 
we would struggle to maintain the level of competition, development, and support we 
currently provide.” This support includes slalom development camps in countries where 
gear and access to coaching are hard to come by, such as India, Argentina, and Iran. 
Suppose the ICF puts their weight behind helping to develop extreme slalom as well 
as slalom. In that case, this likely means getting as many up and coming athletes as 
possible into commercial whitewater boats. 

Even so, including extreme slalom in Paris does not automatically bring ready or 
wide-reaching benefits for the industry in everybody’s eyes. From the athlete pers-
pective, while extreme slalom brings heightened exposure and excitement for the 
paddlesport events, it does not increase the number of paddlesport athletes, as only 
those already competing  in a canoe slalom discipline at the Olympic Games are eligible 
to participate. It is also important to note that introducing extreme slalom to Paris 
comes at the cost of medals in the sprint disciples, a decision that, for some, feels like 
promoting good television over athleticism. 

Ultimately, the question is, does good television translate to sales? Though disap-
pointed by the current athlete quotas, “It is an opportunity,” says Honza Lasko of Zet 
Kayaks. “Time will tell if it benefits us or not, but the whitewater community as a 
whole will benefit. There will be more competition between athletes, manufacturers, 
and events, etc.” 

For Jochen Lettmann of Lettmann Kayaks, elevating extreme slalom to the Olympic 
stage will benefit all whitewater paddlers “because it will lead to new designs for that 

event,” which in turn, will lead to “new interesting kayaks to run and play the rivers in 
the world.” On the flip side, Emily Jackson of Jackson Kayak worries that regulations 
of both the sport and course will inevitably limit potential innovation in boat design. 
She also points to the unlikeliness of immediate exposure benefit for any company as 
Olympic regulations prevent any branding or logos on competition gear. 

Says Paul Robertson of Palm Equipment, “Any format with argy-bargy and an easily 
distinguished winner is going to make a good TV spectacle.” But, he points out, “It’s 
hard to see a big range of opportunities for stand-alone products (for example, a spe-
cific extreme slalom kayak) unless it is something that clubs and young paddlers begin 
to practice and do outside of the ICF races.” The benefit of extreme slalom will rely on 
how clubs and the ICF choose to embrace and promote the event: legitimate competitive 
field, or spectacle not worth additional training, time, and investment?

Yet, if you look closely, the benefit has already begun. Despite the controversy, as clubs 
and federations seek to give athletes the opportunity to take home the first-ever extre-
me slalom gold, excitement and stoke are building, and whitewater boats are already 
being purchased. More, other disciplines are starting to pay attention. If the debut of 
extreme slalom goes well, it could open the door for more whitewater-based fields, or 
at the very least, change the direction of funding and sport development in the future.  

While including extreme salmon in the Olympics isn’t the most revolutionary or groun-
dbreaking opportunity for paddle sports, it is undeniably an opportunity and one that 
brings with it future and potential. Surely, it is better for the future of all paddle sports, 
whitewater or not, than losing the whitewater events entirely. More opportunity is 
always better than no opportunity, and this is a very good one at that. 

©Balint Vekassy
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Whether exploring inland waterways such as lakes and rivers, quiet ponds or raging torrents, or navigating the open sea, there is a boat for 
every adventure. The original paddlesport vessel, each watercraft features shapes and styles designed for a different function but the same 
purpose: traveling on water. For as Kenneth Grahame’s Water Rat said to the Mole: “Believe me, my young friend, there is nothing–absolutely 
nothing–half so much worth doing as simply messing about in boats.” 
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REC & 
TOURING

DESIGNED FOR FUN WITH FAMILY 
AND FRIENDS ON RIVERS, LAKES, AND OCEANS.

ISLANDER KAYAKS - KOA SPORT
A playful kayak for a day at the beach or an easy paddle discovering a local waterway. The Koa sit-on-top is 
lightweight and compact; it’s easy to handle on or off the water, with space and comfort for all the family. But 
don’t be fooled, the Koa cuts smoothly through the water and jumps easily over the surf – you’ll experience the 
performance of a much bigger boat. 

Length: 258 cm/8’6’’ | Width: 74 cm/29’’ | Weight: TBD | Max. Cap.: 115 kg/253 lb | Material: 
High-Density Polyethylene | Colors: Coral . Attol . Reef

ISLANDERKAYAKS.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE PASSPORT 10.5
This year, we upgraded the Mirage Passport series to the fast and efficient MirageDrive with Glide Technology and 
Kick-Up Fins and added the new stealthy color Bay Sand. Every feature is designed with your entertainment in mind. 
Sail open water or fish the flats. We made sure you can do both thanks to the vertical accessory tube and molded 
in rod holders. Dual mounting tracks keep your accessories within reach while the 8’’ Twist-n-Seal Hatch will keep 
them dry. The easy-to-use steering system and simplified version of our twist-and-stow rudder puts navigation at 
your fingertips and a smile on your face.

Length: 320 cm/10’5’’ | Width: 86 cm/34’’ | Weight: 34 kg/75 lb | Max. Cap.: 147 kg/325 lb | 
Material: Thermoformed Polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - STAXX
Top-end performance and design in an economical package? We’ve got you! The Staxx was designed by Tony Lee - the 
same leading designer who brought you all of Jackson’s classic performance kayaks. This kayak doesn’t stop at the 
end of your stroke - it glides on! The Staxx doesn’t skimp on comfort, offering an incredible kayaking experience 
versus others in its class. The Staxx also has the convenience of easy storage with a folding seat back that allows 
it to be stowed away or stacked. This boat is made for families who need a fleet for their own adventures. It comes 
ready to be customized with gear tracks and a unique Fishing Kit capable of turning this ride into a fishing machine. 
Most importantly, the Staxx gives you the REAL kayaking experience at an economical price point. Jackson Kayak 
prides itself in bringing new kayakers to our community, and the Staxx does just that. 

Length: 325 cm/10’8’’ | Width: 83.8 cm/33’’ | Weight: 29 kg/64 Ib | Colors: Cobra . Macaw

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

SIT ON TOP 1 1

AQUAPHILE - PEDAYAK
PEDAYAK is an innovative new generation of ‘’hands free’’ kayaks with pedals and a propeller. It is fast and 
manoeuvrable with main features including: 50% faster than an equivalent kayak with paddles. Allows activities 
of strolling, fishing, filming, observation with binoculars, etc.. Can ‘‘beach,’’ go in very shallow areas, go backwards 
(reverse pedaling), turn on the spot, be equipped with a sail, its keels allow it to go upwind and stay very stable. It 
is totally silent. Comes in four versions, which can be combined with each other and equiped with sails: PEDAYAK, 
PRAO, DUO (Catamaran), ELECTRIC.

Length: 360 cm/11’0’’ | Width: 73 cm/26.4’’ | Weight: 38 kg/84 Ib 

AQUAPHILE.FR

https://islanderkayaks.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://www.aquaphile.fr/
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RTM - TANGO EVO
The TANGO is available in both Standard and Comfort versions (with a foldable PE backrest). Equipped with a flat-
bottom hull, the TANGO EVO is designed for river, lake, and quiet seaside paddling.

Length: 351 cm/11’5’’ | Width: 78 cm/30.7’’ | Depth: 34 cm/13.3’’ | Weight: 26 kg/57 lb | Max. 
Cap.: 140 kg/308 lb

RTMKAYAKS.COM

RTM - MAKAO
The MAKAO COMFORT is our latest single Sit on Top kayak.  This new kayak is super stable, comfy, great for any 
kind of paddler, starting from beginners. It is equipped as standard with the tilting polyethylene backrest offering 
incomparable comfort for the paddler. The central hatch allows allows you to carry everything you need for a day 
trip with you. The Makao allows you to safely welcome small and large paddlers, beginners and advanced paddlers 
on class I to II courses and on the beaches along the coast.

Length: 273 cm/8’9’’ | Width: 79 cm/31.1’’ | Depth: 33 cm/14.2’’ | Depth: 33 cm/14’2’’ | Weight: 
22 kg/48 lb | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/287 lb | Material: HDPE construction

RTMKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - VULCANO 4.25
Unsinkable sit-on-top with self-draining holes. Stable and reliable, it’s ideal for those who want to combine ease of 
use with good speed and directionality. It comes standard with a waterproof compartment, a padded anatomical 
backband, three carrying handles, and one storage compartment.

Length: 425 cm/13’11’’ | Width: 64 cm/25.2’’ | Volume: 370 L/98 G | Weight: 21 kg/46 Ib

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

VENTURE KAYAKS - ISLAY 14 SOT
Based on our proven Islay 14 adventure touring kayak, the Islay 14 SOT translates the same performance 
characteristics into a Sit-on-Top format, adding a touch more stability and accessibility as a result; perfect for 
newcomers to the sport, anyone with accessibility concerns, or just those who prefer a sit-on-top kayak.

Length: 430 cm/14’1’’ | Width: 74 cm/29’’ | Weight: 30 kg/66 lb | Max. Cap.: 136 kg/300 lb | 
Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

xxxxxx

PYRANHA - SURFJET 2.0
The SurfJet 2.0 is a family fun kayak; a surf machine; a swimming platform; an all-round gateway to adventure. 
Whether you’re spending some time on the coast and want to explore rock pools and ride the surf, or you’re unwinding 
inland and are looking for adventures on lakes and rivers, we guarantee the SurfJet 2.0 will put a smile on your face.

Length: 267 cm/8’9’’ | Width: 73 cm/29’’ | Weight: 18 kg/40 lb | Max. Cap.: 110 kg/240 lb | 
Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

BONAFIDE - EX123 
Here at Bonafide, we are always trying to think beyond conventional measures and further product design and forward 
thinking in the paddlesports industry. The goal with the new Bonafide EX123 was to design a new kayak which we 
felt filled a gap in the marketplace, and with our world class design team and foundation of original concepts and 
industry pushing designs we knew we had what it takes to do something different.

Length: 373.4 cm/12’3’’ | Width: 75 cm/29.5’’ | Weight: 23.6 kg/52 lb | Max. Cap.: 170 kg/375 lb 
| Material: Roto-molded plastic 

BONAFIDEKAYAKS.COM

https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://www.venturekayaks.com/
https://www.pyranha.com/
https://bonafidekayaks.com/
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HOBIE - MIRAGE REVOLUTION 11
Powered by the MirageDrive 180 + Kick-Up Fins, The Revo 11 is an ideal mix of size, speed, and maneuverability, 
easily transported to remote bodies of water. This eye-catching pedal kayak comes with all the essentials available 
on larger fishing kayak models, at significantly reduced weight: molded-in rod holders, multiple hatches, and a 
spacious storage well. There isn’t a single wasted inch on this compact kayak.

Length: 351 cm/11’6’’ | Width: 74 cm/29’’ | Weight: 37 kg/81 lb | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | 
Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

DAG - TAIKI EVO
The TAIKI is the most popular single-seater kayak for professionals because of its strength, rigidity, and ability to 
paddle even when loaded. Available in Comfort version with folding PE backrest.

Length: 345 cm/11’3’’ | Width: 80 cm/31.5’’ | Depth: 32 cm/12.6’’ | Weight: 23 kg/49 lb | Max. 
Cap.: 150 kg/330 lb | Material: HDPE construction

DAG-KAYAK.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - RIVIERA
The Riviera is Jackson Kayak’s blend of easy and FUN! Designed for its simplicity, the Riviera is a great option for 
those looking for an easy to use, easy to store, and comfortable sit on top. The high back on the seat gives you the 
comfort and support you need to to enjoy your paddling adventures, and with very few moving parts, the Riviera is 
sure to provide fun for a lifetime. A small day hatch in the center provides semi-dry storage for your lunch, sunblock, 
or other accessories you might need close at hand. A great ‘‘cottage boat’’ as well as one of the most popular rental 
boats on the market.

Length: 345.4 cm/11’4’’ | Width: 73 cm/28.7’’ | Weight: 26.3 kg/58 Ib | Colors: Cobra . Macaw

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - VULCANO 4.60
Unsinkable and self-bailing sit-on-top. Stable and very fast, it’s ideal for those who are searching for a fitness sit-on-
top that combines the ease of use with an excellent speed and directionality. It comes standard with two waterproof 
compartments, two storage compartments with an elastic net, a padded anatomical backband, four carrying handles, 
another storage compartment, and drain plug.

Length: 460 cm/15’1’’ | Width: 67 cm/26.4’’ | Volume: 395 L/104 G | Weight: 24 kg/53 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

LIQUIDLOGIC - COUPE
This one-of-a-kind hybrid design is fun, stable, easy to paddle, and is as comfortable on rivers and lakes as it is 
riding your favorite ocean break. The Coupe is the choice when looking for one sit on top that can and will do it all. 
The Coupe’s hull is whitewater ready with soft edges for easy control and the bow is upswept allowing the Coupe to 
ride up and over river features as well as staying high and dry when taken in the surf zone. On quiet waters such as 
lakes and bays the Coupe transforms to a touring sit-on-top with a flick of the lever deploying its spring loaded skeg.

Length: 305 cm/10’0’’ | Width: 76 cm/30’’ | Weight: 23 kg/50 lb | Max. Cap.: 118 kg/260 lb | 
Material: Rotomolded plastic

LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM

https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.dag-kayak.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://www.liquidlogickayaks.com/
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TAHE - BILBAO
A best-selling solo sit-on-top kayak for near shore adventures. A compact and stable kayak for one adult or an 
adult with a small child. 

Length: 300 cm/9’10’’ | Width: 78 cm/31’’ | Max.Cap: 120 kg/264 Ib

TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE REVOLUTION 13
The Revolution 13 is a hands-free, quick, seaworthy and efficient kayak and fishing kayak that, at 28.5-in. wide, 
hits the sweet spot for stability with dual rod holders and generous tackle storage. Experience the MirageDrive 
like never before with forward and reverse power + new Kick-Up Fin Technology. If you crave a change of pace 
from hands-free MirageDrive glide and pick up the paddle, the ‘‘Revo 13’’ still makes tracks. Whether fishing or 
exploring, the Revolution 13 loves a twisty, challenging course. The lightweight, rotomolded hull sings when under 
optional sail kit power.

Length: 409 cm/13’5’’ | Width: 72 cm/ 28.5’’ | Weight: 40 kg/88 lb | Max. Cap.: 159 kg/350 lb | 
Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - BITE REC
Jackson Kayak’s Bite Rec doesn’t cut corners. The Bite performs to the high bar of paddling and standing standards 
associated with the Jackson Kayak name. New for 2021, the Bite has been upgraded to the Comfort Seat, which 
is the perfect combination of breathability, drainage, and comfort in a framed seat not traditionally found on price 
point kayaks. Gear track has also been upgraded to aluminum for enhanced mounting strength. The open-concept 
deck gives the angler one of our roomiest platforms to stand and shoot photos, or simply stretch. Ample storage 
fore and aft, paired with our updated bungee attachment system which prevents water from seeping into the hull, 
means there is plenty of storage space. Four recessed areas on either side of the Bite Rec make quick, easy, and 
secure storage for small boxes. Also included are flush mount rod holders and cup holders on both sides of the 
Comfort Seat. Four molded-in inserts on the stern of the kayak will accept our newly developed Accessory Mounting 
Bracket, designed to accommodate accessories with the four bolt mounting pattern such as a PowerPole or Torqeedo 
trolling motor. The Bite Rec is the perfect combination of comfort, and innovative design offered as a great value 
for recreational paddlers. Its at home across a diverse variety of waterways including small lakes and rivers, ponds, 
streams, and inshore saltwater. 

Length: 350.5 cm/11’6’’ | Width: 91.4 cm/36’’ | Weight: 33.6 kg/74 Ib | Colors: Cobra . Macaw

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - CRUISE 10
The little sister to the popular Cruise 12, this version is ideal for those who aren’t paddling long distances or need a 
shorter, lighter boat to fit into smaller spaces. The Cruise 10 is a great option for anyone simply looking to get out 
on the water. With outstanding comfort and ease of access thanks to the unique Hi-Lo Ergo seat, you’ll want to stay 
on the water all day! Deck storage space along with a round sealed front hatch and day hatch make it so you can 
take everything you might need for a picnic or all day outing. Interested in fishing? There are plenty of attachment 
points and gear track on the clean, uncluttered deck for adding rod holders and other gear, and it takes only minutes 
to customize your Cruise. Goes where other boats, even larger kayaks, can’t reach!

Length: 312.4 cm/10’3’’ | Width: 82.3 cm/32.4’’ | Weight: 26.8 kg/59 Ib | Colors: Cobra . Macaw

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - FUNNY
Unsinkable and self-bailing sit-on-top with an anatomical impression, easy to use and funny. Ideal for rental, resorts, 
and tour operators. Easy to carry. It comes standard with a large watertight compartment, drain plug, two carrying 
handles and a storage net.

Length: 294 cm/9’8’’ | Width: 72 cm/28.3’’ | Volume: 380 L/100 G | Weight: 18 kg/40 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
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HURRICANE - SKIMMER 116
Okay, let’s just get it out there, the Skimmer 116 is a darn good looking sit on top. The lines split the difference 
between beautifully classic and cutting-edge modern with a finish so glossy you can see yourself in it. It’s a sit on 
top that begs to be put in the water, and when you get it there, the Skimmer 116 performs. With its touring style 
hull and refined scupper system, the Skimmer 116 skims across the water, cuts through waves, and slices through 
chop. Oh, and it weighs in at a slight 42 pounds, which raises the performance bar to a new level when you’re 
tossing this bad boy on your racks.

Length: 350 cm/11’6’’ | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb | Width: 77.47 cm/30.5’’ | Max. Cap.: 300 lb/136 kg  
| Material: ABS Plastic

HURRICANEAQUASPORTS.COM

VAGABOND KAYAKS - KASAI
Designed by Celliers Kruger and manufactured in South Africa, the Kasai is a high-performance sit-on-top for 
paddling on flatwater, low-grade rivers, and the sea. This superb multi-day touring kayak has an abundance of 
packing space. The Kasai delivers stability, speed, and performance in a feature-rich package. This kayak sports 
Vagabond’s signature sculpted seat and paddle cutaways, plus their custom-designed fittings and footrests. The 
Kasai offers excellent value for money and will change the minds of those who think that kayaks are too heavy, too 
wide, too slow, or hard to paddle.

Length: 400 cm/13’1’’ | Width: 75 cm/29.5’’ | Weight: 30 kg/66 lb | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/330 lb 

VAGABONDKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - EASY
The Easy Expedition is our ultimate solo paddle sit on top. Its mid-sized dimensions make the Easy at home on a 
lake, bay, or flatwater rivers. It has a great stability and speed for light touring. Plenty of room for storage despite 
its compact dimensions. The Easy is equipped with a large front hatch for storage, a padded seat, and a back recess 
with bungees for storage. Four carrying handles, scupper holes, drain plug and perimetrical line make the Easy ideal 
for those paddlers that want a compact sit on top without giving up comfort and performance.

Length: 295 cm/9’8’’ | Width: 73.5 cm/28.9’’ | Volume: 395 L/104 G | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE ADVENTURE ISLAND
Ride the wind: A roller-furling, vertically battened mainsail provides lift, a retractable centerboard prevents lateral 
slip, and the larger amas tucks parallel against the rotomolded polyethylene hull for docking. Multiple hatches, on 
deck storage and Vantage CT Seating encourage multi-day adventures, and the forward and reversing MirageDrive 
180 with Glide Technology and Kick-Up Fins offers paddle-free locomotion when the wind scatters, making it easy 
to get home. The ‘‘AI’’ is also an exceptional bluewater-capable fishing platform. Equip the accessory trampoline kit 
for extra space and walk-around capability.

Length: 505 cm/16’7’’ | Width: 290 cm/9’6’’ (amas out) | Weight: 84 kg/185 lb | Max. Cap.: 181 
kg/400 lb | Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

RTM - MOJITO
The Mojito is the most compact of the SIT-ON-TOP in the range. It allows a fun discovery of the activity at sea, 
lake and river.

Length: 250 cm/8’2’’ | Width: 76 cm/30” | Depth: 30 cm/ 11,8” |  
Weight: 16 kg/35 lb | Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

https://hurricaneaquasports.com/
https://vagabondkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
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https://www.venturekayaks.com/
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DESIGNED FOR FUN WITH FAMILY 
AND FRIENDS ON RIVERS, LAKES, AND OCEANS.

RTM - OPTIMO EVO
The Optimo EVO STANDARD: The professional reference SOT is equipped with two PE-backrests (options) for more 
comfort for the paddler. The Optimo Evo Standard does not have a front reinforcement and weighs 44 kg. The 
Optimo Evo Renforced has a front reinforcement and weighs 48 kg. The new polyethylene backrests are mobile; once 
lowered, the stacking of the kayaks is possible. Folders are automatically lowered by sliding the kayak from the back 
to the front. For the whole family, up to two adults and one child, the Optimo is an alternative to traditional canoes.

Length: 432 cm/14’2’’ | Width: 93 cm/36.6’’ | Depth: 34 cm/13.4’’ | Weight: 48 kg/106 lb | Max. 
Cap.: 300 kg/661 lb | Material: HDPE construction

RTMKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - ORCA
Self-bailing and unsinkable sit-on-top (1-2-3 seats). Stable and easy to use. Ideal for families, rental, resorts, and 
tour operators. It comes standard with 1 watertight compartment, 3 padded backbands, a drain plug, 2 storage 
compartments, 2 reinforced handles for transport and wide rear lockers with elastic nets. Also available in a ‘‘Fishing’’ 
version.

Length: 420 cm/13’9’’ | Width: 83 cm/32.7’’ | Volume: 470 L/124 G | Weight: 34 kg/75 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE COMPASS DUO
Equipped with the MirageDrive 180 and a MirageDrive with Glide Technology, the Duo delivers a smooth and efficient 
ride for two. The Duo’s sleek hull design maximizes speed and stability, while greatly reducing drag. The cockpit 
features comfortable, ergonomic seating, four Integrated H-Tracks for accessory mounting, and above and below 
deck storage compartments to house gear for two. The sleek waterline and Kick-Up Rudder system make for an 
impressively nimble tandem kayak that’s highly responsive, easy to steer, and extremely durable.

Length: 411 cm/13.5’’ | Width: 89 cm/35’’ | Weight: 58 kg/127 lb | Max. Cap.: 215 kg/475 lb | 
Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

REC & 
TOURING

SIT ON TOP 2 1

LIQUIDLOGIC - DEUCE COUPE
Double your pleasure, double your fun - that’s the motto of this tandem sit on top kayak. Like its solo counterpart, 
the Deuce Coupe is the most versatile tandem sit on top ever produced and the only tandem sit-on-top kayak with 
a retractable skeg for tracking. This versatile sit-on-top is especially family friendly, with three seats and plenty 
of space for additional gear.

Length: 396 cm/13’0’’ | Width: 35 kg/78 lb | Max. Cap.: 227 kg/500 lb

LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM

https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.liquidlogickayaks.com/
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RTM - OCEAN QUATRO
The OCEAN QUATRO carries two adults and two children, or three adults. Long sea trips are now accessible while 
enjoying the incomparable comfort and safety benefits of a SIT-ON-TOP.

Length: 412 cm/13.5’’ | Width: 90 cm/35.5’’ | Depth: 35 cm/14.3’’ | Weight: 34 kg/75 lb | Max. 
Cap.: 260 kg/575 lb | Material: HDPE construction

RTMKAYAKS.COM

TAHE - BORNEO
A stable and versatile sit-on-top for one or two persons with a capacity of 250 kg. Easy to transport with a removable 
wheel transport system. Can be used as a single of double kayak, with the same comfort. 

Length: 410 cm/13’5’’ | Width: 84 cm/33.1’’ | Max. Cap.: 250 kg/551 lb

TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

ISLANDER KAYAKS - PARADISE II
The Paradise lI can seat two adults, an adult and two smaller paddlers, or be paddled solo. The long keel and stable 
multi-chine hull make it glide quickly through the water. Two Deluxe Backrest seats come as standard so you can 
paddle all day and useful storage spaces mean you can join the effort and collect any rubbish you find along the way.

Length: 390 cm/12’9’’ | Width: 84 cm/33’’ | Weight: 28 kg/62 lb | Max. Cap.: 200 kg/441 lb | 
Material: High-Density Polyethylene 

ISLANDERKAYAKS.COM

Lettmann GmbH 
Franz-Haniel-Straße 53
47443 Moers / Germany

info@lettmann.de
www.lettmann.de

+49 (0) 28 41 / 99 92 89 - 0

+49 (0) 28 41 / 99 92 89 - 9

@lettmanngmbh
lettmann-gmbh

Handmade in GermanyHandmade in Germany

SEA YOU
 AT THE BEACH!

Short, comfortable 
and easy to control.

ADRIA
NEW

Available in 2 Sizes. 

LV  
500/57cm
Volume: 285L
MV 
500/58cm
Volume: 305L
Weight: from 19 kg

+49 (0) 28 41 / 54 77 4

https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
https://islanderkayaks.com/
https://lettmann.de/
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DAG - TARKA
An unsinkable two seater with self-draining system that can navigate anywhere. Its hull is particularly designed 
for shallow rivers with little water, it gives the Tarka a rigidity and robustness able to withstand any challenge. 
Professionals will note the inclusion of the bow cap, the new antitheft system, the double central handles, and the 
front and rear handles, Anti-theft system is optional. This kayak is stackable by five pieces maximum in high season. 
During winter, it is strongly advised to store it by three in reverse.

Length: 445 cm/14’6’’ | Width: 85 cm/33.5’’ | Depth: 43 cm/16.9’’ | Weight: 47 kg/103 lb | Max. 
Cap.: 270 kg/595 lb | Material: HDPE construction

DAG-KAYAK.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE TANDEM ISLAND
Hop aboard with a friend. With dual MirageDrive 180s providing forward and reverse pedal power, maneuvering is 
a snap even when the zephyrs subside. Fitted with the Kick-Up Fins that automatically ‘‘kick-up’’ on contact with an 
underwater obstacle. The central hull is pure high-end Hobie with all the expected features: multiple Twist and Seal 
hatches; a large bow hatch for below-decks storage; lever-operated rudder and centerboard deployment; and dual 
rudder control. This is Hobie’s ultimate fish hunter, capable of marlin teasing trolling speeds.

Length: 564 cm/18’6’’ | Width: 305 cm/10’0’’ (amas out) | Weight: 109 kg/240 lb | Max. Cap.: 
272 kg/600 lb | Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

RTM - OCEAN DUO
The OCEAN DUO is a SIT-ON-TOP that can accommodate two adults and a child. Self-draining, robust, safe, and 
comfortable, it allows you to discover sea, lake, and river hiking and surfing on the small waves of the coast.

Length: 370 cm/12’2’’ | Width: 88 cm/34.5’’ | Depth: 33 cm/14.2’’ | Weight: 29 kg/64 lb | Max. 
Cap.: 220 kg/485 lb | Material: HDPE construction

RTMKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - FUNNY TWIN
A self-bailing and unsinkable sit-on-top, easy to use and twice as fun. Ideal for families, rental, resorts, and tour 
operators. It comes standard with a third seat for children, a drain plug, three carrying handles, a storage net, and 
a recess for a watertight container or dry bag.

Length: 395 cm/12’11’’ | Width: 72 cm/28.3’’ | Volume: 440 L/116 G | Weight: 28 kg/62 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE OASIS
So speedy yet boasting a robust carrying capacity suitable for a weekend camping trip or fishing with enough gear to 
stock a tackle shop—there are four convenient hatches and a generous on-deck storage area, as well as molded-in 
rod holders. The Oasis gets the job done in style and comfort.

Length: 442 cm/14’6’’ | Width: 84 cm/33’’ | Weight: 58 kg/127 lb | Max. Cap.: 249 kg/550 lb | 
Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

https://www.dag-kayak.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
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STABLE AND COMFORTABLE WITH A VERY LARGE 
COCKPIT OPENING FOR EASY ENTRY AND EXIT.

HURRICANE - PRIMA 125
The Prima 125 Sport is the new head of the 12-foot recreational class. It features a multi-chined hull, roomy Sport 
cockpit, fore and aft ABS bulkheads, removable frame seat, and large versatile stern hatch. Best of all, at only 45 
lb (40 with the seat removed), the Prima 125 Sport is easy to carry and easy to load. The Primas sleek hull design 
is complemented by sexy deck lines, smooth comfort-grip handles, front deck bungee, and a front gear track. Add 
our Sport Console and you’ve got even more fun options.

Length: 378.5 cm/12’5’’ | Width: 73.66 cm/29’’ | Weight: 20.4 kg/45 lb | Material: ABS Plastic

HURRICANEAQUASPORTS.COM

ZEGUL - DREKI MV
The Dreki MV is very easily maneuverable. It is designed for smaller and medium sized paddlers who want to enjoy a 
roomier cockpit during paddling. Both Dreki series kayaks are for paddlers looking for a stable onwater experience 
rather than getting wet through a playful day on the water. The hull has a flat V-design, which provides high initial 
stability. The Dreki series is intended to be paddled in calmer inland waters. The Dreki series kayaks are equipped 
with a SmartTrack rudder and a retractable skeg. The Dreki MV and HV are available in lightweight A-Core LT lay-up, 
which means these kayaks are extra light. 

Length: 444 cm/14’6’’ | Width: 60 cm/23.75’’ | Weight: 19 kg/42 Ib | Max.Cap.: 140 kg/309 Ib | 
Colors: A-Core LT: White-black-white . A-Core: SPECIAL Zegul ombre | Construction:  A-Core LT 

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

ZEGUL - ORMEN MV
The Ormen MV is a polyethylene touring kayak with superb maneuverability and good tracking. The hull type provides 
greater initial stability and a fair amount of speed. Ormen MV is well suited for any paddling day trip. The Ormen 
series features three different sized kayaks suitable for every paddler. Ormen series kayaks have a hard chine hull 
that provides great stability. Ormen series kayaks are equipped with a SmartTrack rudder and a retractable skeg. 
All Ormen kayaks are available in single-layer HDPE. Zegul one-layer HDPE lay-up is made using only a single layer 
of high density polyethylene with upgraded PE material so that the single layer is very stiff and durable, yet it is 
lighter than the other two or three-layer constructions.

Length: 445 cm/14’7’’ | Width: 62 cm/24’’ | Weight: 26 kg/57 Ib | Max.Cap.: 150 kg/330 Ib | 
Colors: Blue . Red/Yellow | Construction: Zegul single-layer HDPE

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

ROTEKO - SMART XL
A compact single-person kayak, safe for beginner kayakers that can also satisfy more experienced kayakers. The 
main advantage of the kayak is its stability, maneuverability, and most importantly - its high displacement. The 
large cockpit, footrests, luggage compartment, lines and elastics for securing luggage, and oar holders provide 
great freedom and comfort of use. A fishing version is also available.

Length: 385 cm/12’6’’ | Width: 65 cm/25.6’’ | Weight: 22 kg/48.5 lb

ROTEKO.PL

REC & 
TOURING

SIT INSIDE 1 1

COMPOSITE

https://hurricaneaquasports.com/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
http://roteko.pl/
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VENTURE KAYAKS - ISLAY 12
An adventure touring kayak in an easily manageable size. If you’re progressing from a shorter, recreational kayak 
and want something with a little more speed and storage capacity for extended adventures, or if you’re looking for 
a boat with the features of a longer touring kayak, but a little more manoeuvrability, the Islay 12 is for you. Also 
available in a smaller, LV size.

Length: 385 cm/12’7’’ | Width: 66 cm/26’’ | Weight: 25.5 kg/56 lb | Max. Cap.: 124 kg/275 lb | 
Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

ISLANDER KAYAKS - VORO
A nimble little kayak that loves exploring any waterway. Easy to paddle from the moment you first launch thanks to 
a stable hull, direction assisting keel and a flared bow – the Voro slips through the water with ease. The oversized 
cockpit provides confident access and allows different seating positions, with Cocoon seat padding providing comfort 
and support. Neat details like the solid handles, paddle rest, and rear storage shelf are versatile features for a great 
paddling experience.

Length: 277 cm/9’1’’ | Width: 72 cm/28.3’’ | Weight: TBD | Max. Cap.: 115 kg/253 lb | Material: 
High-Density Polyethylene | Colors: Coral . Attol . Reef

ISLANDERKAYAKS.COM

ISLANDER KAYAKS - VORO RECYCLED
A nimble little kayak that loves exploring any waterway. Easy to paddle from the moment you first launch thanks to 
a stable hull, direction assisting keel and a flared bow – the Voro slips through the water with ease. The oversized 
cockpit provides confident access and allows different seating positions, with Cocoon seat padding providing comfort 
and support. Neat details like the solid handles, paddle rest, and rear storage shelf are versatile features for a great 
paddling experience. Moulded from 100% recycled plastic.

Length: 277 cm/9’1’’ | Width: 72 cm/28.3’’ | Weight: TBD | Max. Cap.: 115 kg/253 lb | Material: 
High-Density Polyethylene | Colors: Recycled Mix

ISLANDERKAYAKS.COM

LIQUIDLOGIC - MARVEL 10 
The Marvel 10 is the perfect kayak for all day paddling on protected bays, lakes, and slowing flowing rivers. Enjoy 
the trip in comfort with our industry leading Air-Lite seat system that provides complete and total back support. 
The Marvel’s hull design offers smooth glide and solid stability for all paddlers. Add in a hatch that provides ample 
storage and you will see why the Marvel series is at the top of its class.

Length: 305 cm/10’0’’ | Width: 76 cm/30’’ | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb | Material: Rotomoled Plastic

LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM

LETTMANN - STAR LIGHT TOURING PLUS
The Lettmann ‘‘Star Light’’ is our new compact and lightweight touring kayaks. The concept of the Star Light is clear: 
Save weight. How to do it? We only use best materials and of course Star Light is produced in the latest composite 
lightweight tecnologies. And we only put in what´s absolutely necessary. For example the large stern hatch, an 
optional day-hatch in the front, our comfortable seat and the popular balance rudder. Equipped with these features, 
the starlight is ready for day and multiday trips. The fast but compact hull makes the Star Light your favorite partner 
on lakes and big or even small rivers.

Length: 444 cm/14’6’’ | Width: 65.5 cm/25.8’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Volume: 395 L/104 G | 
Max. Cap.: 150 kg/330 lb | Material: DCS . LCS . VCS

LETTMANN.DE

RAINBOW KAYAKS - OASIS 2.90
Compact tourism kayak, ideal for sea, lake, and rivers up to grade II difficulty. Supplied with a back hatch, elastic 
net, drain plug, carrying handles, a padded adjustable anatomic seat, and an adjustable pedal footrest. Also available 
in a fishing version.

Length: 290 cm/9’6’’ | Width: 72 cm/28.3’’ | Volume: 380 L/100 G | Weight: 18 kg/40 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

https://www.venturekayaks.com/
https://islanderkayaks.com/
https://islanderkayaks.com/
https://www.liquidlogickayaks.com/
https://lettmann.de/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
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LIQUIDLOGIC - MARVEL 12
The Marvel 12 is the perfect kayak for all day paddling on protected bays, lakes, and slowing flowing rivers. Enjoy 
the trip in comfort with our industry leading Air-Lite seat system that provides complete and total back support. 
The Marvel’s hull design offers smooth glide and solid stability for all paddlers. Add in a hatch that provides ample 
storage and you will see why the Marvel series is at the top of its class.

Length: 368.3/12’1’’ | Width: 76 cm/30’’ | Weight: 22.5 kg/50 lb | Material: Rotomolded Plastic

LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - TRIPPER 12
The Tripper is based on the stable and versatile Kilroy hull. This sit-inside recreational kayak is designed for fun family 
adventure. The Tripper 12 comes with loads of storage space, our super-comfy Hi-Lo Ergo Seat, and never ending 
ways to personalize it for your own use. Its extra-large cockpit makes it perfect for taking along your furry friend. 
Load it up for a long adventure, fishing, or simply take it out for a quick leisurely paddle. Get there with the Tripper!

Length: 373.4 cm/12’3’’ | Width: 76.2 cm/30’’ | Weight: 28.6 kg/63 Ib | Colors: Cobra . Macaw

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - TUPELO 12
Designed for cruising the waterways with comfort and efficiency with loads of storage, the Tupelo is your premier, 
feature-laden recreational kayak. Like touring and whitewater kayaks, the Tupelo comes sized for the paddler, with 
the 12.5 for larger paddlers and the lighter, narrower 12.0 ideal for medium or smaller paddlers. Ideal to match one 
of each for a couple. Both feature Jackson’s removable and super comfy Ergo Seat, with integrated lumbar support. 
Gear track around the deck allow you to accessorize with products like rod holders, GPS, camera mounts, smart 
phones and more. Versatility, comfort, ease of use....the Tupelo has it all in one lightweight package!

Length: 360.7 cm/11’10’’ | Width: 68.6 cm/27’’ | Weight: 19 kg/42 Ib | Colors: Cobra . Macaw

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

ORU KAYAK - INLET
The origami kayak for everyone, the Inlet is our lightest, most portable, and easiest to assemble boat yet. At 20 
pounds, you can store the Inlet just about anywhere. It’s compact enough to stash in your trunk, closet, boat, or 
garage, and lightweight enough to bring with you everywhere. You can check it on a plane or hike into remote waters. 
On the water, the Inlet is stable, but also nimble and playful. It’s intended for use in calm water, and its large, open 
cockpit is perfect for paddles with a dog or small child. Best for first-time paddlers, but all levels will enjoy this kayak. 

Length: 305 cm/10’0’’ | Width: 76 cm/29.9’’ | Weight: 9 kg/20 lb

ORUKAYAK.COM

ISLANDER KAYAKS - BOLERO 14
A classic touring kayak that’s fast enough to cover distance, yet stable and easy to paddle. The rounded hull inspires 
confidence, and its drop-down skeg will help keep you paddling straight in choppy water. The accessible, comfortable 
cockpit includes multiple storage options, making the Bolero our go-to tour kayak for inland or coastal adventures.

Length: 426 cm/14’0’’ | Width: 62 cm/24’’ | Weight: 23 kg/51 lb | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/287 lb | 
Material: High-Density Polyethylene | Sizes: Bolero 14

ISLANDERKAYAKS.COM

FOLDABLE

https://www.liquidlogickayaks.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://www.orukayak.com/
https://islanderkayaks.com/
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DAGGER KAYAKS - AXIS E
A must have for any adventurous paddler. The sleek hull combines rocker and rail edge for excellent manoeuvrability, 
with keel and skeg to aid tracking. The accessible cockpit, outfitted for comfort and control includes storage features 
making the Axis a boat with limitless possibilities.

Length: 320 cm/10’6’’ | Width: 72 cm/28’’ | Weight: 23 kg/51 lb | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/276 lb | 
Material: Super-Linear High-Density Polyethylene | Colors: Red . Lime . Electron

DAGGER.COM

VENTURE KAYAKS - ISLAY 14
A longer kayak is a faster kayak, all the better for covering larger distances. The Islay 14 is an adventure touring kayak 
with a length similar to that of a sea kayak, but in a format that offers a little more stability and manoeuvrability. 
Ideal for beginners and intermediates who want to try their hand at cosy weekend adventures and relaxed journeys 
on canals, sheltered lakes, and gentle rivers. Also available in a smaller, LV size.

Length: 427 cm/14’0’’ | Width: 60 cm/23.5’’ | Weight: 26 kg/57 lb | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/286 lb | 
Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

ZEGUL - EASY
As the name suggests, the Zegul Easy is extremely easy to handle, as it is maneuverable and stable due to its length 
and width. This makes the kayak suitable for a wide range of activities from day touring to fishing. The Zegul Easy 
is compact and efficient, suitable for all sorts of paddlers. It has a well-balanced hull, so that the rudder is only 
needed for longer trips. The unique design makes it very fast for its length. The size of the kayak makes it easy to 
handle outside of water and a bigger cockpit allows easy entry into the kayak. For this year, the Zegul Easy is also 
available in our newest flax fiber version. The Zegul flax lay-up is a special construction that uses flax fiber fabric 
combined with glass multiaxial fabric and the material has similar features to carbon material in terms of strengths 
and damping. The flax fiber construction is finished with a clear coated gel coat which means the beautiful material 
will be completely visible on the kayak. The Zegul Easy is equipped with a SmartTrack rudder. The Zegul Easy is 
available in A-CORE, full carbon and flax fiber versions. 

Length: 395 cm/12’9’’ | Width: 67 cm/26.25’’ | Weight: (A-Core) 22-23 kg/48-51 lb . (Carbon/
Flax) 16-17 kg/35-38 lb | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/330 lb | Colors:  A-Core: Blue-black-white; Red-
black-white . SPECIAL Zegul Flax . Full Carbon: Carbon | Construction:  A-Core . Full Carbon . 
Special Zegul Flex

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

VENTURE KAYAKS - ISLAY CRUISER
An extra-large, ultra-easy access cockpit and updated styling paired with the refined performance of the Islay hull 
means that the Islay Cruiser suits its name as comfortably as it suits you.

Length: 378 cm/12’5’’ | Width: 67 cm/26’’ | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb | Max. Cap.: 124 kg/275 lb | 
Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

VENTURE KAYAKS - FLEX
As the name suggests, the Flex is designed for flexibility, allowing you to explore canals, take short coastal trips, enjoy 
a tranquil day on the lake, or float along gentle rivers; an all-in-one kayak that’s easy to paddle, transport, and store.

Length: 330 cm/10’8’’ | Width: 65 cm/25’’ | Weight: 23.5 kg/52 lb | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/265 lb | 
Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

COMPOSITE

https://www.dagger.com/
https://www.venturekayaks.com/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
https://www.venturekayaks.com/
https://www.venturekayaks.com/
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STABLE AND COMFORTABLE WITH A VERY LARGE 
COCKPIT OPENING FOR EASY ENTRY AND EXIT.

LETTMANN - STAR LIGHT K2 TOURING PLUS
The Star Light K2 is a lightweight tandem touring kayak based on our very popular Star Light K1. Our Star Light 
family is known for its very light weight. We only use the best material and the newest technologies. And of course, 
we only put in what is absolutely necessary – for example our comfortable adjustable seat and the incredible 
balance steering system. In combination with our innovative integrated back hatch the Star Light K2 is ready for 
day trips or weekend adventures. Its stable hull makes it suitable for beginners but experienced paddlers also love 
its compact and fast hull design.

Length: 530 cm/14’4’’ | Width: 69 cm/27’’ | Weight: 31 kg/68.3 lb | Volume: 550 L/145 G | Max. 
Cap.: 250 kg/551 lb | Material: DCS . LCS . VCS

LETTMANN.DE

RTM - BRIO
The Brio is a very comfortable and lightweight touring kayak with ergonomic seats. Folding backrests also make 
it easy to carry. 

Length: 395 cm/13’0’’ | Width: 83 cm/32.7’’ | Depth: 38 cm/15’’ | Weight: 33 kg/73 lb | Max. 
Cap.: 230 kg/507 lb | Material: HDPE construction

RTMKAYAKS.COM

HURRICANE - SANTEE 140 TANDEM
So you want a tandem kayak, which means you want an extra seat to share the experience, but you’d rather not paddle 
a polyethylene barge. That’s why we designed the Santee 140T, a tandem kayak with a solo soul and lightweight 
attitude. It cuts through the water with stability and performance, and, with our unique Trylon construction, it weighs 
in at a svelte 57 pounds, which means you won’t need a winch and pulleys to get it off your racks. There’s also a 
roomy hatch and some added cockpit space for your day-tripping gear. You can even adjust the front seat for solo 
paddling on those days when you have no choice but to travel alone.

Length: 427 cm/14’0’’ | Width: 80 cm/31.5’’ | Weight: 25.85 kg/425 lb | Material: ABS Plastic

HURRICANEAQUASPORTS.COM

WAVE SPORT - VISTA
The Vista is an exceptionally popular touring tandem that mixes speed with stability and easy handling. This fast 
and efficient open cockpit tandem has a streamlined profile that glides smoothly across the water. Its renowned 
performance is complimented by a spacious cockpit that accommodates a variety of paddler combinations with space 
to spare for a small passenger or the family pet. A generous carrying capacity and a rear compartment provide room 
for you to load up for a journey of a life time. Rental spec version available. 

Length: 485 cm/15’11’’ | Width: 82 cm/32’’ | Weight: 41 kg/90 lb | Max. Cap.: 300 kg/661 lb | 
Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

WAVESPORT.COM

REC & 
TOURING

SIT INSIDE 2 1

https://lettmann.de/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://hurricaneaquasports.com/
https://www.wavesport.com/
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TAKING YOU TO A BETTER PLACE.TAKING YOU TO A BETTER PLACE.

aquabound.com

TAKING YOU TO A BETTER PLACE.TAKING YOU TO A BETTER PLACE.

TAKING YOU TO A BETTER PLACE.TAKING YOU TO A BETTER PLACE.

Handmade in the USA
Photo by Jake Baggaley

- 2020 BEST SELLING PADDLE BRAND IN NORTH AMERICA - 

https://aquabound.com/
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INFLATABLE
OFFERING MORE STABILITY THAN PLASTIC KAYAKS AND MAKING RIVER 
RUNNING ACCESSIBLE TO A WIDE VARIETY OF PADDLERS.INFLATABLE 1 1

STAR - PARAGON
The STAR Paragon Inflatable Kayak gives you all the benefits of an inflatable while paddling and tracking with the 
efficiency of a traditional touring kayak.

Length: 340 cm/11’2’’ | Width: 91 cm/35.8’’ | Level: Entry Level | Material: PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM

GUMOTEX - SWING 1
The SWING 1 is an inflatable sit-inkayak great for relaxing trips on sheltered waters, harbors, lakes, and rivers 
up to grade II whitewater. The kayak is supplied with two aluminum reinforcements for improved hull rigidity, 
maneuverability, and stability. The reinforcements also shape the deck of the kayak. Thanks to its low weight, the 
Swing 1 is perfect for trips with frequent portages. The enclosed deck prevents water getting in. Available in a 
single and a double version.

Length: 316 cm/10’4’’ | Width: 87 cm/34’’ | Weight: 11 kg/25 lb | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/265 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Green/Grey (1C/11C) . Black/Red (6/5C) . 
Green/Grey (1C/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - RUSH 1
A versatile kayak of innovative design further expanding the possibilities of dropstitch technology (hydro-dynamically 
shaped bow, keel formation), the RUSH is suitable for recreation, boat wandering, calm lake paddles, and cruising 
along the seashore, as well as navigating rivers up to grade II whitewater. For better comfort in poor weather 
conditions, it can be equipped with a rudder or a removable cockpit (recommended accessories). The main advantages 
are versatility, speed, and stability.

Length: 355 cm/11’8’’ | Width: 81 cm/32’’ | Weight: 12 kg/26.5 lb | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/331 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Black/Grey (6/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

https://star.nrs.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
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GUMOTEX - FRAMURA
The FRAMURA is Gumotex’s fastest kayak. It is designed for leisure and touring, and is suitable for sheltered waters, 
harbors, inlets, and lakes as well as calm rivers up to grade I whitewater. The FRAMURA can carry a lot of baggage 
that can be stored in the front and rear. The kayak has a non-removable deck with elastic netting and comes supplied 
with a comfortable inflatable seat. A sea-kayak paddle is an ideal choice for FRAMURA.

Length: 410 cm/13’6’’ | Width: 75 cm/26’’ | Weight: 16 kg/29 lb | Max. Cap.: 180 kg/397 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Black/Green (6/1C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - SAFARI 330
The SAFARI 330 is a sports kayak with a self-bailing bottom suitable for rivers up to grade III whitewater, coastal 
kayaking, or surfing. The new SAFARI 330 is longer, wider, and more stable than its precursor. It is spacious enough 
to fit well-built kayakers and, thanks to significantly improved stability, is suitable even for less experienced paddlers. 
The stern and bow can accommodate dry bags with your personal gear. Elastic ropes secure the bags in place.

Length: 330 cm/10’10’’ | Width: 80 cm/31.5’’ | Weight: 12 kg/26 lb | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/287 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

N E W  I S L A N D E R  K AYA K S  C O M I N G  I N  2 0 2 1  S T A R T I N G  W I T H  T H E  K O A

A new look for your favourite kayaks

https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://islanderkayaks.com/
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INFLATABLE
INFLATABLE 2 1 OFFERING MORE STABILITY THAN PLASTIC KAYAKS AND MAKING RIVER 

RUNNING ACCESSIBLE TO A WIDE VARIETY OF PADDLERS.

GUMOTEX - TWIST 2/1
Are you looking for a small, lightweight, and space-saving kayak? Then the TWIST is right for you, whether you want 
to explore new places on lakes or travel on calm rivers. The TWIST 2/1 can be easily transformed from its two-seat 
version to its one-seat version or vice versa, thanks to an innovative design. The kayak is stable enough for a small 
kayaker, an XXL person or even up to two paddlers can sit comfortably. The TWIST has removable seats with an 
adjustable backrest for comfortable, dry seating.

Length: 360 cm/11’10’’ | Width: 83 cm/33’’ | Weight: 13 kg/29 lb | Max. Cap.: 410 kg/902 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Green/Grey (1C/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

MEGA-SPORTS VERTRIEBS GMBH - 
VERANO CALIFORNIA DUO
The Verano California Duo is an advanced inflatable kayak with side chambers and a bottom floor made with 
dropstitch technology. Lightweight and compact for easy transport. Easy paddling and great speed similar to a 
hardshell kayak. The set includes the inflatable kayak, two paddles, a boat bag, a pump, a repair kit, and a fin. The 
Verano California and California Duo will be available in 2021.

Length: 473 cm/15’6’’ | Width: 85 cm/33.5’’ | Weight: 23 kg/50.7 lb

VERANOWATERSPORTS.COM

TAHE - FULL HP2
High performance in an inflatable package for use by one or two paddlers. Dropstitch high pressure technology, 
accompanied by a hull with a profiled bow and stern for good gliding. Maximum cockpit storage. Capacity of 210 
kg. Easy to transport and to store.   

Length: 410 cm/13’5’’ | Width: 85 cm/33.5’’ | Max.Cap.: 210 kg/463 Ib

TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

TAHE - BEACH LP2
The Beach LP2 inflatable kayak is a lightweight, easy to use inflatable kayak for one or two paddlers. Low pressure 
technology. 

Length: 335 cm/11’0’’ | Width: 102 cm/40’’ | Max.Cap.:150 kg/330 Ib

TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.veranowatersports.com/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
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GUMOTEX - K2
The K2 is an inflatable kayak with a self-bailing floor designed specifically for whitewater. The kayak is very stable 
and forgiving, making novice kayakers more confident on more technical runs. The K2 offers ample seating space 
and an inflatable seat for comfort, plus thigh straps for better control in rapids.

Length: 390 cm/12’8’’ | Width: 100 cm/39’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Max. Cap.: 200 kg/420 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Yellow/Grey (2A/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - SCOUT STANDARD/ECONOMY+
The SCOUT is an inflatable canoe with a modern design. The boat offers plenty of features for both comfort and 
convenience, such as a large inner space combined with huge payload and smooth handling. The Scout is ideal for 
adventurers with lots of baggage, whitewater enthusiasts, and families with children. This boat is available in a 
Standard or Economy+ (S/E+) version. The standard version brings an innovative system of T-BONES reinforcements 
that strengthen the boat’s floor and provide great handling qualities comparable with a hardshell canoe.

Length: 445 cm/14’7’’ | Width: 95 cm/37’’ | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb | Max. Cap.: 450 kg/992 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Dark green/Grey ( 13/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM
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GUMOTEX - THAYA
The revolutionary THAYA inflatable kayak, which combines our special Nitrilon® material and dropstitch technology, 
is defined by excellent stability, stiffness and maneuverability. The unique combination of the inflatable side tubes 
and modern dropstich technology maximizes the user’s comfort and improves the handling properties of the boat. 
The THAYA is low weight and has excellent rollability. It is suitable for the recreation on lakes and rivers up grade 
II whitewater. An additional foredeck (optional accessory) protects it from water flowing over the bow, increasing 
paddler comfort. Adjustable to fit one or two adults or two adults and one child.

Length: 410 cm/13’5’’ | Width: 89 cm/35’’ | Weight: 17 kg/39 lb | Max. Cap.: 230 kg/507 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - SWING 2
The SWING 2 is a sit-in inflatable kayak great for relaxing trips on sheltered waters, harbors, lakes, and rivers 
up to grade II whitewater. The kayak is supplied with two aluminum reinforcements for improved hull rigidity, 
maneuverability, and stability. The reinforcements also shape the deck of the kayak. Thanks to its low weight the 
kayak is perfect for trips with frequent portages. The enclosed deck prevents water getting in. Available in a single 
and a double version.

Length: 402 cm/13’2’’ | Width: 87 cm/34’’ | Weight: 14 kg/31 lb | Max. Cap.: 220 kg/485 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Green/Grey (1C/11C) . Black/Red (6/5C) . 
Green/Grey (1C/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - SEAWAVE
Thanks to its long, narrow shape, the SEAWAVE kayak is easy to control and very fast. It can be converted from a 
three-person version into a two-person or one-person kayak by moving the seats. Installation of an optional deck 
makes SEAWAVE a great sea kayak. Aluminum reinforcements support the deck and stiffen the hull. The floor 
features a pronounced keel for handling in the wind and better tracking. SEAWAVE is an excellent touring kayak 
suitable also for sea kayaking in sheltered waters. Comes with two seats. A third seat can be purchased separately.

Length: 455 cm/14’11’’ | Width: 83 cm/33’’ | Weight: 17.5 kg/39 lb | Max. Cap.: 250 kg/551 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - SOLAR
The SOLAR inflatable kayak serves for both trips on lakes and touring on rivers up to grade II whitewater. An additional 
foredeck (optional accessory) prevents water from flowing over the bow, increasing user comfort during paddling, 
for example, on the sea. The kayak is equipped with a drain hole in the rear deck. The basic version of the SOLAR is 
equipped with two seats and with fixtures for the third seat. There is a possibility to place seats in different positions. 
The SOLAR can be turned into a single-seat, double-seat, and triple-seat kayak.

Length: 410 cm/13’5’’ | Width: 80 cm/31.5’’ | Weight: 16 kg/35 lb | Max. Cap.: 270 kg/595 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Green/Grey (1C/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - RUSH 2
A versatile kayak of innovative design further expanding the possibilities of dropstitch technology (hydro-dynamically 
shaped bow, keel formation); the RUSH is suitable for recreation, boat wandering, calm lake paddles, and cruising 
along the seashore, as well as navigating rivers up to grade II whitewater. For better comfort in poor weather 
conditions, it can be equipped with a rudder or a removable cockpit (recommended accessories). The main advantages 
are versatility, speed, and stability. The RUSH 2 can be used as a single or as a double kayak.

Length: 420 cm/13’9’’ | Width: 82 cm/32’’ | Weight: 15.5 kg/34 lb | Max. Cap.: 195 kg/430 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Black/Grey (6/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
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https://www.gumotexboats.com/en
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INFLATABLE 1 WHITEWATER 1 INFLATABLES DESIGNED TO WITHSTAND TECHNICAL 
WHITEWATER, BUT USER FRIENDLY SO EVEN NOVICES 
CAN ENJOY THE CHALLENGE OF NAVIGATING RAPIDS. 

INFLATABLE

STAR - RAVEN I PRO
The STAR Raven I Pro Inflatable Kayak is a playful performance IK for river running fun. The pronounced rocker 
rides easily over waves and the included foot braces and thigh straps make the Raven Pro easy to charge more 
challenging whitewater.

Length: 299.7cm/9’10’’ | Width: 96.5 cm/38’’ | Level: Entry Level | Colors: Blue . Red | Material: 
PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM

STAR - VIPER XL
With an aggressive rocker design and eight more inches of length, the STAR Viper XL Inflatable Kayak is built 
for bigger paddlers looking for an inflatable that can ride over waves, punch through holes, surf, and ferry like a 
hard-shell.

Length: 308 cm/10’2’’ | Width: 94 cm/37’’ | Material: PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM

GUMOTEX - TWIST 1
Are you looking for a small, lightweight, and space-saving kayak? Then the TWIST is right for you, whether you want 
to explore new places on lakes or travel on calm rivers. The TWIST 1 is the smallest and the lightest kayak from our 
fleet. The TWIST 2/1 can be easily transformed from its two-seat version to its one-seat version or vice versa, thanks 
to an innovative design. The kayak is stable enough for a small kayaker, an XXL person or even up to two paddlers 
can sit comfortably. The TWIST has removable seats with an adjustable backrest for comfortable, dry seating.

Length: 260 cm/8’5’’ | Width: 79 cm/31’’ | Weight: 9 kg/20 lb | Max. Cap.: 100 kg/221 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Green/Grey (1C/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

AQUADESIGN - YUPIK
A PVC packraft customizable according to your needs. Easy to adapt for a net, hanging rings, or a T-ZIP. With the 
Yupik, you have the perfect opportunity to introduce the discipline to as many people as possible without worrying 
about its fragility.

Length: 250 cm/8’2’’ | Width: 90 cm/35’’ | Level: Mid-Range

AQUADESIGN.EU

https://star.nrs.com/
https://star.nrs.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://aquadesign.eu/
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STAR - OUTLAW I
With continuous curve tubes, extra kick, and a high-pressure dropstitch floor, the STAR Outlaw I Inflatable Kayak 
redefines the ducky. Centers, camps, and rental programs looking to offer customers a fun and sporty ride that’s 
still beginner friendly will love the Outlaw.

Length: 299.7 cm/9’10’’ | Width: 96.5 cm/38’’ | Level: Entry Level |  
Colors: Blue . Yellow . Gray | Material: PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM

STAR - RAVEN I
From whitewater thrills to relaxing afternoon floats, the versatile STAR Raven I Inflatable Kayak gives you unlimited 
possibilities for fun and adventure on the water.

Length: 299 cm/9’8’’ | Width: 97 cm/38.2’’ | Level: Entry Level | Colors: Blue . Lime | Material: 
PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM

STAR - VIPER
The STAR Viper Inflatable Kayak delivers hard-shell-like performance with the convenience and ease of an inflatable.

Length: 290 cm/9’5’’ | Width: 91 cm/35.8’’ | Level: Entry Level | Colors: Red . Yellow . Lime | 
Material: PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM

GUMOTEX - K1
The K1 is an inflatable kayak with a self-bailing floor designed specifically for whitewater. The kayak is very stable 
and forgiving, making novice kayakers more confident on more technical runs. The K1 offers ample seating space 
and an inflatable seat for comfort, plus thigh straps for better control in rapids.

Length: 340 cm/11’15’’ | Width: 98 cm/39’’ | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb | Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Yellow/Grey (2A/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GRABNER GMBH - HYPE
The HYPE is a short kayak for easy rivers up to medium whitewater. The closed canopy with integrated coaming 
offers a particularly dry and comfortable ride. The ultimate highlight: rolled up, the HYPE is very tiny and light!

Length: cm/8’0’’ | Width: 71 cm/28’’ | Weight: 13.5 kg/29.8 lb

GRABNER.COM

https://star.nrs.com/
https://star.nrs.com/
https://star.nrs.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.grabner.com/
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INFLATABLE 2 WHITEWATER 1

INFLATABLE

GUMOTEX - PALAVA
The PALAVA inflatable canoe is eye-catching, with a sporty look and excellent handling performance. Thanks to its 
longer hull, it offers a large space for baggage and a flexibility of seat mounting, which provides a comfortable seating 
with its width and horizontal fastening. When riding in rapids, it is possible to kneel and use the thigh straps. The 
canoe is suitable for rivers up to grade III whitewater difficulty or a comfortable tour on placid lakes.

Length: 400 cm/13’11’’ | Width: 90 cm/35’’ | Weight: 17.5 kg/38.5 lb | Max. Cap.: 240 kg/530 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - BARAKA
The BARAKA is a river canoe with a self-bailing floor that can handle whitewater up to grade III whitewater. The boat 
has a rigid hull that handles well in rapids. The BARAKA provides its crew with many useful features and fittings and 
with plenty of inside space. The boat is designed for two adults plus a child, up to 350 kg max load. The BARAKA is 
the right choice for paddlers who want a boat designed without compromises.

Length: 410 cm/13’5’’ | Width: 105 cm/41’’ | Weight: 23.5 kg/52 lb | Max. Cap.: 350 kg/772 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Dark green/Grey (13/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

STAR - RAVEN II
Paddle the STAR Raven II Inflatable Kayak with a friend for whitewater thrills and lazy-floating fun. Or, load it with 
gear and paddle solo for overnight adventures.

Length: 307 cm/12’2’’ | Width: 96.5 cm/38’’ | Level: Entry Level | Colors: Blue . Lime | Material: 
PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM

STAR - OUTLAW II
The STAR Outlaw II Inflatable Kayak gives whitewater centers, camps, and rental programs a fun and sporty tandem 
IK that’s still friendly for first-time paddlers.

Length: 307 cm/12’2’’ | Width: 96.5 cm/38’’ | Level: Entry Level | Colors: Blue . Yellow . Gray | 
Material: PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM

INFLATABLES DESIGNED TO WITHSTAND TECHNICAL 
WHITEWATER, BUT USER FRIENDLY SO EVEN NOVICES 
CAN ENJOY THE CHALLENGE OF NAVIGATING RAPIDS. 

https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://star.nrs.com/
https://star.nrs.com/
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RAFT/HYBRID 1 INFLATABLE RAFTS PROVIDE THE OPPORTUNITY FOR DAYS ON 
THE RIVER WITH THE WHOLE CREW, WITH ROOM FOR THE DOG TOO! 

GUMOTEX - ONTARIO 420
The ONTARIO 420 is a six-person boat suitable for multi-day trips on rivers with the whole family. The Ontario is easy 
to control, fast and nimble, has non-bailing floor, and is suitable for rivers up to grade III whitewater. The ONTARIO 
is a versatile boat suitable for everyone.

Length: 420 cm/13’8’’ | Width: 145 cm/57’’ | Weight: 29 kg/63 lb | Max. Cap.: 600 kg/1327 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Yellow/Grey (2A/11C) . Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - ONTARIO 450 S
The ONTARIO 450 is a six-person boat suitable for multi-day trips on rivers with the whole family. The Ontario is easy 
to control, fast and nimble, has non-bailing floor, and is suitable for rivers up to grade III whitewater. The ONTARIO 
is a versatile boat suitable for everyone.

Length: 450 cm/14’9’’ | Width: 157 cm/62’’ | Weight: 30 kg/66 lb | Max. Cap.: 630 kg/1382 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Yellow/Grey (2A/11C) . Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - ORINOCO
The ORINOCO is a multi-purpose inflatable boat suitable for river cruising, overnight trips and expeditions, 
whitewater, and it also makes a great family boat. The river raft-like design provides experienced crews with essential 
stability while running whitewater. Thigh straps with safety clasps provide better control and confidence in rapids.

Length: 405 cm/13’2’’ | Width: 105 cm/41’’ | Weight: 25.5 kg/57 lb | Max. Cap.: 350 kg/770 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Yellow/Grey (2A/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

NRS - E-130 ALPINE RAFT
The E-130 Alpine takes the NRS rafting Expedition Series heritage and adapts it for our European alpine rivers. 
With enlarged tubes and additional floor space to protect clients, this boat can handle all the glacial whitewater 
you can throw at it. 

Length: 396 cm/13’0’’ | Width: 188 cm/6’2’’ | Weight: 55.8 kg/123 lb | Material: Pennel Orca

NRS.COM

INFLATABLE

https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.nrs.com/
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GUMOTEX - RUBY XL
The new, larger RubyXL is 17 cm wider than the original version while maintaining its excellent handling performance. 
The RubyXL can be used with oars, with paddles as a canoe, or with a motor. The fastening of the transom is now 
much more robust and can be fitted with a motor with the maximum power up to 5 hp = 3.7 kW. The RubyXL boat 
is suitable for recreational offshore travel, or trips on lakes and quieter watercourses. With canoe paddles, without 
motor and oars, this boat can be used for river travelling up grade II whitewater.

Length:430 cm/14’1’’ | Width: 125 cm/49’’ | Weight: 29 kg/63 lb | Max. Cap.: 410 kg/905 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - COLORADO 450
The COLORADO 450 is a multi-purpose boat great for family holidays and river cruising. This six-person boat is 
designed for sports-style paddling, and with a skilled crew it handles very well even in moderate whitewater. The 
open stern provides the outflow of water in rapids. The legendary COLORADO has served on many expeditions into 
remote places around the world and is still the most popular team racing river boat in the Czech Republic.

Length: 450 cm/14’8’’ | Width: 160 cm/63’’ | Weight: 37.5 kg/ 83 lb | Max. Cap.: 600 kg/1323 
lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Yellow/Grey (2A/11C) . Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - PULSAR
PULSAR rafts are sought after by rafting operators, sports centers, water sports clubs, and raft racing teams. The fast 
and rigid hull combined with the self-bailing inflatable bottom provides exceptional stability and very fast draining 
in rapids. PULSAR rafts have been chosen several times as the official race boats for the European Championships 
(most recently for the European Rafting Champs 2016 in Slovenia) and also the official race boat for the 2003 
World Championships, which took place in the Czech Republic on the Vltava River.

Length: 380-560 cm/12’4-18’3’’ | Width: 178-210 cm/58’’-69’’ | Weight: 44-88 kg/97-194 lb | 
Max. Cap.: 650-920 kg/1433-2028 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Sizes: PULSAR 380 . PULSAR 420 . 
PULSAR 450 . PULSAR 560 | Colors: Yellow/Grey (2A/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

STAR - HIGH FIVE
Big grins in the eddy are unavoidable when running the sporty STAR High Five raft. With pronounced rocker, 
diminishing tubes, and a high-pressure dropstitch floor, this boat is built for shredding technical whitewater and 
big water alike.

Length: 299 cm/9’10’’ | Width: 162 cm/63.77’’ | Weight: 39 kg/87 lb | Material: PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM

STAR - OUTLAW 130
With the STAR Outlaw 130 Raft you get a popular size and style boat at a price that can’t be beat. Get started on the 
adventures you’ve always dreamed of. Fish it, paddle it, or load it with gear for extended trips.

Length: 396 cm/13’0’’ | Width: 186 cm/73.2’’ | Weight: 54 kg/118 lb | Material: PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM

https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://star.nrs.com/
https://star.nrs.com/
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KAYAK FISHING
PEDALBOAT 1 FOR THE FISHERMAN WHO LOVES TO PADDLE, BUT WANTS THE OPTION OF 

GOING HANDS-FREE AND MANOEVERING EVEN WHEN THERE IS A ‘‘FISH-ON!’’ 

RTM - HIRO
The HIRO Impulse Drive is a new pedal drive fishing kayak from RTM. Inspired by Bass Boats, our designers have 
created a kayak with a stable, fast, and ergonomic design that meets the expectations of kayak fishermen. Powered 
by the Impulse Drive, this proven pedal system is lightweight and allows you to move forward and in reverse. A 
large rudder operated by a joystick makes this kayak easy to handle. The comfortable premium chair adjusts to 
the fisherman’s size. Molded storage area with battery and transducer accessibility. This new hands-free fishing 
kayak is ready for adventure.

Length: 362 cm/11’9’’ | Width: 87 cm/34’’ | Thickness: 40 cm/15.7’’ | Weight: 35 kg/77 lb | Max. 
Cap.: 180 kg/396.8 lb | Material HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

NATIVE - SLAYER PROPEL MAX 10
Powered by Native Watercraft’s unique Propel Pedal Drive System, which boasts forward and reverse, the Slayer 
Propel 10 keeps you on the fish and provides a major aid landing the catch of the day. Armchair-comfortable seat, 
rock-solid stability, clutter-free cockpit: the design empowers even the xxl angler to stand and sight-cast or to just 
relax and sip the beverage of the day. Propel speeds vary depending on currents and wind, but we find pedaling 3.5 
miles per hour all day long smooth and easy. The rail mount system means easy on-and-off for rod holders from major 
brands like Scotty, Ram, Railblaza, and purposely-positioned rails for mounting cameras to capture your trophy catch.

Length: 304 cm/10’0’’ | Width: 86 cm/34.15’’ | Weight: (Fully Rigged) 55 kg/121 lb | Max. Cap.: 
227 kg/500 lb | Material: Roto-Molded Plastic

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

FEELFREE - ANGLER 120 PD
Introducing the all new Seastream Angler 120 PD, featuring the Rapid Pedal Drive system! The Angler 120 PD 
was designed for the dedicated kayak angler who’s not only looking for the most in angler-ready features, comfort, 
convenience and stability but also the option to put down their paddle for a true hands-free experience. This kayak 
was specially designed to accommodate our Rapid Pedal Drive, featuring the smooth steer system, combined with 
the oversized Beaver Tail rudder for the ultimate propulsion experience.

Length: 375 cm/12’0’’ | Width: 90 cm/35.4’’ | Weight: 44 kg/97 Ib 

SEASTREAMKAYAKS.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE PASSPORT 12.0
The 12-foot Mirage Passport, available in the NEW color Bay Sand, takes you where you want to go with the 
MirageDrive GT and Kick-Up Fins. It features a breathable mesh seat, a wide cockpit area with EVA floor padding 
provides a stable platform for standing. There are cargo areas in the bow or stern and more below deck. There’s a 
transducer cavity and scupper to install your fishfinder and a Power-Pole® Micro bracket indent to mount a shallow 
water anchor. Additional features include steering system with stowable rudder, two fishing rod holders, accessory 
tracks, and under seat and gunnel tackle storage.

Length: 360 cm/12’0’’ | Width: 86 cm/34’’ | Weight: 38 kg/83 lb | Max. Cap.: 181 kg/400 lb | 
Material: Thermoformed Polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://nativewatercraft.com/
https://www.seastreamkayaks.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
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IMPULSE DRIVE
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DIMENSION 12’ X 34’’ X 15’’ - WEIGTH 105.8 LBS - CAPACITY 396.8 LBS

Hiro Impulse Drive attract all type of fishermen 
        with its comfort and stability.
Extra-wide and stable kayaks allow an angler to stand 
and sight-cast to fish in the shallows.

ROTOMOD SAS - RTM
Zi. Jean Malèze - 47240 Bon Encontre - France 

contact@rtmkayaks.comHiro premium chair, Impulse drive and paddle included.

https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
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HOBIE - MIRAGE PRO ANGLER 12
Experience the MirageDrive 180 like never before with all new Kick-Up Turbo Fins. Logs, kelp? No problem. Our 
patented Kick-Up Fins ‘‘kick back’’ when contact is made with under water obstacles. Keep a half-dozen rods rigged 
and ready in the four standard horizontal and two molded-in rod holders for the ultimate kayak fishing adventure. 
Confidently stand and fire cast after cast. The elevated Vantage ST seat makes it easy to move around the boat. 
Now includes a retractable skeg for improved course-keeping, as well as the innovative Hobie H-Rail for superior 
flexibility in accessory rigging.

Length: 366 cm/12’0’’ | Width: 91 cm/36’’ | Weight: 58 kg/129 lb | Max. Cap.: 227 kg/500 lb | 
Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE PRO ANGLER 14
Dominate the water in the Ultimate Fishing Machine. For discerning anglers who demand it all - room, stability, 
performance, stealth, and comfort– the PA 14 stands alone. There’s a non-skid deck for standing—a huge advantage 
for sight kayak fishing—and veritable acres of H-Rail for mounting rod holders and electronics. All this on a spacious 
14-foot platform, with no need for a gas tank. Hobie’s unique MirageDrive 180 with new Kick-Up Turbo Fins provides 
efficient, worry-free, quiet propulsion.

Length: 417 cm/13’8’’ | Width: 97 cm/38’’ | Weight: 66 kg/145 lb | Max. Cap.: 272 kg/600 lb | 
Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE COMPASS
Set your course with the Mirage Compass. Powered by the MirageDrive180 with the revolutionary Kick-Up Fin 
technology, it moves you smoothly through the water. Outfitted with a breathable mesh seat, the Compass offers 
maximum stability and an oversized cockpit and flat deck for standing. A sharp turning radius makes it nimble in 
tight quarters, yet able to speed over open water in a stealthy fashion. Fishing features include molded-in rod holders, 
H-Track accessory mounts, and the Lowrance® Ready System.

Length: 366 cm/12’0’’ | Width: 86 cm/34’’ | Weight: 39 kg/87 lb | Max. Cap.: 181 kg/400 lb | 
Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - BITE FD
The Bite FD pedal kayak is designed from the water up to provide you with top performance without requiring a lot 
of maintenance. Bite FD focuses on three key factors: power, propulsion, and steering. The deck offers unbelievable 
stability for sitting or standing. The front and rear both provide impeccable storage space to haul all of your gear 
and they feature durable bungee cords to keep that gear secure on your wildest adventures. We’ve also included 
gear tracks for you to easily attach your accessories and customize your kayak the way you want. The Bite FD is 
packed with efficiency, comfort, and versatility that will make adventures more convenient for any water enthusiast!

Length: 350.5 cm/11’6’’ | Width: 91.4 cm/36’’ | Weight: 43.5 kg/96 Ib | Colors: Earth . Forest . 
Rockfish

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

NATIVE - TITAN PROPEL 10.5 
The Titan model has proven itself to be a bass fishing kayak extraordinaire. The Titan Propel 10.5 (PATENT PENDING) 
can more easily be transported in a truck bed while offering many of the same features as the 13.5 model. All Titan 
models feature our Plastifoam technology, which adds flotation for safety and increased stiffness for performance. 
The Titan 10.5 offers unsurpassed stability making the platform optimal for sight casting while providing plenty 
of leverage to reel in the catch. This boat features easy-to-reach horizontal rod storage with rod tip protection 
and elevated First Class Seating designed for comfortable transitions between standing and sitting. In addition, 
the boat features easy mounting of a Power-Pole Micro Anchor system. The Titan 10.5 can be purchased with our 
transom-style motor mount that will accept many off-the-shelf trolling motors for a power-assisted ride, making 
this one truly versatile kayak fishing platform.

Length: 328 cm/10’9’’ | Width: 95 cm/37.5’’ | Weight: (Fitted) 44 kg/97 lb . (Fully Rigged) 55 
kg/121 lb | Max. Cap.: 227 kg/500 lb | Material: Roto-Molded Plastic

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://nativewatercraft.com/
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HOBIE - MIRAGE PRO ANGLER 12 WITH 360 TECH
With the MirageDrive 360 and Kick-Up fins, move through the water without constraints, going exactly where 
you want to go. Effortlessly spin and move in every direction. Fitted with Hobie’s Kick-Up Fins which immediately 
retract on impact. Even shallow areas are now entirely navigable. Logs, kelp, shallows, rocks, no problem. The PA 
12 is packed full of features including six rod holders, the adjustable, elevated Vantage ST seat, extra wide hull, 
and stain-resistant EVA padding.

Length: 366 cm/12’0’’ | Width: 91 cm/36’’ | Weight: 60 kg/133 lb | Max. Cap.: 227 kg/500 lb | 
Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE PRO ANGLER 14 WITH 360 TECH
Everything elite anglers are looking for in a fishing kayak – total control, power, stability, performance, stealth, 
comfort, and feature rich. It’s wide, rock-solid standing platform comes decked out with noise reducing EVA traction 
pads. Explore wherever you want to go with the all-new Kick-Up fins that automatically retract upon impact. Ultra-
comfortable, adjustable Vantage ST seat, dual steering, Guardian Retractable Transducer Shield, and an extra-wide 
beam allows for long days on the water. Mount your rod holders and electronics on the 12-sided Hobie H-Rail bars.

Length: 417 cm/13’8’’ | Width: 97 cm/38’’ | Weight: 67 kg/149 lb | Max. Cap.: 272 kg/600 lb | 
Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

BLUE SKY BOATWORKS - 360 ANGLER
For those who want a kayak specifically designed for fishing, the 360° Angler doesn’t compromise space, comfort, 
accessories, storage, stealth, and the ability to get to those skinny/shallow waters the big boats can’t. The 360 
Angler features the stability of a bass boat with the convenience of a kayak. The Angler has gear tracks for rod 
mounts, comes with rod holders, has hull storage for rods and tackle boxes and much more. New for 2021: more 
robust steering cable bracket, new steering arm bracket, and improved rudder (all aluminum with better actuation). 
Added seals to hatches to minimize water intrusion.

Length: 406.4 cm/13’4’’ | Width: 121.9 cm/48’’ | Weight: 63.5 kg/140 Ib | Colors: Arctic . Forest

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

KAYAK DISTRIBUTION - 
RIOT MAKO 12 IMPULSE DRIVE
The Riot Mako 12 is a fun, all-around kayak and a must-have for all anglers looking for a proven platform. It is the 
lightest and most affordable propulsion kayak on the market. What makes this kayak most special is our Impulse 
Drive, which allows the paddler a smooth and trouble-free ride. The Impulse Drive is the lightest, most affordable, 
and most versatile drive out there; it’s also fully removable and can be easily carried and stored separately. The Mako 
12 uses the Flex Seat system with maximum adjustments to suit any level of comfort.

Length: 374.5 cm/12’3’’ | Width: 87 cm/34’’ | Weight: 32 kg/70.5 lb

BOUTIQUEBOREALDESIGN.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE OUTBACK
Hobie has advanced the sport of kayak fishing with the introduction of Kick-Up Fins that automatically retract upon 
impact. The Guardian Transducer Shield protects your transducer from obstacles. The Vantage CTW seat provides 
extra width for unmatched room and comfort. The Hobie H-Rail with integrated track and numerous high-capacity 
storage compartments ensure that all of your gear is at your fingertips. Powered by the MirageDrive180 with 
Kick-Up Turbo Fins + ARC Cranks, this fine-tuned angling vessel is highly versatile, fast, quiet, and exceedingly 
nimble. Now featuring our Kick-Up Rudder system with dual steering capabilities, combating drift and navigating 
tight water has never been easier.

Length: 389 cm/12’9’’ | Width: 86 cm/34’’ | Weight: 47 kg/103 lb | Max. Cap.: 193 kg/425 lb | 
Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://boutiqueborealdesign.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
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NATIVE - SLAYER PROPEL 10
WHAT’S THE BIG DEAL WITH THIS LITTLE FISHING KAYAK? Weight– or lack of to be more precise. Weighing in at 
62 lb (without the drive unit) the Slayer Propel 10 is the lightest 10′0’’ pedal drive fishing kayak on the market. Light 
enough to lift car top or effortlessly slide into the back of a pickup, this little ‘yak is a master of hands-free fishing. 
Powered by Native Watercraft’s unique Propel Pedal Drive System which boasts forward and reverse, the Slayer 
Propel 10 keeps you on the fish and provides significant aid landing the catch of the day. Armchair-comfortable 
seat, rock-solid stability.

Length: 304.8 cm/10’0’’ | Width: 86.4 cm/34’’ | Weight: 28.1 kg/62 lb | Max. Cap.: 226.5 
kg/500 lb | Material Roto-Molded Plastic

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

NATIVE - TITAN PROPEL 12
The Titan is a hands-free forward to reverse, Propel pedal driven, bass fishing kayak extraordinaire. The Titan Propel 
12 (PATENT PENDING) offers incredible stability with ample room and flexibility to move around. Optimal for sight 
casting with plenty of leverage to reel in the catch, this is an angler’s fantasy fulfilled. This boat features easy-to-
reach horizontal rod storage with rod tip protection on both sides of the kayak. The elevated hand-sewn First Class 
Seating is designed for comfortable transitions between standing and sitting. The unique Titan hull design paired 
with the rudder allows for an extremely tight turning radius when you are ready to change directions in a hurry. 
The hull also offers a built-in transducer recess for quick mounting and is made with our Plastifoam technology 
which adds flotation for safety and increased stiffness for performance. Featuring easy mounting for a Power-Pole 
Micro Anchor system and with the ability to add a custom motor mount accessory (sold separately) that will accept 
trolling motors for a power-assisted ride, the Titan Propel series (10.5, 12, and 13.5) is truly in a league of its own.

Length: 366 cm/12’0’’ | Width: 99 cm/39’’ | Weight: (Fitted) 49 kg/109 lb . (Fully Rigged) 60 
kg/133 lb | Max. Cap.: 227 kg/500 lb | Material: Roto-Molded Plastic

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

NATIVE - TITAN PROPEL 13.5
The Titan is a ‘‘First with Reverse’’ Propel Pedal driven bass fishing kayak extraordinaire. Large and in charge, the 
Titan Propel 13.5 (PATENT PENDING) offers unsurpassed stability and ample room and flexibility to move around. 
Optimal for sight casting with plenty of leverage to reel in the catch, this is a angler’s fantasy fulfilled. This boat 
features easy-to-reach horizontal rod storage with rod tip protection. Elevated First Class Seating is designed for 
comfortable transitions between standing and sitting, and it can be moved out of the way for a walk-around deck. 
The Titan also contains an interior foam layer which adds flotation for safety and increased stiffness for performance. 
In addition, the boat features two stern power pole mounts for dual anchoring to further increase stability. The Titan 
can be purchased with a custom motor mount that will accept trolling motors for a power-assisted ride.

Length: 411 cm/13’6’’ | Width: 105 cm/41.5’’ | Weight: (Fitted) 69.9 kg/154 lb . (Fully Rigged) 
80.7 kg/178 lb | Max. Cap.:249.5 kg/550 lb | Material: Roto-Molded Plastic

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - TRICAT
Double your fun with one of the newest members of the Blue Sky family! A trimaran whose generous deck 
accommodates a wide range of outfitting and propulsion options, the TriCat will appeal to families, resorts, anglers, 
and adventurers who want to leave nothing behind. Featuring side-by-side, fully adjustable seating, and loads of deck 
space, the TriCat can accommodate a cooler, gear, the kids… just about anything your plans demand. Three sleek 
hulls secured to a marine-grade aluminum frame decked with cushy high-density foam make for a comfortable ride.

Length: 406.4 cm/13’4’’ | Width: 182.9 cm/72’’ | Weight: 99.8 kg/220 Ib | Colors: Arctic . 
Forest

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

NATIVE - SLAYER PROPEL MAX 12.5 
The hands-free forward to reverse propel pedal drive. Couple all these new features with the updated extended 
rudder and you have one serious kayak fishing platform that will perform in offshore salt, inshore salt, and freshwater 
environments. The new slayer propel max 12.5 will undoubtedly become the boat of choice for a wide variety of 
kayak anglers.

Length: 330 cm/12’6’’ | Width: 86 cm/34’’ | Weight: (Fitted) 43 kg/95 lb . (Fully Rigged) 56.7 
kg/125 lb | Max. Cap.: 227 kg/500 lb | Material Roto-Molded Plastic

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

https://nativewatercraft.com/
https://nativewatercraft.com/
https://bonafidekayaks.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://nativewatercraft.com/
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L I V E TH E S TO R Y Y O U W AN T TO T E L L

W W W . B O N A F I D E K A Y A K S . C OM

Our products aren't just kayaks...
They are a vessel used to escape,
explore, and for anglers to follow
their passion of paddling, fishing,
and the outdoors.

https://bonafidekayaks.com/
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HIGH END 1 FISHING KAYAKS FOR THOSE DEMANDING ELITE PERFORMANCE 
WHEN IN SEARCH OF THE BIGGEST CATCH. 

JACKSON KAYAK - BIG RIG FD
The Big Rig HD/FD, our most stable kayak, is tricked out and ready for battle. Rod management is key! Dual rod 
tubes on both sides of the kayak and oversized rod troughs work in concert with the thermoformed rod-staging 
risers located beside the seat to keep everything tangle-free and protected. Large, easy-open latches allow access 
to the ample storage inside the hull, and we’ve updated the seal for 2021 to keep water out of the hatches. The bow 
features a hatch bin to keep items stowed away but prevent them from sliding out of reach. Oversized transducer 
scupper accepts many modern fish finders, and electronics pass-through on the bow beside the Flex Drive 3D unit 
eliminates the hardest part of running wires from inside the hull to the fish finder - drilling holes in your kayak! 
Whether you’re fishing lakes, rivers, or inshore salt, the Big Rig HD/FD is the ultimate battleship.

Length: 396 cm/13’0’’ | Width: 100.5 cm/39.4’’ | Weight: 65.8 kg/145 Ib |  
Colors: Earth . Forest . Rockfish

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

BONAFIDE - SS107 
A shorter version of its big brother, the SS107 retains virtually all the same features of the larger in at 10’7’’ length 
for those looking for improved portability and transportation options. It retains the hybrid catamaran hull design and 
HiRise seating system and an almost identical deck space for standing and moving around the boat. A great value as 
there are very few options in the 10’0’’-11’0’’ range that offer these kind of high-end feature sets.

Length: 322.6 cm/10’7’’ | Width: 87.63 cm/34.5’’ | Weight: 38.1 kg/84 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 192 kg/425 lb | Material: Roto-Molded plastic

BONAFIDEKAYAKS.COM

BONAFIDE - SS127 
The SS127 is the ultimate in fishability from a kayak. Every feature was designed from the ground up to create 
an amazing angling experience. Featuring a hybrid catamaran hull design that provides uncompromised stability 
in various conditions, this boat is not kind of stable, its crazy stable (at only 33.5’’ wide!). This allows for the 
comfortable HiRise seating system to raise to an ultra-high position for improved sight casting and relieve pressure 
on your lower back.

Length: 383.5 cm/12’7’’ | Width: 85.72 cm/33.75’’ | Weight: 42.63 kg/94 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 215.2 kg/475 lb | Material: Roto-Molded plastic

BONAFIDEKAYAKS.COM

APEX WATERCRAFT - TYR
There are over 37 brands making plastic fishing kayaks. Apex Watercraft is the only advanced composites stand 
up, swivel seat fishing kayak on the market and comes in at 40 pounds. Enjoy responsive paddle strokes and an 
enjoyable loading, unloading, and portaging experience when compared to much heavier plastic kayaks. Get to 
where the fish are with the lowest draft kayak on the market. Everything about it is the future, but available today. 
Eric Jackson’s Apex Party Team has designed and manufactured something special for those people wanting the 
best fishing kayak on the water.

Length: 390 cm/12’9.5’’ | Width: 91 cm/35.8’’ | Weight: 18.1 kg/40 Ib 

APEXWATERCRAFT.COM

KAYAK FISHING

https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://bonafidekayaks.com/
https://bonafidekayaks.com/
https://apexwatercraft.com/
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KAYAK FISHING JACKSON KAYAK - BIG RIG HD
The Big Rig HD/FD, our most stable kayak, is tricked out and ready for battle. Rod management is key! Dual rod 
tubes on both sides of the kayak and oversized rod troughs work in concert with the thermoformed rod-staging 
risers located beside the seat to keep everything tangle-free and protected. Large, easy-open latches allow access 
to the ample storage inside the hull, and we’ve updated the seal for 2021 to keep water out of the hatches.  The bow 
features a hatch bin to keep items stowed away but prevent them from sliding out of reach. Oversized transducer 
scupper accepts many modern fish finders, and electronics pass-through on the bow beside the Flex Drive 3D unit 
eliminates the hardest part of running wires from inside the hull to the fish finder - drilling holes in your kayak! 
Whether you’re fishing lakes, rivers, or inshore salt, the Big Rig HD/FD is the ultimate battleship.

Length: 396 cm/13’0’’ | Width: 100.5 cm/39.4’’ | Weight: 55.8 kg/123 Ib |  
Colors: Earth . Forest . Rockfish

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - COOSA FD
The Coosa FD is based on the top-selling Coosa HD hull and deck layout but adds our Flex Drive 3D system for 
hands-free propulsion. The new Flex Drive 3D offers forward and reverse operation and includes a unique articulating 
system for deep and shallow water navigation, and the prop is easy to access as needed. The Coosa FD comes with 
fore-aft trimming and our High Ergo Seat Frame with MOLLE System giving it flexibility in seating positions that 
puts the pedaler in the most comfortable position possible. The Flex Drive 3D is easily deployed with the flip of a 
lever and is upgradable our Flex Drive E motor system.

Length: 383.5 cm/12’7’’ | Width: 88.4 cm/34.8’’ | Weight: 48.5 kg/107 Ib |  
Colors: Earth . Forest . Rockfish

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - MAYFLY
The MayFly is a fly fishing oriented sit-on-top, loaded with features to make kayak fly fishing more fun and user 
friendly. The MayFly has a versatile hull optimized for tracking, stability, and speed in popular fly fishing conditions 
and destinations, including tropical flats, slow-moving rivers, lakes, and ponds. Recognizing the unique challenges 
faced by fly fisherman, particularly fly line management, the MayFly includes a myriad of design aspects to address 
the needs of fly fisherman creating the ultimate kayak fly fishing platform. Snag-free footrests and features, protected 
fly box storage, unique storage options for your fly fishing rod and reel, rod butt props for dealing with tangles, 
integrated and protected fly patches, and more cater to the high-performance features expert fly fisherman need 
while being versatile and stable enough to bring new kayak fly anglers into the sport.

Length: 386 cm/12’8’’ | Width: 88.4 cm/34.8’’ | Weight: 42.6 kg/94 Ib |  
Colors: Earth . Forest . Rockfish

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

BLUE SKY BOATWORKS - 360 PRO
Ready to take your Blue Sky Boatworks experience to the next level? Introducing the Blue Sky 360 Pro! This boat 
comes rigged and ready to fish with features like an integrated electronic wiring system with relay, factory-installed 
DC battery box, mounting options for either foot-controlled or transom-mounted trolling motors, wide, open deck 
layout and steering skeg. Not all traditional fishermen could envision themselves pedaling to their honey hole and 
opted to stay on their power boats. The 360 Pro blends the functionality and features of a powerboat with the sleek 
performance of the Blue Sky Boatworks line. New for 2021: Repositioned wiring to eliminate potential shorts. Added 
seals to minimize water intrusion.

Length: 408.94 cm/13’5’’ | Width: 152.4 cm/60’’ | Weight: 77.1 kg/170 Ib |  
Colors: Arctic . Forest

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
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MID-RANGE DESIGNS ALLOW KAYAK ANGLERS THE ABILITY TO SIT OR STAND 
WITH COMFORT, AND CUSTOM PLACES TO STORE THE GEAR THEY NEED.

KAYAK FISHING
MID-RANGE 1

BONAFIDE - RS117  
Comfort and organization are key components of the RS117. The new Stadium Seat is light weight, easy to adjust, 
and has two seating positions, allowing all day comfort to make those long days on the water possible. A wide 
array of features such as YakAttack MightyMount XL track, centralized storage pod, Shield Frontwell Cover with 
integrated Paddle Pouch, and forward transducer friendly scupper make the RS117 one of the most fully featured 
values in kayak fishing.

Length: 353.06 cm/11’7’’ | Width: 85 cm/33.5’’ | Weight: 34.92 kg/77 lb | Max. Cap.: 192 
kg/425 lb | Material: Roto-Molded plastic 

BONAFIDEKAYAKS.COM

NATIVE - FALCON 11
The Native Watercraft Falcon 11 is a feature rich, a super stable, compact fishing machine at a price point that’s hard 
to beat, especially when the cooler is packed with a fresh catch. At 11 feet long and 32.5 inches wide, the Falcon 
11 slides through the water with excellent tracking and ample stability. Feature rich means hi-low frame seating, 
console with battery and transducer scupper access, stand up pads, ample groove track, and dual flush mounted 
rod holders all at a price you will love.

Length: 335 cm/11’0’’ | Width: 82.5 cm/32.5’’ | Material: Roto-Molded plastic

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

NATIVE - ULTIMATE FX 15 TANDEM
This solid tandem, hybrid canoe/kayak platform makes fishing, hunting, camping, or just a relaxed day on the water 
with family and friends- an experience they will always remember. The Ultimate FX Tandem fishing kayak features 
two high/low seats for improved fish-ability and all day comfort and can be easily converted to a solo paddling 
boat for the days when solitude calls. In addition, the Ultimate FX 15 Tandem offers amble storage to meet all your 
kayak fishing needs.

Length: 465 cm/15’3’’ | Width: 79 cm/31’’ | Weight: (Fitted) 36.3 kg/80 lb . (Fully Rigged) 40.8 
kg/90 lb | Max. Cap.: 272 kg/600 lb | Material: Roto-Molded plastic

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

RTM - HIRO FIT IMPULSE DRIVE
The HIRO FIT is a single kayak with pedals offering a new and unique service to your customers. The comfort and 
stability of the HIRO allows all sizes and all levels to explore the water in lazy or touring mode

Length: 362 cm/11’9’’ | Width: 87 cm/34” | Thickness: 40 cm/16” | Weight: 35 kg/77 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 180 kg/397 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

https://bonafidekayaks.com/
https://nativewatercraft.com/
https://nativewatercraft.com/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
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NATIVE - STINGRAY 11.5 
The Stingray Angler rides high and dry and provides serious stability and comfort. The super stable hull design with 
a pronounced stern keel for excellent tracking rides nice in swells, waves, and choppy conditions. The rockered and 
flared bow design is at home in coastal marshes, bays, lakes, as well as cruising the local river. With molded-in 
handles around the kayak and a simple deck design full of functional features, you’ll find managing this kayak a 
breeze, on and off the water. The framed padded seat system provides incredible comfort, adjustability, and control 
during a day on the water.

Length: 350 cm/11’6’’ | Width: 80 cm/31.5’’ | Weight: (Fitted) 27.2 kg/60 lb . (Fully Rigged) 
29.5 kg/65 lb | Max. Cap.: 170 kg/375 lb | Material: Roto-Molded plastic

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

NATIVE - STINGRAY 13.5 
The super stable hull design with a pronounced stern keel for excellent tracking rides nice in swells, waves, and 
choppy conditions. The rockered and flared bow design is at home in coastal marshes, bays, and lakes, as well as 
cruising the local river. With molded-in handles around the kayak and a simple deck design full of functional features, 
you’ll find it a breeze managing this kayak on and off the water. The framed padded seat system provides incredible 
comfort, adjustability, and control.

Length: 411 cm/13’6’’ | Width: 86 cm/34’’ | Weight (Fitted) 36 kg/80 lb . (Fully Rigged) 40 
kg/88 lb | Max. Cap.: 215 kg/475 lb | Material: Roto-Molded plastic

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

NATIVE - ULTIMATE FX 12 
The next generation ultimate hybrid fishing kayak. This hybrid fishing kayak offers the best of a canoe and a kayak 
with a stable standing ability and easy loading. These unique features give the Ultimate FX Series a cult-like following. 
Fore- and- aft multi-adjustable seating provide for proper trim, plus high and low seating positions allow you to 
paddle out of the wind in the low position and simply lift and relocate for a high fishing/sight-casting positions. The 
patented, redesigned Tunnel Hull allows more foot comfort when standing and unmatched stability.

Length: 371 cm/12’2’’ | Width: 77 cm/30.5’’ | Weight: (Fitted) 27.2 kg/60 lb . (Fully Rigged) 29.5 
kg/65 lb | Max. Cap.: 159 kg/350 lb | Material: Roto-Molded plastic

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

TAHE - JAVA
An innovative and fast single-person touring and fishing kayak for longer distance adventures or solo fishing 
excursions (fishing accessories are available). Easy to transport thanks to a innovative wheel transport system. 
Capacity of 150 kg. 

Length: 410 cm/13’5’’ | Width: 71 cm/28’’ | Max.Cap: 150 kg/330 Ib

TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - BITE ANGLER
Jackson Kayak’s Bite Angler doesn’t cut corners. The Bite performs to the high bar of paddling and stand-to-fish 
standards associated with the Jackson Kayak name. New for 2021, the Bite Angler has been upgraded to the Comfort 
Seat, which is the perfect combination of breathability, drainage, and comfort in a framed seat not traditionally 
found on price point kayaks. Gear track has also been upgraded to aluminum for enhanced mounting strength. The 
open-concept deck gives the angler one of our roomiest platforms to stand and fish. Ample storage fore and aft, 
paired with our updated bungee attachment system which prevents water from seeping into the hull, means there is 
plenty of storage space. Four recessed areas on either side of the Bite Angler make quick, easy, and secure storage 
for tackle boxes. Also included are flush mount rod holders and cup holders on both sides of the Comfort Seat. Four 
molded-in inserts on the stern of the kayak will accept our newly developed Accessory Mounting Bracket, designed 
to accommodate accessories with the four bolt mounting pattern such as a PowerPole or Torqeedo trolling motor. The 
Bite Angler is the perfect combination of comfort, smart and innovative design offered as a great value for anglers. Its 
at home across a diverse variety of waterways including small lakes and rivers, ponds, streams, and inshore saltwater.

Length: 350.5 cm/11’6’’ | Width: 91.4 cm/36’’ | Weight: 33.6 kg/74 Ib |  
Colors: Earth . Forest . Rockfish

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

https://nativewatercraft.com/
https://nativewatercraft.com/
https://nativewatercraft.com/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
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JACKSON KAYAK - KILROY HD
Fans of the original Jackson Kilroy will be excited with this new Jackson Kilroy HD, the new standard in versatility 
for a sit-inside fishing kayak. The hull has been reshaped for even more storage, more stability, bow to stern gear 
and seat track, and a layout that is more suited than ever for functional versatility. The 2021 model also includes 
our latest seating innovation, the Comfort Seat! This generously-padded, comfortable seat features a new ergonomic 
bend to the back and robust frame to provide hours of use and comfort on the water. Fish today, hunt tomorrow, or 
take the family or dog on an expedition! Customize with accessories like fish bags, duck decoy bins, kennel cot, or 
casting brace. Rig your own adventures without limitations using the Kilroy HD’s versatile modular set up to match 
your craft to your adventure as you see fit. Be sure to check out our Hawg Trough Fishing Accessory Tray for even 
more options on the water! New for 2021: we’ve also removed the ‘paddle bumps’ on the gunnels - some folks were 
hitting their knuckles while paddling.

Length: 391 cm/12’10’’ | Width: 91.4 cm/36’’ | Weight: 44.4 kg/98 Ib |  
Colors: Earth . Forest . Rockfish

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - LISKA
The Liska is the modern version of our best-selling Cuda series. Wider, more stable, and updated with features that 
novice kayak anglers are looking for and experienced anglers demand. Versatile inshore/lake kayak fishing platform, 
track systems on the gunnels, and large stern storage area add the functionality lacking in the original Cudas. Narrow 
hinging center hatch with molded-in tackle storage and fishfinder battery compartment allow convenient storage 
without cramping standing area. Molded-in handle on the stern for ease of transport. Wider hull creates a more stable 
standing platform than the original Cuda, meaning it is better suited to larger paddlers, beginners, and more gear. 
Stand and sit with ease – comfortable, padded standing area is standard. Ergo Seat With MOLLE System features hi/lo 
positioning and track-mounted seat system, which means infinite trimming fore and aft in addition to a new accessory 
mounting system. The seat can still easily be removed for use at camp or lounging on the bank, or replacement 
with an Orion 25 + Handibak. Molded-in-center hatch fits cables + fishfinder battery and drains to a single center 
transducer-ready scupper. Single track on top of cover for mounting accessories. The Liska is well-suited to a wide 
variety of water types and fishing styles, and includes functional versatility for any fishing style. This boat will be 
ideal for kayak anglers focused on flat water who want more portability than some of our larger, heavier models.

Length: 368.3 cm/12’1’’ | Width: 85.3 cm/33.6’’ | Weight: 37.2 kg/82 Ib |  
Colors: Earth . Forest . Rockfish

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - YUPIK
Named for the native Alaskan peoples that coined the word ‘’kayak’’ (qayaq), the Jackson YuPIK changes the very 
definition of versatility. 2021 model also includes our latest seating innovation, the Comfort Seat! This generously-
padded, comfortable seat features a new ergonomic bend to the back and robust frame to provide hours of use and 
comfort on the water. Bow to sterns track systems, rigging solutions, and storage pockets molded in along the 
entirety of the boat allows the modularity for you to rig for your adventure without limitation. Customize your fun 
with more room! Specialized accessories, like our new kennel cot, improves the experience for everyone. Additions 
like the fully trimmable seat pan, our Strap Down gear track for 360 storage security, and the first ever moving 
standing pad system make the YuPIK the most versatile kayak on the market. Be sure to check out our Hawg Trough 
Fishing Accessory Tray for even more options on the water!

Length: 370.8 cm/12’2’’ | Width: 88.4 cm/34.8’’ | Weight: 40.8 kg/90 Ib |  
Colors: Earth . Forest . Rockfish

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

ISLANDER KAYAKS - STRIKE ANGLER
The Strike Angler comes ready to go fishing. Its unique, pontoon-style hull offers unmatched stability for anglers to 
stand up with ease. Featuring flush mount and Scotty Rod Holder as standard.

Length: 406 cm/13’4’’ | Width: 81 cm/32’’ | Weight: 34 kg/75 lb | Max. Cap.: 181 kg/400 lb | 
Material: High-Density Polyethylene | Colors: Lava . Rock

ISLANDERKAYAKS.COM

https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://islanderkayaks.com/
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INFLATABLE 1 DESIGNS COMBINING THE VERSATILITY AND EASE OF ACCESS AND TRANSPORTA-
TION OF AN INFLATABLE WITH ALL THE FEATURES THE KAYAK ANGLER REQUIRES. 

STAR - PIKE
Lightweight and easy to transport, the STAR Pike Inflatable Fishing Kayak makes hooking into fish in remote places 
easy. With an innovative design for superior tracking and plenty of ready-to-rig attachment points, the Pike is the 
ultimate adventure angling craft.

Length: 386 cm/12’8’’ | Width: 96.5 cm/38’’ | Level: Entry Level |  
Colors: Gray . Lime | Material: PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM

GUMOTEX - HALIBUT
The HALIBUT is an inflatable fishing kayak that offers a new dimension in the sport of angling. Thanks to its 
compact dimensions when packed, it is possible to enjoy kayak fishing even in remote locations. The Halibut is very 
stable, responsive, and fast. The inflatable kayak floor is fitted with a marine plywood deck on its top, enabling safe 
standing. A raised adjustable seat makes for easy embarking and disembarking and also provides comfort while 
waiting for a catch.

Length: 375 cm/12’4’’ | Width: 96 cm/38’’ | Weight: 21 kg/46 lb | Max. Cap.: 200 kg/441 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

ADVANCED ELEMENTS - STRAITEDGE ANGLER PRO
The StraitEdge™ Angler PRO takes fishing from an inflatable kayak to the next level! With a wide beam and dropstitch 
floor technology, you can feel confident standing up and bringing in big catches. Multi-layer material and multiple air 
chambers provide maximum durability for aggressive conditions. Its revolutionary Accessory Frame System offers 
a variety of easy access options. Customize with rod holders, a fish finder, or other equipment. The AirFrame PRO™ 
seat with mesh paneling provides real support and comfort on long days. With stainless steel D-rings, bungee deck 
lacing, paddle holders, and our patented aluminum rib-frame technology, there’s nothing left to say but ‘‘Fish-On!’’

Length: 320 cm/10’6’’ | Width: 99 cm/39’’ | Weight: 20.4 kg/44.5 lb | Max. Cap.: 182 kg/401 lb

OUTEQUIP.COM

GUMOTEX - ALFONSO
The innovative ALFONSO fishing boat is distinguished by its excellent stability space for up to three passengers (or 
two fishermen). It can be used with oars, with paddles as a canoe, or in combination with a motor. The fastening of 
the transom is now much more robust and can be fitted with a motor with the maximum power up to 5 hp = 3.7 kW. 
A new addition – the boat has five bases for mounting a wide range of holders and fasteners for accessories. With 
canoe paddles, the Alfonso is good on up to grade II whitewater.

Length: 430 cm/14’1’’ | Width: 125 cm/49’’ | Weight: 33 kg/76 lb | Max. Cap.: 410 kg/901 lb | 
Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

KAYAK FISHING

https://star.nrs.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.outequip.com/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
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Built to handle any water or fishery you have in mind, the YuPIK offers the 
means to customize your fishing and adventure needs.

Bow To Stern track systems, rigging solutions and storage pockets molded Bow To Stern track systems, rigging solutions and storage pockets molded 
along the entirety of the boat allows the modularity for you to rig for your 

adventure without limitation. Customize your fun with more room! 
Specialized accessoriesi improve the experience for everyone. Additions 

like the fully trimmable seat pan, our Strap Down gear track for 360 
storage security help make the YuPIK the most versatile kayak on the 

market, ready for your home water - and beyond.

     

CHANGING THE DEFINITION
OF VERSATILITY.

https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
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SEA KAYAK

P&H SEA KAYAKS - 
ARIES 155 LIGHTWEIGHT KEVLAR/CARBON INFUSION
The Aries takes the ground-breaking Delphin design and refines it for production in advanced composite material 
systems by P&H’s highly skilled and experienced craftsmen, making it truly come alive in the surf, as well as on 
short to mid-length expeditions. Also available in a smaller, 150 size.

Length: 485 cm/15’10’’ | Width: 57 cm/22.5’’ | Weight: 22 kg/49 lb | Volume : 290 L/76 G | Max. 
Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | Material: Lightweight Kevlar/Carbon Infusion

PHSEAKAYAKS.COM

P&H SEA KAYAKS - 
VOLAN MV LIGHTWEIGHT KEVLAR/CARBON INFUSION
The Volan is built specifically for those who want to make the most of day and weekend trips. Tracking straight when 
flat, but swinging round effortlessly when on edge or carving into a turn, the Volan has comfortable performance for 
both the journey and any play spots you find on the way. The short, 16’0’’ length provides ample hull speed for most 
adventures, and helps keep weight to an absolute minimum for nimble performance and easy handling. Available 
now in MV, with LV & HV sizes coming soon!

Length: 489 cm/16’0’’ | Width: 58 cm/23’’ | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb | Volume: 360 L/ 95 G | Max. 
Cap.: 120 kg/265 lb | Material: Lightweight Kevlar/Carbon Infusion

PHSEAKAYAKS.COM

K1 COMPOSITE 1 MADE FROM A COMBINATION OF CARBON, KEVLAR, AND 
FIBERGLASS,THEY ARE LIGHTER THAN THEIR PLASTIC 
COUNTERPARTS BUT LESS DURABLE IN THE EVENT OF IMPACT.

LETTMANN - ADRIA EXPEDITION PLUS
Our newest sea kayak, the ‘‘Adria,’’ complements our fleet perfectly. A five-meter sea kayak that is super agile 
whilst being suprisingly fast and secure. The U-shaped hull with rounded edges provides the Adria with lots of initial 
as well as secondary stability, the slim stems make her super fast. Thanks to our new cockpit size entering and 
exiting is a piece of cake. A compromise between length, stability, agility, and speed rounded up with our integrated 
steering-skeg, that’s what makes the Adria a real eye-catcher and a great switchover kayak for kayakers that want 
to go from recreational kayaking to sea kayaking. Try her on your daily training route or take her to the sea - she 
won’t disappoint you!

Length: 500 cm/16’4’’ | Width: 57 cm/22’’ | Weight: 19 kg/41 lb | Volume : 285 L/62.7 G | Max. 
Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | Material: DCS . LCS . VCS | Sizes: HV . LV

LETTMANN.DE

ZEGUL - REVAL
The Reval MV is a British-style kayak that has superb stability and performance in all sea conditions. This kayak is 
responsive and really easy to turn. The hull is designed with rocker and an upswept bow and stern, making it fun to 
use in waves. The initial stability of the Reval is a little higher, providing a secure feeling. The Reval is a superb sea 
touring kayak suitable for paddlers who are looking for a nice, British-style kayak that can handle more challenging 
sea conditions. The kayak deck is equipped with one oval hatch, one round hatch, a mini-box in the front and a 
day-hatch for easier access into compartments. There are three composite kayaks and two polyethylene kayaks in 
the Reval series, so that everyone can find the perfect fit for themselves. Reval series kayaks have great carrying 
capacity, which makes them well suited for weekend-trips and shorter expeditions. 

Length: 520 cm/17’1’’ | Width: 54 cm/21.25’’ | Weight: 23 kg/51 Ib | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/287 Ib | 
Colors: A-Core: Red-black-white . Blue-black-white . Black-black-white | Construction:  A-core

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

https://www.phseakayaks.com/
https://www.phseakayaks.com/
https://lettmann.de/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
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P&H SEA KAYAKS - 
CETUS MV LIGHTWEIGHT KEVLAR/CARBON INFUSION
The Cetus is a load carrying cruiser, and features four hatches for the versatile distribution of gear. Its stability and 
highly comfortable outfitting will allow paddlers of any ability to confidently push their limits and enjoy the unique 
environments sea kayaking has to offer. Also available in LV and HV sizes.

Length: 541 cm/17’9’’ | Width: 54.5 cm/21.5’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Volume: 332 L/ 88 G | 
Max. Cap.: 115 kg/254 lb | Material: Lightweight Kevlar/Carbon Infusion

PHSEAKAYAKS.COM

LETTMANN - SKAGERRAK EPEDITION PLUS
The Lettmann ‘’Skagerrak’’ is one of our most functional seakayaks, designed for not only your daily kayak routine 
on the nearest lake, but also for the next adventure whether it is on the Mediterranean, Baltic, or Atlantic. There’s 
enough space for all the luggage you need on your expedition. The idea behind the Skagerrak was to add a kayak to 
our fleet big enough to carry taller and heavier kayakers without setting any limits. While being very comfortable 
and secure the Skagerrak also is super easy to surf and have lots of fun with. Our steering-skeg rounds up the 
Skagerrak’s balanced features and makes it even more suitable for salty waters. During the past two years, the 
Skagerrak proved himself to be a clients’ favorite and fully met our expectations.

Length: 555 cm/18’2’’ | Width: 58 cm/23’’ | Weight: 28 kg/62 lb | Volume: 360 L/95 G | Max. 
Cap.: 160 kg/353 lb | Material: DCS . LCS . VCS | Sizes: HV . MV

LETTMANN.DE

LETTMANN - SKINNER EXPEDITION PLUS
Greenland meets Lettmann. The Skinner is our interpretation of a Greenlander in a modern world of kayaking. Thanks 
to its flat silhouette and long stems the Skinner is as smooth and fast a Greenlander, but in contrast to a classic 
greenlander our Skinner has a Keyhole Cockpit making it more suitable for modern sea kayak use. Have a great 
day of paddling or even an entire week if you pack your luggage smart. The entirely new hull-design makes our 
skinner the innovation in the construction of Greenland kayaks. The slender bow cuts elegantly through the water, 
the rounded U-frame in the waist guarantees high initial- and a very high endstability. Behind the Skinner’s sleek 
silhouette you find the modern interpretation of a fast Greenland kayak. For light paddlers the Skinner is suitable 
as wholesome sea kayak, even for long trips with lots of luggage. Heavy paddlers love the Skinner for daytrips or 
the daily training run on nearby waters.

Length: 560 cm/18’4’’ | Width: 54 cm/21’’ | Weight: 25.5 kg/56 lb | Volume: 287 L/75.8 G | Max. 
Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | Material: DCS . LCS . VCS

LETTMANN.DE

ZEGUL - EMPOWER
The Zegul Arrow Empower is the ultimate expedition kayak specially made for long trips and expeditions. The 
Empower is a surprisingly agile and, despite its length, has a very nice glide. The Empower acts almost like a playboat 
when put on edge. The Empower kayak has soft chines and a long waterline. The hull profile is rounded and the rocker 
is moderate to handle big seas. The four hatches are all beautifully recessed into the deck and allow packing with ease 
for extended trips or just for a weekend getaway. The knee hatch can hold gear like a VHF radio or a cell phone and 
a small water bottle. The day hatch has lots of room for other equipment necessary while at sea.The Zegul Empower 
is equipped with a SmartTrack rudder and a retractable skeg. The Zegul Empower is available in A-CORE lay-up. 

Length: 556 cm/18’3’’ | Width: 53 cm/21’’ | Weight: 27 kg/60 Ib | Max.Cap.: 178 kg/393 Ib | 
Colors: White-red-white . White-blue-white . White-black-white | Construction:  A-core

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

ZEGUL - PLAY HV
The Zegul Arrow Play HV is the highest volume version of the Arrow Play kayaks. Zegul Arrow Play series kayaks 
are all performance sea kayaks, developed specially for maneuvering and playing in the sea. These kayaks are also 
excellent for day trips and longer overnight getaways. The hull has significant rocker and volume in the bow to avoid 
diving when riding down the wave. The mid-section has a slightly rounded profile, making it very smooth from edge 
to edge. This, combined with the hard chines, make the Play a joy to paddle, whether you enjoy the rough stuff or 
just want a sea kayak that responds instantly to your moves. The Play series has proven to be our most popular sea 
kayaks in Scandinavia. Zegul Play series deck is smooth with soft lines, especially the front deck, which catches 
less wind. The deck line outfitting is practical and the overhang in the bow has been lowered and extended. The Play 
series kayaks are equipped with a retractable skeg. The Play LV, MV, and HV are available in A-core, 3D C-Core, 
and full carbon lay-up. 

Length: 514 cm/16’0’’ | Width: 54 cm/21.25’’ | Weight: A-Core: 26 kg/57 lb . 3D C-Core: 22 
kg/49 lb . Full carbon: 17 kg/37 lb | Max. Cap.: 156 kg/344 Ibs | Colors:  A-Core: White-red-
white; White-blue-white; White-black-white . 3D C-Core: Black-red-carbon; Black-blue-carbon; 
Black-white-carbon . Full Carbon: Carbon | Construction:  A-Core . 3D C-Core . Full Carbon 

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

https://www.phseakayaks.com/
https://lettmann.de/
https://lettmann.de/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
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ZEGUL - GREENLAND T
The Zegul Greenland T is a classic Greenland-style kayak with a slightly roomier design suitable for longer daytrips, 
without sacrificing the true characteristics of the famous Greenland kayaks. The Greenland series is inspired 
by genuine skin-on-frame Greenland hunting kayaks. With classic lines and a low volume traditional design, the 
Greenland is extremely responsive to paddler’s input. Zegul Greenland-style kayaks have particularly low volume 
and a tight fit to your body, which gives you full control and brings you closer to the water than ever. The kayak has 
a hard chine all the way along the V-bottomed hull and high rocker to ease maneuvers. The Zegul Greenland series 
is designed for paddlers who want a traditional style kayak and make eskimo rolls look easy. The Greenland series 
kayaks are equipped with a retractable skeg. The Greenland T is available in Zegul A-Core lay-up. 

Length: 540 cm/17’7’’ | Width: 54 cm/21.25’’ | Weight: 24 kg/53 Ib | Max.Cap.: 135 kg/298 Ib | 
Colors: Black-black-black | Construction:  A-core

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

ZEGUL - SEAROCKET
The Zegul Searocket is a revolutionary kayak with the perfect blend of stability and speed designed for a broad 
range of kayakers. The Searocket offers the opportunity to catch waves faster and stand out from the crowd with 
confidence. The Zegul Searocket has an exceptional hull design, which makes the boat suitable even for beginners 
as it is really stable. Our Searocket can be considered the peak of sea kayaking. Zegul Searocket is equipped with 
a SmartTrack rudder. The Zegul Searocket is available in A-CORE lay-up. 

Length: 550 cm/18’0’’ | Width: 54 cm/21.25’’ | Weight: 27 kg/60 Ib | Max.Cap.: 140 kg/309 Ib | 
Colors: Red-black-white . Blue-black-white . Black-black-white | Construction:  A-core

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

K2 COMPOSITE 1

ZEGUL - VÖLSUNG
The Zegul Völsung is a high quality, stable, and stylish touring kayak built for two paddlers. This kayak has extra 
volume and a convenient central area to carry your child, four-legged friend, or extra-large camping equipment on 
the trip. The kayak deck is equipped with two oval hatches for easier entry into compartments. The hull is designed 
to have high initial stability, quick acceleration, and high end speed. If you are interested in a family kayak or a real 
reliable expedition kayak, then the Zegul Völsung is without a doubt the right choice for you! The Zegul Völsung is 
equipped with a SmartTrack rudder and available in A-CORE lay-up. 

Length: 645 cm/21’6’’ | Width: 69 cm/27’’ | Weight: 39 kg/86 Ib | Max.Cap.: 350 kg/772 Ib | 
Colors: Red-black-white | Construction:  A-core

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

ZEGUL - TORPEDO
The Zegul Torpedo is a sporty and fast tandem kayak, ideal for training or to compete in marathons. It has good 
sea manners, a generous carrying capacity, and the ability to go really fast. With a sleek and efficient shape the 
Torpedo is focused on paddlers that want to cover miles.The Zegul Torpedo has one round front hatch and one oval 
rear hatch that can fit all your gear. For small items there are two miniboxes. The Zegul Torpedo is equipped with a 
SmartTrack rudder, available in A-CORE.

Length: 675 cm/22’1’’ | Width: 58.5 cm/23’’ | Weight: 35 kg/78 Ib | Max.Cap.: 210 kg/463 Ib | 
Colors: Red-black-white . Blue-black-white . Black-black-white | Construction:  A-core

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

LETTMANN - BISKAYA EPEDITION PLUS
A solid seagoing vessel, the Biskaya will look after you in turbulent times, give dry rides over moderate waves, and 
respond and turn on command. The curved profile of the middle hull section creates a fast and stable hull, with a 
good width to give the paddler confidence it will look after you in rough conditions. The boats are very light but 
also built for open water, and are therefore built to a high standard with full safety features throughout. To ensure 
your comfort internal adjustments include a moveable seat, back rest, adjustable thigh braces, and an infinatley 
adjustable full plate footrest. Depending on your size, the Biskaya can be your multiday expedition boat , or single 
day tourer, or dynamic rockhopper/surfer.

Length: 535 cm/17’5’’ | Width: 53.5 cm/21’’ | Weight: 26 kg/55 lb | Volume: 295 L/78 G | Max. 
Cap.: 135 kg/298 lb | Material: DCS . LCS . VCS | Sizes: LV . MV . HV

LETTMANN.DE

MADE FROM A COMBINATION OF CARBON, KEVLAR AND 
FIBERGLASS,THEY ARE LIGHTER THAN THEIR PLASTIC 
COUNTERPARTS BUT LESS DURABLE IN THE EVENT OF IMPACT.

https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
https://lettmann.de/
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K1 PLASTIC 1 HEAVIER THAN COMPOSITE BOATS, BUT OFFERING MORE 
VARIED USE AND MORE DURABILITY IN THE EVENT OF IMPACT.

SEA KAYAK

PRIJON - SEATRON GT
A medium to high volume multi-day sea kayak for medium to larger paddlers up to 120 kg looking for a durable 
quality performance kayak for short and long tours that can handle rough conditions and paddle effortlessly on 
calmer days. Made for extensive open water crossings, surfing waves, and multiday trips with all you need. It has 
good speed and high stability combined with high maneuverability. Increased volume in the bow for better lift over 
waves. Easy to turn by shifting your weight and using your paddle technique. The blow molded HTP polyethylene 
material gives superior strength.

Length: 520 cm/17’1’’ | Width: 58 cm/22.8’’ | Weight: 29 kg/63.9 lb | Volume: 390 L/ 86 G | 
Max. Cap.: 140 kg/308 lb 

PRIJON.COM

P&H SEA KAYAKS - DELPHIN 155
The Delphin’s cockpit has been positioned further back than in traditional sea kayak designs, giving a fine balance 
that, in combination with the progressive bow rocker, leaves the front of the boat just kissing the water, resulting 
in superb manoeuvrability and excellent positioning when riding even the steepest of waves. Also available in a 
smaller, 150 size (without day hatch).

Length: 475 cm/15’7’’ | Width: 57 cm/22.5’’ | Weight: 25.5 kg/56 lb | Volume: 267 L/70 G | Max. 
Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | Material: CoreLite X (Advanced Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear 
HDPE)

PHSEAKAYAKS.COM

P&H SEA KAYAKS - VIRGO MV CORELITE X
The Virgo is a compact but uncompromising sea kayak for weekend warriors. The length provides ample hull speed 
for short to medium journeys whilst keeping the boat weight to a minimum, making it easier to handle all the way 
from lifting it off the car, through a trip full of unique experiences, to lifting it back onto the car at the end of a 
great adventure. Also available in LV and HV sizes, and a heavier, MZ3 construction for increased durability at a 
lower price point.

Length: 443 cm/14’5’’ | Width: 59 cm/23’’ | Weight: 23.5 kg/52 lb | Volume: 313 L/83 G | Max. 
Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: CoreLite X (Advanced Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear 
HDPE)

PHSEAKAYAKS.COM

P&H SEA KAYAKS - VALKYRIE
The Valkyrie is designed for speed; whether you use that speed to take on more extensive open water crossings 
and expeditions, to challenge a circumnavigation record, or just to inject a touch more adrenaline in to your day 
trips, is up to you.

Length: 540 cm/17’8’’ | Width: 54 cm/21’’ | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb | Volume: 334 L/88 G | Max. 
Cap.: 115 kg/255 lb | Material: CoreLite X (Advanced Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear 
HDPE)

PHSEAKAYAKS.COM

DAG - TIWOK EVO
Stable, elegant & speedy, Tiwok evo toward better comfort thanks to the new Hi Class Seat & Backrest and larger 
cockpit. All size paddlers can now enjoy day trips or excursions on sea, lakes & rivers thanks to this polyvalent kayak. 
Possibility to install an optional rudder.

Length: 440 cm/14’4’’ | Width: 60 cm/23,6” | Depth: 34 cm/13,4” | Weight: 23 kg/51 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 130 kg/286 lb | Cockpit.: 90 x 45/35,4’’ x 17,7’’ | Material: HDPE

DAG-KAYAK.COM

https://www.prijon.com/
https://www.phseakayaks.com/
https://www.phseakayaks.com/
https://www.phseakayaks.com/
https://www.dag-kayak.com/
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DAG - YSAK HI LUXE
The YSAK is the ideal long distance touring kayak. Its long waterline ensures for excellent tracking and a comfortable 
paddle.

Length: 506 cm/16’6’’ | Width: 57 cm/22.5’’ | Depth: 30 cm/11.8’’ | Weight: 26 kg/57 lb | Max.
Cap.: 120 kg/265 lb | Material: 3-Layer Polyethelene Construction | Cockpit: 84 cm x 46 
cm/32’’ x 18’’

DAG-KAYAK.COM

ZEGUL - PLAY LV
The Play LV is the smallest kayak in the Play series and is suitable for smaller paddlers. The Play LV still offers plenty 
of storage for longer trips. Zegul Arrow Play series kayaks are all performance sea kayaks, developed specially for 
maneuvering and playing in the sea. These kayaks are also excellent for day trips and longer overnight getaways. 
The hull has significant rocker and volume in the bow to avoid diving when riding down the wave. The mid-section 
has a slightly rounded profile, making it very smooth from edge to edge. This combines with the hard chines to make 
the Play a joy to paddle whether you enjoy the rough stuff or just want a sea kayak that responds instantly to your 
moves. The Play series has proven to be our most popular sea kayaks in Scandinavia. The Zegul Play series deck is 
smooth with soft lines; especially the front deck, which will catch less wind. The deck line outfitting is also practical 
and the overhang in the bow has been lowered and extended. The Play series kayaks are equipped with a retractable 
skeg. The Play is available in three-layer HDPE.

Length: 505 cm/16’7’’ | Width: 52 cm/20.5’’ | Weight: 27 kg/59 Ib | Max.Cap.: 145 kg/320 Ib | 
Colors: Blue . Red . Yellow | Construction:  Three-layer HDPE 

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

RAINBOW KAYAKS - LASER 5.50
A sea kayak that combines the highest comfort with excellent performances both in speed and control even with 
tough sea conditions. The stability and speed combined with the widest range of accessories make it ideal for camping 
and kayak trips of several days. It comes standard with front and rear elastic nets, four watertight compartments, a 
padded adjustable anatomical seat, padded backband, pedal footrest, padded adjustable kneebraces, and a perimetral 
deckline.

Length: 550 cm/18’1’’ | Width: 56 cm/22’’ | Volume: 410 L/108 G | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - LASER 5.15
Ideal for kayaking excursions on the sea and lakes. The stability and speed, combined with the widest range of 
accessories, make it ideal for camping and boat trips of several days. It comes standard with front and rear elastic 
nets, three watertight compartments, a padded adjustable anatomical seat, padded backband, pedal footrest, padded 
adjustable kneebraces, and a perimetral deckline.

Length: 515 cm/16’11’’ | Width: 59 cm/23.2’’ | Volume: 395 L/104 G | Weight: 24 kg/53 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

DAGGER KAYAKS - STRATOS E 12.5
The new baby Stratos is a high performance tourer, playful and sporty in the surf and equally comfortable gliding 
along on a lake. Smooth and forgiving, making it easy for a new paddler to learn. The Stratos has been developed 
for stability and predictability even in rough or moving water. Available in two sizes, large and small. Outfitted with 
Contour Lite seating and a bulkhead footbrace.

Length: 382 cm/12’6’’ | Width: 62 cm/24’’ | Weight: 23 kg/51 lb | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/276 lb | 
Material: Super-Linear High-Density Polyethylene | Sizes: S . L | Colors:  Red . Lime . Electron

DAGGER.COM

DAG - MIWOK EVO
Miwok is one of the most stylish and elegant sea kayaks. Its speed, stability, and comfort enable you to paddle 
further for longer.

Length: 440 cm/14’4’’ | Width: 60 cm/23,6” | Depth: 34 cm/13,4” | Weight: 23 kg/51 lb | Max. 
Cap.: 130 kg/286 lb | Cockpit.: 90 x 45/35,4’’ x 17,7’’ | Material: HDPE

DAG-KAYAK.COM

https://www.dag-kayak.com/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://www.dagger.com/
https://www.dag-kayak.com/
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RAINBOW KAYAKS - FRECCIA
Ideal for kayaking excursions on the sea and lakes. The stability and speed, combined with the widest range of 
accessories, make it ideal for camping and boat trips of several days. It comes standard with front and rear elastic 
nets, three watertight compartments, a padded adjustable anatomical seat, padded backband, pedal footrest, padded 
adjustable kneebraces, and a perimetral deckline.

Length: 483 cm/15’10’’ | Width: 59 cm/23.2’’ | Volume: 390 L/103 G | Weight: 24 kg/53 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - OASIS 4.30
A very stable and fast sea kayak. Easy to use and very reliable for sea and lake excursions even for multiday trips. It 
comes standard with an elastic net, two large watertight compartments, a padded adjustable back band, a padded 
adjustable ergonomic seat, and pedal footrest.

Length: 430 cm/14’1’’ | Width: 64 cm/25.2’’ | Volume: 370 L98 G | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - OASIS 4.25
A very stable and fast sea kayak. Easy to use and very reliable for sea and lake excursions even for multiday trips. It 
comes standard with an elastic net, two large watertight compartments, a padded adjustable back band, a padded 
adjustable ergonomic seat, and pedal footrest.

Length: 430 cm/14’1’’ | Width: 64 cm/25.2’’ | Volume: 390 L/103 G | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - OASIS 3.90
A very stable sea kayak, ideal for those who want a short sea kayak. Easy to use and very reliable for sea, lake, 
and flatwater excursions, even for multiday trips. It comes standard with an elastic net, one large watertight 
compartment, a padded adjustable back band, a padded adjustable ergonomic seat, and pedal footrest.

Length: 390 cm/12’10’’ | Width: 63 cm/24.8’’ | Volume: 350 L/92 G | Weight: 19.5kg/43 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

P&H SEA KAYAKS - SCORPIO MKII MV
The P&H Scorpio MKII is the ultimate fully-featured expedition platform for those who want the peace of mind 
that comes with a polyethylene sea kayak during rough launches and landings or for anyone whose budget won’t 
stretch to a composite construction but wants the best of the best in polyethylene. Also available in LV and HV sizes.

Length: 525 cm/17’3’’ | Width: 58 cm/23’’ | Weight: 27 kg/60 lb | Volume: 317 L/84 G | Max. 
Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | Material: CoreLite X (Advanced Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear 
HDPE)

PHSEAKAYAKS.COM

DAG - MEZZO LUXE
The MEZZO LUXE is a compact, comfortable and manageable hiking kayak. Its rear storage compartment allows you 
to carry everything you need for a few hours to two days.

Length: 360 cm/11’8’’ | Width: 67 cm/22.4’’ | Depth: 37 cm/14.6’’ | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb | Max. 
Cap.: 130 kg/286 lb | Cockpit: 92 cm x 47 cm/36.2’’ x 18.5’’ | Material: HDPE Construction 

DAG-KAYAK.COM

https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://www.phseakayaks.com/
https://www.dag-kayak.com/
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RAINBOW KAYAKS - OASIS 3.50 YOUNG
The sea kayak for kids and lightweight paddlers below 55 kg. Easy to use and very reliable for sea, lake, and flatwater 
excursions, even for multiday trips. It comes standard with an elastic net, one large watertight compartment, a padded 
adjustable back band, a padded adjustable ergonomic seat, and pedal footrest.

Length: 350 cm/11’6’’ | Width: 51 cm/20.1’’ | Volume: 315 L/83 G | Weight: 17 kg/37 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

DAGGER KAYAKS - STRATOS 14.5
The Stratos is a high performance ocean tourer, optimised for the paddler who wants an easy ride. Smooth and 
forgiving for the new paddler to learn, with performance characteristics that experts will relish, the Stratos has 
been developed for stability and predictability even in rough or moving water.

Length: 440 cm/14’5’’ | Width: 60 cm/24’’ | Weight: 24 kg/52.9 lb | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/276 lb | 
Material: Super-Linear High-Density Polyethylene | Sizes: S . L | Colors: Red . Lime . Electron

DAGGER.COM

LIKER KAYAK - V5.0
The V5.0 is a low deck sea kayak, with comfortable seating and knee braces, bringing you a fantastic touring 
experience. The cockpit configuration blends comfort and control, making all kinds of rolls and braces easy to learn 
and master. The V5.0 is designed primarily to be used with an adjustable skeg, but with a rudder option for those 
who prefer. Are you ready to upgrade to a beautiful, fast, stable, maneuverable, and comfortable kayak?

Length: 507 cm/16’8’’ | Width: 55 cm/22’’ | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb

LIKERKAYAK.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - OASIS TWIN
A tandem sea kayak for flatwater and sea excursions. It comes standard with a central elastic net, one watertight 
compartment, a padded adjustable ergonomic seat, an adjustable padded backband, a pedal footrest, and perimetral 
deckline. The completeness of the supplied accessories makes it ideal for camping and boat rental.

Length: 490 cm/16’1’’ | Width: 67 cm/26.4’’ | Volume: 440 L/116 G | Weight: 30 kg/66 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - ATLANTIS
A tandem sea kayak for sea excursions. The Atlantis comes with front and center elastic nets, two watertight 
compartments, a padded adjustable ergonomic seat, an adjustable padded leg rest, an adjustable padded backband, 
pedal footrest, and a perimetral deckline. The completeness of the supplied accessories makes it ideal for camping 
and kayak trips of several days.

Length: 545 cm/17’10’’ | Width: 64 cm/25.2’’ | Volume: 470 L/124 G | Weight: 34 kg/75 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

K2 PLASTIC 1 HEAVIER THAN COMPOSITE BOATS, BUT OFFERING MORE 
VARIED USE AND MORE DURABILITY IN THE EVENT OF IMPACT.

DAG - BIWOK EVO
Biwok Evo Hi luxury with retractable drift. The kayaker can adjust the depth of the Biwok’s; Depending on wind and 
current strength and more easily correct course. Biwok EVO is performance: its larger cockpits with Hi Class Seats 
& Backrests offer an optimal comfort. Great load capacty, speed & stability, Biwok Evo combines all advantages. It 
is recommended to use a DRY BAG in the kayak’s storage compartments.

Length: 530 cm/17’4’’ | Width: 67 cm/26,4” | Depth: 35 cm/13,8” | Weight: 34 kg/49 lb | Max. 
Cap.: 240 kg/529 lb | Cockpit.: 92 x 47/36,2’’ x 18,5’’ | Material: HDPE

DAG-KAYAK.COM

https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://www.dagger.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://www.dag-kayak.com/
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STABLE DESIGN AND DURABLE CONSTRUCTION MAKE THESE 
CANOES PERFECT FOR TOURING ON LAKES AND EASY RIVERS.

CANOE

ROTO ATTIVO - CANADIER 5
A classic open boat made of long lasting three-layer polyethylene with PE – seats for more security and durability 
and storage place in the second and third seat. Its lightweight properties make it easy for paddlers to carry it. It is 
stable in the water, spacious, and easy to manoeuvre. There is no better canoe for a paddling trip through nature.

Length: 525 cm/17’2’’ | Width: 93 cm/36.6’’ | Weight : 50 kg/110.2 Ib

ROTOATTIVO.EU

VENTURE CANOES - RANGER 149 TRILITE
The Ranger 149 will carry a solo paddler or two smaller paddlers on day or overnight trips, and the TriLite construction 
is ideal for deep water use, offering greater hull performance at a lower weight. Its relatively flat hull is remarkably 
stable whether loaded or bare and allows beginners to progress with confidence or intermediates to push their 
limits and reach the next level. And, thanks to the low profile design, you won’t have to fight to stay on course if 
the wind picks up.

Length: 450 cm/14’9’’ | Width: 90 cm/35’’ | Weight: 33 kg/73 lb | Max. Cap.: 350 kg/771 lb | 
Material: TriLite (Advanced Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

VENTURE CANOES - RANGER 162 CORELITE
The Ranger 162 is perfect for family canoeing or demanding outdoor centre use, and the tried and tested CoreLite 
construction has proven itself time and again to be supremely durable. Its relatively flat hull is remarkably stable 
whether loaded or bare and allows beginners to progress with confidence or intermediates to push their limits and 
reach the next level. And, thanks to the low profile design, you won’t have to fight to stay on course if the wind 
picks up.

Length: 490 cm/16’2’’ | Width: 90 cm/35’’ | Weight: 38 kg/84 lb | Max. Cap.: 450 kg/992 lb | 
Material: TriLite (Advanced Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

VENTURE CANOES - PROSPECTOR 155 CORELITE
The traditional-style Venture Prospector 155 excels on wilderness expeditions and whitewater trips, making it 
popular with enthusiasts and outdoor centres across the globe. Choose CoreLite construction for reliable, durable 
performance in more demanding conditions.

Length: 464 cm/15’5’’ | Width: 91 cm/36’’ | Weight: 36 kg/79 lb | Max. Cap.: 370 kg/916 lb | 
Material: CoreLite (Hard-Wearing Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

RTM - RIVIERA COMFORT
Open canoe, the RIVIERA is the ideal boat to discover the rivers with the family. This sturdy and stable boat can be 
used sitting or kneeling. A must for beginners, it is also recommended for professional use. The RIVIERA is available 
in a Standard and Comfort version, offering two standard PE backrests on the front and rear seats.

Length: 464 cm/15’2’’ | Width: 90 cm/35,4” | Depth: 37 cm/ 14.5” |  
Weight: 43 kg/95 lb | Max. Cap.: 295 kg/650 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

http://rotoattivo.eu/fr/accueil/
https://www.venturekayaks.com/
https://www.venturekayaks.com/
https://www.venturekayaks.com/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
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VENTURE CANOES - PROSPECTOR 165 TRILITE
The traditional style Venture Prospector 165 excels on wilderness expeditions and whitewater trips, making it popular 
with enthusiasts and outdoor centres across the globe. The TriLite construction is ideal for deep water use, offering 
greater hull performance at a lower weight.

Length: 508 cm/16’5’’ | Width: 90 cm/35’’ | Weight: 37 kg/81 lb | Max. Cap.: 400 kg/881 lb | 
Material: TriLite (Advanced Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

VENTURE CANOES - HUNTER TRILITE
Designed for long distance touring but equally at home on a simple day trip with all the family, the Hunter is a 
versatile craft that can take up to three people or more equipment than you will need, which is what most of us tend 
to carry anyway! The Hunter might be big, but in TriLite the weight won’t be a problem, and you’ll love the extra 
hull stiffness when cruising.

Length: 534 cm/17’6’’ | Width: 88 cm/34.5’’ | Weight: 37 kg/81 lb | Max. Cap.: 520 kg/1144 lb | 
Material: TriLite (Advanced Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

RTM - RIVIERA XL
Meet the Riviera XL. Longer than the classic Riviera with an additional central bench that makes it easy to have more 
fun with more friends. The RIVIERA XL welcomes up to four adults, or two adults and fou children.

Length: 500 cm/16’4’’ | Width: 100 cm/39.4’’ | Depth: 37 cm/14’6’’ | Weight: 48 kg/106 lb | 
Max. Cap.: 350 kg/772 lb | Material: HDPE Construction

RTMKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - APACHE 17
An open canoe with wide dimensions, available with three or four wooden or polyethylene seats. The peculiar 
V-shaped hull combines great stability with directionality and speed. Fitted with comfortable carrying handles. It is 
made of super linear polyethylene in the two outer layers and polyethylene foam in its ‘‘foam core.’’ The Apache 17 
is ideal for touring and trips on rivers, lakes, and for rental.

Length: 523 cm/17’2’’ | Width: 94 cm/37’’ | Weight: 49.5kg/109 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - APACHE 16
A very classic open canoe, available with two and three wooden or polyethylene seats. The peculiar V-shaped hull 
combines great stability with great directionality and speed. Fitted with comfortable carrying handles. It is made of 
super linear polyethylene in the two outer layers and polyethylene foam in its ‘’foam core’’. The Apache 16 is ideal 
for touring and trips on rivers and lakes and for rental use.

Length: 495 cm/16’3’’ | Width: 93.5 cm/36.8’’ | Weight: 48 kg/106 lb

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

VENTURE CANOES - AFON
‘‘Afon,’’ similar to ‘‘Avon,’’ is derived from the Celtic British word for ‘‘river.’’ This simple word in itself says everything 
about this canoe. Rivers can be tranquil, or they can be wild, and the Venture Afon is a true enthusiast’s canoe in 
which you can enjoy either variety as well as everything between, whether paddled solo or tandem.

Length: 454 cm/14’10’’ | Width: 91 cm/36’’ | Weight: 39 kg/86 lb | Max. Cap.: 350 kg/771 lb | 
Material: CoreLite (Hard-Wearing Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

https://www.venturekayaks.com/
https://www.venturekayaks.com/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://www.venturekayaks.com/
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WHITEWATER
CREEKING 1 HIGH STABILITY WHITEWATER KAYAKS DESIGNED 

SPECIFICALLY FOR RUNNING RIVERS AND STEEP CREEKS.

LETTMANN - ROCKY MEDIUM
With the Rocky we created the perfect symbiosis of our two favorite creekers. It combines the Granate’s stable and 
forgiving characteristics with the Manta’s modern features. The new Rocky’s stable hull combines high pace with a 
lot of control. Beginners will love it when catching eddies; more advanced paddlers will worship it when approaching 
the next waterfall. The rounded edegs won’t allow the rapids to push too hard and landings after high drops perform 
more smoothly. The high and volumenous bow allow a dry run even in the heaviest of rapids. This, combined with its 
fat rocker, ensures Rocky will emerge dry and smoothly after every heavy drop - making sure you’re the one in charge!

Length: 262 cm/8’7’’ | Width: 63.5 cm/25’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Volume: 275 L/73 G | Max. 
Cap.: 110 kg/242 lb | Material: HDPE Construction

LETTMANN.DE

LETTMANN - ROCKY LARGE
With the Rocky we created the perfect symbiosis of our two favorite creekers. It combines the Granate’s stable and 
forgiving characteristics with the Manta’s modern features. The new Rocky’s stable hull combines high pace with a 
lot of control. Beginners will love it when catching eddies; more advanced paddlers will worship it when approaching 
the next waterfall. The rounded edegs won’t allow the rapids to push too hard and landings after high drops perform 
more smoothly. The high and volumenous bow allow a dry run even in the heaviest of rapids. When combined with 
its fat rocker, the Rocky will emerge dry and smoothly after every heavy drop - making sure you’re the one in charge!

Length: 272 cm/8’11’’ | Width: 65.5 cm/25.8’’ | Weight: 21 kg/26.3 lb | Volume: 315 L/83 G | 
Max. Cap.: 130 kg/287 lb | Material: HDPE Construction

LETTMANN.DE

LETTMANN - ROCKY XL
With the Rocky we created the perfect symbiosis of our two favorite creekers. It combines the Granate’s stable 
and forgiving characteristics with the Manta’s modern features. The new Rocky’s stable hull combines high pace 
with a lot of control. Beginners will love it when catching eddies; more advanced paddlers will worship it when 
approaching the next waterfall. The rounded edegs won’t allow the rapids to push too hard and landings after high 
drops perform more smoothly. The high and volumenous bow allow a dry run even in the heaviest of rapids. This, 
when combined with its rocker, ensures the Rocky will emerge dry and smoothly after every heavy drop - making 
sure you’re the one in charge!

Length: 282 cm/9’3’’ | Width: 67.5 cm/26.5’’ | Weight: 22 kg/48.5 lb | Volume: 355 L/94 G | 
Max. Cap.: 150 kg/330 lb | Material: HDPE Construction

LETTMANN.DE

DAGGER - CODE LARGE
Live by your own CODE. Dagger’s latest creation is a fusion of the ever popular river running Mamba and the super 
speedster Phantom. Charging ahead for all skill levels of paddler, the planning hull, high rockered CODE gives 
immediate feedback, keeping you fully locked in for sweet lines. Coming in S, M, and L (shown) sizes with Dagger’s 
class-leading whitewater Contour Ergo Creek outfitting.

Length: 278 cm/9’1’’ | Width: 69 cm/27.6’’ | Weight: 24 kg/52 lb | Volume: 367 L/ 80.7 G 

DAGGER.COM

https://lettmann.de/
https://lettmann.de/
https://lettmann.de/
https://www.dagger.com/
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WHITEWATER

PYRANHA - 9R II M
The 9R kick-started a creek boat design revolution; now it’s time to raise the bar with the 9R II.  This sports car of 
a kayak is an exhilarating ride on any river, its narrow width not only increasing the 9R’s dynamic speed, but also 
offering immense connectivity, effortless rolling, and lightning fast edge to edge transitions. The 9R’s unparalleled 
speed is just as much fun to wield during everyday missions as it is in competitions, opening up more moves and 
whole new possibilities such as mid-rapid line changes and easy attainments. Also available in Large.

Length: 272 cm/8’11’’ | Width: 65 cm/25.5’’ | Weight: 22 kg/48 lb | Volume: 310 L/82 G | Max. 
Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

DAGGER - CODE CREEK
Charging ahead for all skill levels of paddler, the planing hull, high rockered Code gives immediate feedback, keeping 
everything dialled-in and on-line through any rapid. Available in small, medium, and large sizes, you will find your 
perfect fit with comfort and safety as a given – thanks to customisable class-leading Contour Ergo Creek outfitting.

Length: (S) 254 cm/8’4’’ . (M) 267 cm/8’9’’ . (M) 279 cm/9’2’’ | Width:  (S) 66 cm/2’2’’  . (M) 68 
cm/2’3’’ . (M) 70 cm/2’4’’| Weight: (S) 20 kg . (M) 22 kg . (L) 24 kg | Max. Cap.: (S) 77 kg/170 lb 
. (M) 100 kg/220 lb . (L) 118 kg/260 lb | Sizes: S . M . L | Material: Super-Linear High-Density 
Polyethylene | Colors: Red . Aqua Fresh . Aurora . Cosmos

DAGGER.COM

LIQUIDLOGIC - ALPHA 75
Liquidlogic started the nine-foot fast creeker river runner revival and the Alpha is the latest creation in the class. 
This machine has a large, smooth transitioning bow rocker to gobble up holes and boofs while the center section 
of the hull is flatter to help with speed, stability, and agility. Longer boats no longer have to be hard to paddle. This 
baby is nimble! If you are looking for a confidence-inspiring boat that can make your local run fun or take care of 
you on the hardest whitewater you paddle, give the Alpha a try.

Length: 279.4 cm/9’2’’ | Width: 67.3 cm/26.5’’ | Volume: 283.5 L/75 G | Weight: 21 kg/47 lb | 
Material: Rotomolded Plastic

LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM

SPADE KAYAKS - BLACK JACK
The Black Jack is a modern whitewater kayak that perfectly bridges the gap between a river runner and a creek boat. 
High volume and high rocker give it the dry line ability and buoyancy that a full-on creek boat needs.

Length: 256 cm/8’5’’  | Width: 66 cm/26’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 Ib  | Volume: 285 L/63 G

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

SPADE KAYAKS - QUEEN OF HEARTS
With a width of 62 cm, a length of 250 cm, and a volume of approx. 245 liters, the Queen of Hearts brings lighter 
paddlers and youngsters between 35 and 65 kg the fun we love about the Black Jack and the Royal Flush. 

Length: 250 cm/8’2’’ | Width: 60 cm/23.6’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 Ib | Volume: 245 L/54 G 

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

https://www.pyranha.com/
https://www.dagger.com/
https://www.liquidlogickayaks.com/
https://www.spadekayaks.com/
https://www.spadekayaks.com/
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SPADE KAYAKS - ROYAL FLUSH
The Royal Flush is an ultra-dynamic kayak that excels in deep water but doesn’t mind a low water creek run either. 
If you like to pull the stick and swing the hips, the Royal Flush is your weapon.

Length: 274 cm/9’0’’  | Width: 68 cm/26.8’’ | Weight: 23 kg/51 Ib | Volume: 335 L/74 G

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

PYRANHA - MACHNO M
The Pyranha Machno has been refined through the feedback of Team Pyranha members worldwide to feature a 
formidable bow rocker profile that keeps you on top of things and a wide planing hull with soft chines that’s both 
stable and predictable. When you’re in the Machno you’ll almost feel as though time has been slowed down as 
you glide into the rapids, waiting for the perfect moment to plant that key paddle stroke and nail that boof. Also 
available in Small and Large.

Length: 265 cm/8’8’’ | Width: 66.5 cm/26’’ | Weight: 21 kg/47 lb | Volume: 308 L/81 G | Max. 
Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - NIRVANA
The Nirvana brings speed, stability, and maneuverability to any class of whitewater, inspiring confidence like never 
before. High bow rocker keeps you dry while flying over waves and holes, making the Medium Nirvana a sub-9’ racing 
machine. However, unlike many racing kayaks, the Nirvana is accessible— both responsive and forgiving— such 
that it feels at home on everything from beginner whitewater to the most demanding Class-V rapids. If you want a 
performance inspiring river-running/creek boat that’ll knock rapids down a class, then the Nirvana is the boat for you!

Length: 273.05 cm/9’0’’ | Width: 67 cm/26.4’’ | Weight: 20.2 kg/44.5 Ib | Colors: Lime . Red . 
Royale

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - ZEN 3.0
The Zen platform has been used around the world by leading whitewater schools as an amazing teaching tool. The 
Zen 3.0 takes the attributes that made prior generations of the Zen a top pick and improved on them. The Zen 
3.0 stays on top of the water and the bow lifts over and clears things better than any previous design. It is a dry, 
confidence-inspiring ride, especially when the river gets steep. The hull combines an amazingly fun zippy feel, with 
carving, gliding, and surfing, while adding a new level of stability to the platform. The ease of staying right side up 
is incredible, while the confidence it provides is welcome on any river. It boofs, surfs, and plugs…. versatility doesn’t 
mean compromise! Your new favorite river runner will also be your new favorite creek boat. The high volume design 
doesn’t get grabbed in squirrelly situations, and it wants to stay horizontal. This is an amazing boat for teaching 
beginners, while the biggest of whitewater begs for this type of forgiveness.

Length: 246.4 cm/8’1’’ | Width: 64 cm/25.2’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 Ib | Colors: Lime . Red . Royale

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

https://www.spadekayaks.com/
https://www.pyranha.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
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www.S PA D E K AY A K S .com

F U L L  H O U S E
Half a decade after we entered the game, we‘re happy  

and proud to show our hand. Choose your game-changer on  
www.spadekayaks.com

BLACK JACK: perfectly
bridges the gap between a
river runner and a creeker.

ROYAL FLUSH: fast and ultra-
dynamic characteristics that are 

not afraid of steeper runs.

QUEEN: bringing light paddlers 
and youngsters the performance 

of the Jack & Flush.

JOKER: agile and responsive 
river runner with a little play 

thrown in.

BLISS: a downriver freeride
machine. Splat, surf, squirt, 

repeat!

https://www.spadekayaks.com/
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DRAGOROSSI - DRX
The DRX is the brand new torrent kayak of the Italian company; ideal for paddlers in the weight range between 70 
and 95 kg. Easy to use, it is suitable for both expert canoeists and beginners. Ideal for rivers with large volumes but 
also for high-slope creeks, it is incredibly fast and agile.

Length: 274 cm/9’0’’ | Width: 69 cm/27.2’’ | Weight: 22 kg/48 lb | Volume: 360 L/95 G

DRAGOROSSI.COM

DRAGOROSSI - DR9
The DR9 is the extreme kayak of the Italian company designed for paddlers weighing between 60 kg and 85 kg. 
Easy to use, it is suitable for both experienced and beginner paddlers. Ideal for large-volume rivers, it is incredibly 
fast and agile.

Length: 268 cm/8’10’’ | Width: 68.5 cm/27’’ | Weight: 22 kg/48 lb | Volume: 345 L/91 G

DRAGOROSSI.COM

LIQUIDLOGIC - ALPHA 90 
Liquidlogic started the nine-foot fast creeker river runner revival and the Alpha is the latest creation in the class. 
This machine has a large smooth transitioning bow rocker to gobble up holes and boofs while the center section 
of the hull is flatter to help with speed, stability, and agility. Longer boats no longer have to be hard to paddle. This 
baby is nimble! If you are looking for a confidence-inspiring boat that can make your local run fun or take care of 
you on the hardest whitewater you paddle, give the Alpha a try.

Length: 279.4 cm/9’2’’ | Width: 67.3 cm/26.5’’ | Volume: 340.2 L/90 G | Weight: 23 kg/50 lb | 
Max. Cap.: 113.3 kg/250 lb | Material: Rotomolded Plastic

LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM

PYRANHA - 9R M
The original 9R was Pyranha’s chart-topping, debut album in the fast creeker arena, and just like you can go back 
and listen to your favourite band’s debut album, the original 9R is still around. Smaller/lighter paddlers or those 
who prefer a ‘sportier’ edge can still rock out to its tune if they prefer.

Length: 271 cm/8’11’’ | Width: 64 cm/25.2’’ | Weight: 21 kg/46 lb | Volume: 295 L/78 G | Max. 
Cap.: 95 kg/209 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

LETTMANN - MANTA
The Manta is designed to be a highly competitive kayak for extreme races. At 272 cm it is within the allowed length 
limit and the most noticeable features are the aggressive bow rocker and stern spoiler. The purpose of the rocker 
on the bow is to lift and clear holes whilst keeping you on track and in control to move forward. The stern ‘‘spoiler’’ 
design assists in exiting holes by boosting the boat forward and out to maintain your momentum; great for speed in 
a race and equally useful for surviving gnarly hydraulincs.

Length: 274 cm/9’0’’ | Width: 65 cm/25.5’’ | Weight: 21.5 kg/47.4 lb | Volume: 320 L/84.5 G | 
Max. Cap.: 140 kg/309 lb | Material: HD-PE

LETTMANN.DE

https://dragorossi.com/
https://dragorossi.com/
https://www.liquidlogickayaks.com/
https://www.pyranha.com/
https://lettmann.de/
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https://www.liquidlogickayaks.com/
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RIVER RUNNING 1 OFFERING THE STABILITY OF A CREEKBOAT WITHOUT LOSING 
THE ABILITY TO STOP AND PLAY A BIT ALONG THE WAY. 
THESE MAKE GREAT BEGINNER BOATS TOO.

SPADE KAYAKS - JOKER
If you like to charge through pushy waves and across boiling eddy lines at the speed of a barracuda, the Joker is for 
you. With it’s 274 cm length, optimized waterline, and smooth but pronounced bow rocker this will take care of your 
need for speed while retaining maneuverability and precision of a slalom boat. Turning on a dime when loading the 
stern is a breeze and pirouetting along eddy lines might become your new normal. It’s platform is slightly narrower 
compared to the Bliss to maintain speed, but if you catch the right wave – oh boy! It features five handles, a solid 
footrest, and a full sized cockpit for save and easy exit. Quote Matze: ‘‘This is what I want to take to the Zambezi!’’

Length: 274 cm/9’0’’ | Width: 65 cm/25.6’’ | Weight: 21 kg/46 Ib | Volume: 260 L/57 G 

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

LIQUIDLOGIC - BRAAAP
The Braaap’s hull is derived from modern slalom boat design, which gives crisp feedback to paddlers zipping in and 
out of eddies and while changing direction mid-current. The responsive hull, the ease of rolling, and the Braaap’s 
light weight create an excellent learning platform for novice paddlers while the speed and agility of the Braaap 
provide experienced boaters with downriver tactical controls. The Braaap has enough volume for all but your most 
challenging runs, yet it is small enough to control in the air, pivot turn, and surf like a dream.

Length: 271.8 cm/8’11’’ | Width: 62.2 cm/24.5’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Volume: 253.6 L/67 G | 
Material: Rotomolded Plastic

LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM

DAGGER KAYAKS - CODE ACTION
Charging ahead for all skill levels of paddler, the planing hull, high rockered Code gives immediate feedback, keeping 
everything dialled-in and on-line through any rapid. Available in small, medium, and large sizes, you will find your 
perfect fit with comfort and safety as a given – thanks to the solid Action outfitting.

Length: (S) 254 cm/8’4’’ . (M) 267 cm/8’9’’ . (M) 279 cm/9’2’’ | Width: (S) 66 cm/2’2’’ . (M) 68 
cm/2’3’’ . (M) 70 cm/2’4’’ | Weight: (S) 20 kg . (M) 22 kg . (L) 24 kg | Max. Cap.: (S) 77 kg/170 
lb . (M) 100 kg/220 lb . (L) 118 kg/260 lb | Sizes: S . M . L | Material: Super-Linear High-Density 
Polyethylene | Colors: Red . Aqua Fresh . Aurora . Cosmos

DAGGER.COM

PYRANHA - RIPPER M
Accept no imitations. In the Ripper you’ll be stern squirting out of eddies, dip turning around rocks, and soul surfing 
every wave on all your favourite runs… after all, kayaking is meant to be fun! Standout features of the design are 
generous bow rocker for a dry ride, a highly surfable, supremely manoeuvrable planing hull, maximum waterline for 
exceptional downriver speed and easy attainments, plus the security of a full plate footrest and a complete array of 
security points and handles. Also available in Small and Large.

Length: 274 cm/9’0’’ | Width: 62 cm/24.5’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Volume: 235 L/62 G | Max. 
Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

WHITEWATER

https://www.spadekayaks.com/
https://www.liquidlogickayaks.com/
https://www.dagger.com/
https://www.pyranha.com/
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WHITEWATER

LIQUIDLOGIC - REMIX 59 
With the help of dozens of instructors, we designed the Remix series to carve, to glide, and to provide beginners, 
intermediates, and experts with that age old rush that comes with speed. Perfect for novices and instructors excited 
about rolling and proper eddy turns, big water junkies wanting to safely push their limits or experienced racers 
looking to cash-in, the Remix is a new concept altogether that combines the clear advantages of a relatively narrow 
and longer hull platform with modern chine placement to create an unrivaled comfortable, stable, and responsive 
package. We’re not talking about a dud here that’s too long to turn or too wide to edge. We’re talking about a boat 
that travels smoothly and easily over the water and, thanks to extra width at the ends, provides reassuring stability.

Length: 257 cm/8’5’’ | Width: 64 cm/25’’ | Volume: 223 L/59 G | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb 

LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM

LIQUIDLOGIC - REMIX 69
With the help of dozens of instructors, we designed the Remix series to carve, to glide, and to provide beginners, 
intermediates, and experts with that age old rush that comes with speed. Perfect for novices and instructors excited 
about rolling and proper eddy turns, big water junkies wanting to safely push their limits or experienced racers 
looking to cash-in, the Remix is a new concept altogether that combines the clear advantages of a relatively narrow 
and longer hull platform with modern chine placement to create an unrivaled comfortable, stable, and responsive 
package. We’re not talking about a dud here that’s too long to turn or too wide to edge. We’re talking about a boat 
that travels smoothly and easily over the water and, thanks to extra width at the ends, provides reassuring stability.

Length: 264 cm/8’8’’ | Width: 65 cm/25.5’’ | Volume: 260 L/69 G | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | 
Material: Rotomolded Plastic

LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM

LIQUIDLOGIC - REMIX 79 
With the help of dozens of instructors, we designed the Remix series to carve, to glide, and to provide beginners, 
intermediates, and experts with that age old rush that comes with speed. Perfect for novices and instructors excited 
about rolling and proper eddy turns, big water junkies wanting to safely push their limits or experienced racers 
looking to cash-in, the Remix is a new concept altogether that combines the clear advantages of a relatively narrow 
and longer hull platform with modern chine placement to create an unrivaled comfortable, stable, and responsive 
package. We’re not talking about a dud here that’s too long to turn or too wide to edge. We’re talking about a boat 
that travels smoothly and easily over the water and, thanks to extra width at the ends, provides reassuring stability.

Length: 272 cm/8’11’’ | Width: 67 cm/26.5’’ | Volume: 299 L/79 G | Material: Rotomolded 
Plastic

LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM

AVAILABLE IN EUROPE FROM PALM EQUIPMENT 

WWW.DAGGER.COM

AVAILABLE 
IN EUROPE IN 
YOUR CHOICE 
OF CREEK OR 
ACTION SPEC
SMALL, MEDIUM 
OR LARGE SIZES

LIVE BY 
YOUR OWN
CODE _

>  D R O P P I N G  S P R I N G  2021  _

https://www.liquidlogickayaks.com/
https://www.liquidlogickayaks.com/
https://www.liquidlogickayaks.com/
https://www.dagger.com/eu/en
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PYRANHA - OZONE M
The DNA of the Ozone flows from models such as the ProZone, InaZone, and Z.One; unlock mid-rapid play spots, 
throw some shapes on an eddy line, and just generally enjoy every moment on the water. The Ozone is short enough 
to throw around but long enough to run most rapids and access a heap of play opportunities in all sorts of places. 
All in all, its ridiculous fun for all abilities and ambitions. Also available in Small and Large.

Length: 226 cm/7’5’’ | Width: 63.5 cm/25’’ | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb | Volume: 202 L/54 G | Max. 
Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

RIVER PLAY 1 OFFERING A BIT MORE VOLUME AND STABILTY THAN A FREESTYLE BOAT, 
WHILE STILL ALLOWING THE PADDLER PLAY THEIR WAY. 

DAGGER KAYAKS - REWIND MD
The ultimate downriver playboat for paddlers of all abilities, the Rewind out-delivers on what boaters need from a 
modern One-Boat kayak – piercing river running capabilities, speed and an excellent play platform – bringing new 
tricks to any run. Including Dagger’s coveted Contour Ergo outfitting, roto step out wall, and volume adjustable 
bulkhead to create a fully secure and personalizable rider set-up.

Length: (MD) 267 cm/8’9’’ | Width: (MD) 65 cm/25.5’’ | Volume: (MD) 249 L/66 G | Max. Cap.: 
(MD) 100 kg/220 lb | Sizes: S . M . L | Material: Super-Linear High-Density Polyethylene

DAGGER.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - ANTIX 2.0
If you were heading to a new river, with no beta on what to expect and you were given the choice of only one boat 
to take; you would take the Antix 2.0. After three years paddling the original Antix we were all reminded of how 
much FUN whitewater is! With the masterful reshaping of a full planing hull, we have made the Antix substantially 
faster, made it surf like no other, stay on the surface, and made it squirt with less effort than ever. It runs rivers 
well, it runs creeks well, and it’s the best for play in its class, bar none! It’s the one boat that rules them all for all 
day fun on the water.

Length: 231.14 cm/7’7’’ | Width: 63.4 cm/25’’ | Weight: 15.4 kg/34 Ib | Colors: Lime . Red . 
Royale

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

SPADE KAYAKS - BLISS
This is our new down river freeride machine! Leave no rock unsplatted, no wave unsurfed, and no eddy-line unsquirted. 
The Bliss will take the fun on your favourite play run to a new level. At a length of 245 cm and with a planing hull,  
it’s perfectly suited for playful whitewater and spicing up your runs with freestyle moves along the way. Enough bow 
rocker will allow you to keep your nose dry while charging through harder rapids. The spacious cockpit will enable 
you to sit comfortably even after long hours on the river. It features five handles a solid footrest, and a full sized 
cockpit for a safe and easy exit. Quote Matze: ‘’This is what I also want to take to the Zambezi!’’

Length: 245 cm/8’0.5’’ | Width: 65 cm/25.6’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 Ib | Volume: 235 L/52 G 

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

WHITEWATER

https://www.pyranha.com/
https://www.dagger.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
https://www.spadekayaks.com/
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WHITEWATER

LIQUIDLOGIC - PARTY BRAAAP
The one thing that some paddlers asked for in the Braaap is a more playful stern that engages the water dynamically. 
Automatic for the People! We now have the Party Braaap. The Party Braaap has the exact same hull and bow design 
as the Braaap. The difference is that we sucked 2.5 gallons of volume out of the stern deck making it concave. That 
significant drop in volume makes the Party Braaap a stern squirting, wall splatting, surfing machine while still being 
a pinpoint accurate river runner.

Length: 271.8 cm/8’11’’ | Width: 62.2 cm/24.5’’ | Weight 20 kg/44 lb | Volume: 261 L/69 G | 
Material: Rotomolded Plastic

LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM

LIQUIDLOGIC - HOMESLICE 
The Retro-Slice revolution is in full swing. We brought you the Party Braaap and Mullet to start it all. Now it’s time 
to introduce our award winning, cartwheel, squirt, splat, surf, flow machine, the Homeslice. We have taken our more 
than 25 years of slicey boat experience to not only create a boat that you can throw around to your heart’s content 
but a low volume kayak that you can paddle all day, probably in shoes.

Length: 231 cm/7’7’’ | Width: 66 cm/26’’ | Volume: 208 L/55 G | Weight: 14.5 kg/32 lb | 
Material: Rotomolded Plastic

LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM

LETTMANN - PLAN B 4.0 MEDIUM
You already have a creeker in your vehicle fleet? Then you only need to add one more boat to be happy. We know 
best, a kayaker’s happiness is not just tied to classic whitewater but to surfing, splatting, freeweheeling and squirting. 
In order to revive this good old trend of playful paddling, we constructed a new Lettmann model. The recipe for our 
‘‘Plan B’’ includes: a flat bottom, sharp edges, slim tails connected with a lot of foot space and a spacious cockpit. 
The final product is a spicy seasoned riverrunner. Get it and make the nearest river your own playground!

Length: 235 cm/7’8’’ | Width: 64 cm/25’’ | Volume: 195 L/51.5 G | Weight: 16 kg/35.3 lb | Max. 
Cap.: 85 kg/187 lb | Material: HDPE 

LETTMANN.DE

LETTMANN - PLAN B 4.0 LARGE
You already have a creeker in your vehicle fleet? Then you only need to add one more boat to be happy. We know 
best, a kayaker’s happiness is not just tied to classic whitewater but to surfing, splatting, freeweheeling and squirting. 
In order to revive this good old trend of playful paddling, we constructed a new Lettmann model. The recipe for our 
‘‘Plan B’’ includes: a flat bottom, sharp edges, slim tails connected with a lot of foot space and a spacious cockpit. 
The final product is a spicy seasoned riverrunner. Get it and make the nearest river your own playground!

Length: 240 cm/7’10’’ | Width: 66 cm/26’’ | Volume: 215 L/56.8 G | Weight: 17 kg/37.5 lb | Max. 
Cap.: 110 kg/220 lb | Material: HDPE

LETTMANN.DE

https://www.liquidlogickayaks.com/
https://www.liquidlogickayaks.com/
https://lettmann.de/
https://lettmann.de/
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PYRANHA - CARBON OZONE
Each Carbon Ozone is custom-built using advanced carbon/Kevlar infusion processes in the same workshop where 
we’ve been building composite kayaks for over 50 years. Ultimate hull stiffness and minimal weight help you feel 
the moves and make every ounce of effort count; just try and paddle this without a smile.

Length: 227 cm/7’5’’ | Width: 63 cm/24.8’’ | Weight: 11.5 kg/25 lb | Volume: 208 L/55 G | Max. 
Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: Lightweight Kevlar/carbon infusion

PYRANHA.COM

PYRANHA - JED M
The Pyranha Jed has proven itself time and again, in freestyle fun amongst friends and world class competitions 
all over the globe. This is a freestyle kayak unlike any other; the Jed is longer than its competitors, which allows 
for a more fluid distribution of volume and comparatively slicey ends for easier trick initiation. Extra length also 
makes it easier to retain features, and means the Jed is fast on waves and smooth on end in holes. Also available 
in Small and Large.

Length: 180 cm/5’11’’ | Width: 65 cm/25.5’’ | Weight: 13.5 kg/30 lb | Volume: 208 L/55 G | Max. 
Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

PYRANHA - CARBON JED
Each Carbon Jed is hand crafted in Pyranha’s specialized workshop where their highly skilled craftsmen have been 
producing composite kayaks for over half a decade. Featuring a 40% weight reduction over the plastic version, and 
a foam core hull for superior stiffness, the Carbon Jed’s reduced weight will make both initiating and finishing tricks 
easier, give you more air time, and produce less fatigue during long combos and rides.

Length: 183 cm/6’0’’ | Width: 65.5 cm/25.7’’ | Weight: 9 kg/20 lb | Volume: 210 L/55 G | Max. 
Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb | Material: Lightweight Kevlar/carbon infusion

PYRANHA.COM

FREESTYLE 1 REPRESENTING THE MOST ADVANCED DESIGNS 
FOR DOING TRICKS ON WAVES OR IN HOLES.

JACKSON KAYAK - ROCKSTAR 4.0
The fourth Generation of the most decorated freestyle/playboat design ever made takes freestyle kayaking to new 
heights… Straight out of the water.  Designed to give you more pop and air than ever before, the Rockstar 4.0 is the 
most ‘‘aerial’’ boat we have ever made. We’ve improved the comfort in the knees as well as added more foot room. 
We’ve made the boat more balanced to help you stay vertical end over end, and we’ve made it more durable with 
our new track system. So whether you’re looking at getting your first loop, linking your first ends, or winning the 
local or global rodeos, this boat’s for you.

Length: 170.2 cm/5’7’’ | Width: 60.1 cm/23.7’’ | Weight: 12.2 kg/27 Ib | Colors: Lime . Red . 
Royale

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

WHITEWATER

https://www.pyranha.com/
https://www.pyranha.com/
https://www.pyranha.com/
https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
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WHITEWATER

www.JacksonAdventures.com

“The new Antix takes what 
I loved with the first edition, I loved with the first edition, 
but improved on all the bases I 
could have asked for. From 
easier squirting to higher 
speed, better surfing, and more 
confidence downriver, it's the 
boat that’s gonna allow me to 
unlock the full potential of unlock the full potential of 
every run.” ~ Dane Jackson

New, Improved, And Better Than Ever.
The Antix brings play, river running and creeking together into a one-boat-fits-all 
package. We’ve taken the best selling kayak in its class and added more speed, 
comfort, ease and play to give to you the Antix 2.0. 

#UnlockTheRiver

https://www.jacksonadventures.com/
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PYRANHA - REBEL CONNECT
The Rebel was designed for children from the very beginning, not just scaled down from an adult boat, offering all 
the same style and features as the boats their kayaking heroes paddle but in a format tailored to work specifically 
for them, even as they grow.

Length: 214 cm/7’0’’ | Width: 56 cm/22’’ | Weight: 12.5 kg/27.5 lb | Volume: 155 L/41 G | Max. 
Cap.: 50 kg/110 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

KIDS 1 BOATS DESIGNED FOR THE NEXT GENERATION 
OF RIVER-LOVERS. 

DAGGER KAYAKS - AXIOM 6.9
A responsive and fun kayak for young river runners. The fast planing hull and full length rail profile provide speed 
and develop control, with tapered stern for tail dips. Outfitted for comfort and learning boat control, the Axiom 6.9 
is one for the young guns.

Length: 206 cm/6’9’’ | Width: 57 cm/22.4’’ | Volume: 148 L/33 G | Max. Cap.: 54 kg/119 lb | 
Material: Super-linear High-Density Polyethylene | Colors: Blaze . Electron

DAGGER.COM

PYRANHA - FUSION II M
With the Fusion, you can combine both whitewater and touring to create bigger adventures. You might just be 
getting started in the sport, and haven’t settled on which type of kayaking you prefer yet, or perhaps you’re looking 
for unrestricted adventures that combine the adrenaline rush of whitewater with a peaceful cruise along the lake 
shore; either way, the Fusion has you covered. Also available in Small and Large.

Length: 315 cm/10’4’’ | Width: 66 cm/26’’ | Weight: 23 kg/50 lb | Volume: 319 L/84 G | Max. 
Cap.: 110 kg/243 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

DAGGER KAYAKS - KATANA ACTION 10.4
The excitement of whitewater with the freedom to paddle further. The Katana will take on rapids and glide through 
calm water, with plenty of room in the stern for gear and robust outfitting for everyday use.

Length: 315 cm/10’4’’ | Width: 69 cm/27’’ | Volume: 393 L/104 G | Max. Cap.: 136 kg/300 lb | 
Material: Super-Linear High-Density Polyethylene | Sizes: 9.7 . 10.4 | Colors: Blaze . Electron

DAGGER.COM

WHITEWATER

CROSSOVER 1 WITH PLENTY OF STORAGE AND EASY ACCESS TO GEAR, THESE BOATS ARE PERFECT 
FOR MULTI-DAYS ON ANYTHING FROM LAKES TO THE GRAND CANYON. 

https://www.pyranha.com/
https://www.dagger.com/
https://www.pyranha.com/
https://www.dagger.com/
https://dragorossi.com/
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https://dragorossi.com/
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SPECIALS 1 THE BOAT YOU NEED WHEN A REGULAR 
WHITEWATER KAYAK JUST WON’T CUT IT. 

WHITEWATER

DAG - SX 285
The SX 285 is a SIT-ON-TOP kayak for teenagers and adult designed to get started and progress in whitewater.

Length: 230 cm/7’6.5’’ | Width: 67 cm/26.4’’ | Depth: 24 cm/19.4’’ | Weight: 12 kg/26 lb | Max. 
Cap.: 70 kg/154 lb | Material: HDPE construction

DAG-KAYAK.COM

DRAGOROSSI - SL3.50 MAX
A slalom boat that meets the new rules regarding length and dimensions for races. It comes standard with a 
padded adjustable seat, padded back band, pedal footrest, front and rear frame carrying handles. Ideal for paddlers 
weighing 85 kg.

Length: 351 cm/11’6’’ | Width: 60 cm/23.6’’ | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb

DRAGOROSSI.COM

DRAGOROSSI - POLO290/SL350 KIDS
A polo kayak, ICF approved and supplied with an adjustable pedal footrest, anatomic seat, back bulkhead, integrated 
with a bow and stern rubber cap. It is ideal for slalom races and polo matches. 290 cm length for polo version and 
350 cm length for K1-C1 slalom version; it is easily transformable from the polo boat to a K1-C1 Slalom boat by 
simply replacing the polo front and back caps with the slalom tip and tail, in just a matter of seconds. The K1 seat 
system can be easily transformed into a C1 seat system as well. This kayak has been created for instructors and 
coaches and it makes multiple lessons in a K1, C1, and polo possible. The Polo 2.90 K1-C1 is the only instructional 
kayak created to teach and to entertain at the same time.

Length: (Polo) 290 cm/9’6’’ . (Slalom) 350 cm/11’6’’ | Width: 56 cm/22’’ | Weight: 24 kg/30 lb

DRAGOROSSI.COM

DAG - SX 230
The SX 230 is the ideal kayak for young beginners. Light, compact, easy to handle, children quickly adopt this 
safe kayak.

Length: 230 cm/7’5’’ | Width: 67 cm/26” | Depth: 24 cm/29” |  
Weight: 12 kg/26 lb | Max. Cap.: 70 kg/154 lb | Material: HDPE

DAG-KAYAK.COM

PYRANHA - 12R
The 12R is an uncompromised, hyper-fast, ultra-fun 12-ft longboat which is only limited by your imagination. Multi-
days, attainments, races, vertical miles, challenging and developing your skills, crazy big enders, big booming fun, 
or simply mixing it up with your crew; if the 12R doesn’t put a smile on your face, you might consider seeking 
medical attention.

Length: 368 cm/12’0’’ | Width: 62 cm/24.5’’ | Weight: 26 kg/57 lb | Volume: 385 L/102 G | Max. 
Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

https://www.dag-kayak.com/
https://dragorossi.com/
https://dragorossi.com/
https://www.dag-kayak.com/
https://www.pyranha.com/
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PYRANHA - FUSION SOT
No fuss, just get on and go! The Fusion SOT isn’t just capable on whitewater, it excels; the flat hull is satisfyingly 
speedy and super stable, and the subtle edge allows you to carve around the river and catch eddies alongside other 
kayakers. If your adventures involve calmer waters, the Fusion SOT will more than happily eat up the distance on 
flat water, and its spacious hatch will swallow enough gear for an overnight stay or an extravagant picnic break.

Length: 317 cm/10’5’’ | Width: 78 cm/31’’ | Weight: 25.5 kg/56 lb | Volume: 330 L/87 G | Max. 
Cap.: 130 kg/286 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

WHITEWATER

PYRANHA - FUSION DUO
Adventures are best when shared. Enjoy a tandem sea kayaking trip, go adventure touring with a loved one, or take 
a friend on their first whitewater experience; the Fusion Duo comfortably does anything you’d realistically ask of a 
duo, and everything in between.

Length: 462 cm/15’2’’ | Width: 71 cm/28’’ | Weight: 42 kg/93 lb | Volume: 570 L/150 G | Max. 
Cap.: 230 kg/507 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

www.lettmann.de

Our new Creeker ROCKY.
3 Sizes. Durable. Lightweight.

Size XL - 280/67cm/360l
Size L - 270/65cm/320l

Size M - 260/63cm/280l

@lettmanngmbh
lettmann-gmbh

Lettmann GmbH 
Franz-Haniel-Straße 53
47443 Moers / Germany

info@lettmann.de
www.lettmann.de

+49 (0) 28 41 / 99 92 89 - 0

+49 (0) 28 41 / 99 92 89 - 9

Photo: Jochen Lettm
ann

WE WILL
 ROCK(Y) YOU! ROCK(Y) ROCK(Y) ROCK(Y)

NEW

www.lettmann.de/rocky

+49 (0) 28 41 / 54 77 4

https://www.pyranha.com/
https://www.pyranha.com/
https://lettmann.de/
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LYON, FRANCE,
SEPTEMBER 29TH - 
OCTOBER 1ST 2021

TRADE SHOW, ON-WATER DEMO, FILM FESTIVAL, 
AWARDS, TESTIVAL, EVENTS, TALKS, AND MORE...

THE ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL 
PADDLE SPORTS INDUSTRY 
RENDEZ-VOUS

https://www.thepaddlesportshow.com/
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Since the summer there are thousands of 
new paddlers everywhere – let’s turn that 
new-found enthusiasm into a lifetime of 
fun and adventure.

palmequipmenteurope.com

Summer stoke 
all year round

https://palmequipmenteurope.com/
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